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Norway # 1
With French postage due postmarks

Lot # 346, “16” Unique

Lot # 347,
“12” Unique on strip of four

Did you know?
The first stamp of Norway issued on the first
of January 1855 in the denomination of 4
skilling for paying the domestic uniform rate
was at later dates allowed also for use on letters
to abroad. Besides covers to the Nordic countries, many sent to Germany as well as four to
Russia have survived.

already on the 21st of February 1855 to use
stamps on letters to France and several single
copies are known with the due mark “12” as
well as a strip of three and a strip of four, the
latter one being the largest unit known with
this postmark. The due mark “16” is only
recorded in one example.

Though no covers sent to France are known
to exist there is plenty of evidence that letters
were sent to this country. It was allowed

These two unique items are available at this
auction as both of them have been part of the
exceptional shipmail collection offered here.

Front cover:
Ludvig Richarde, 1862 – 1929, Sweden
”Pilot boat in Øresund”
Oil on panel, 27 x 38 cm
Marialinn Gallery, Helsingborg, Sweden
www.marialinn.com
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Featuring:
The Indriði Pálsson Large Gold Medal
Collection of Classic Iceland, Part 2
(Separate catalogue #213)

The Gummesson Grand Prix d’Honneur
Collection of Finland, Part 1
(Separate catalogue #214)

The Wolfgang Weigel Large Gold Medal
Collection of Classic Denmark
(Separate catalogue #215)

Classic Sweden
Shipmail Northern Europe
Large British Commonwealth Collection

Postiljonen AB · Box 537 · S-201 25 Malmö · Sweden
Visiting address: Hans Michelsensgatan 9
Tel. +46 40 25 88 50 · Fax. +46 40 25 88 59
www.postiljonen.com · stampauctions@postiljonen.se

Preface
Whether we like it or not the autumn signs have begun
to appear. The first birds of passage have already left our
area and now the big migration to the south starts. The
leaves on the trees are getting yellow, the evenings and
nights are humid, daylight hours are fewer and fewer
and many people are already looking forward to the
next short summer.

Why not take this excellent opportunity to add value to
your collection with some beautiful stamps or covers,
especially during these days when the banks are offering
zero or even negative interest? An investment in stamps
through collecting has often shown to be worthwhile
over longer periods of time.
Most welcome to a fantastic auction weekend!

But we the Postiljonen Team are now really looking forward to the fantastic auction weekend in the very end of
September. It is a great honor for us to present three
outstanding and highly awarded international collections, each with their own separate catalogue. We continue with part 2 of The Indriði Pálsson Large Gold
Medal Collection of Classic Iceland, The Wolfgang
Weigel Large Gold Medal Collection of Classic Denmark and last, but not least, part 1 of The Gummesson
Grand prix D’Honneur Collection of Finland. It has
been a delight to work with these and it is the privilege
of few to handle philatelic items of this calibre.
In the general auction we are breaking down an exceptional exhibition collection of shipmail, offered under
the various countries/states. The Norwegian section contains many beautiful No. 1’s with a fantastic strip of
four with two French “12” due postmarks perfectly placed
as the highlight. Collectors of Sweden, at all levels, will
surely find something of interest as usual, from modestly
priced single items to rarities of the highest international
exhibition level. Extensive collections from China,
Bermuda and the British Commonwealth are examples
of the rich variation at this auction.

POSTILJONEN

Lars-Olow Carlsson
Managing Director

Claes Arnrup
Chairman of the board

Only minutes between Copenhagen and Malmö
The train brings you directly from Copenhagen
Airport to Malmö City in 20 minutes or from
Copenhagen City to Malmö City in 35 minutes.
Tell your travel agent about it and buy your train
ticket already when you book your flight.
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Programme
Auction FRIDAY 30 SEPTEMBER
12.00
12.30
13.00
14.30
14.45
15.30

A light lunch will be served!
Presentation of the new FACIT catalogues by editor-in-chief Gunnar Lithén
NON-SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES in alphabetical order . . . . . . . .
1 - 319
SCANDINAVIA collections & mixed lots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 320 - 325
NORWAY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 326 - 380
DENMARK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 381 - 478
SLESVIG 1920, FAROE ISLANDS, GREENLAND, DWI . . . . . . . . . . 479 - 529
The Wolfgang Weigel Large Gold Medal Collection of Classic Denmark . 2501 - 2770

Auction SATURDAY 1 OCTOBER
10.00
11.20
12.45
13.00
14.15
15.00

SWEDEN single items . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SWEDEN collections & mixed lots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LUNCH ca. 11.45 (A light lunch will be served!)
FINLAND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The Gummesson Grand Prix d’Honneur Collection of Classic Finland, Part 1
ICELAND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The Indriði Pálsson Large Gold Medal Collection of Classic Iceland, Part 2

530 - 827
828 - 881
882 - 923
2301 - 2479
924 - 1034
2001 - 2283

Viewing
In Malmö
At our office Hans Michelsensgatan 9
Monday 26 – Tuesday 27 September
9.00-17.00
Wednesday 28 – Friday 30 September
9.00-18.00
Saturday 1 October
9.00-

KJØBENHAVNS PHILATELIST KLUB
Onsdag den 14 september fra kl. 16.30-19.00 vil der
være specialeftersyn i Knud Mohrs studielokale.
Eftersynet omfatter enkeltobjekter fra Danmark og alle
danske områder incl. Schleswig-Holstein, dog med undtagelse af usædvanlig værdifulde objekter, samt udvalgte
samlinger og partier (der kan dog hvis pladshensyn
tillader det medtages objekter efter særlige ønsker).
Vi tilbyder forfriskninger i løbet af aftenen.
Adressen er VARTOV, Farvergade 27, opgang D,
København K.
Bemærk! Dette eftersyn er også åbent for kunder, der
ikke er medlem af KPK!

In Stockholm
At Postmuseum, Lilla Nygatan 6
Wednesday 21 September 11.15–19.00
Sweden single items, with exception for extremely
expensive ones, and chosen lots & collections
(other lots might be brought upon request).
Svenska enkelobjekt, med undantag för mycket dyrbara, samt utvalda samlingar och partier
(i mån av utrymme kan andra objekt
medtagas på begäran).
In Helsinki
At Filatelia meeting room, Restaurant Postpää,
Mannerheiminaukio 1 B
Friday 23 September 13.00-19.00
Saturday 24 September 11.00-16.00
All items from The Gummesson Collection, with the
exception of extremely expensive ones. Should you
wish for us to bring a particular expensive rarity, please
contact us beforehand.
In addition we will also take with us all Finnish single
items and chosen lots & collections from the general
auction # 212. Other non-bulky lots may be brought
upon request.
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Calendar
2016
AUTUMN STAMPEX 2016
London, England 14-17 September 2016. IFSDA meetings. Visiting
VIEWING
Copenhagen 14 September at KPK (The Wolfgang Weigel Collection and Danish single items)
Stockholm 21 September at Postmuseum (Swedish single items and chosen lots & collections)
Helsinki 23-24 September at Restaurant Postpää (The Gummesson Collection & Finland)
Malmö 26 September-1 October at our office
INTERNATIONAL AUTUMN AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden 30 September-1 October 2016
PHILATAIPEI 2016
Taipei, Taiwan 21-26 October 2016. Visiting
TAK16
Birkerød, Denmark 5-6 November 2016. National Exhibition. Stand holder
FRIMÆRKE, BREV OG POSTKORT MESSE 2016
Frederiksberg, Denmark 5-6 November 2016

2017
INTERNATIONAL SPRING AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden 24-25 March 2017
FINLANDIA 2017
Tammerfors, Finland 24-28 May 2017. Stand holder & Supporter
BANDUNG 2017
Jakarta, Indonesia 3-7 August 2017. Visiting
INTERNATIONAL AUTUMN AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden 29-30 September 2017
NORDIA 2017
Vejle, Denmark 27-29 October 2017. Stand holder & Sponsor
MONACOPHIL 2017
Terrasses de Fontvieille, Monaco December 2017. Stand holder

Viewing in Malmö at our office Hans Michelsensgatan 9
This auction will take place in our office building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor
Tel. +46 40-25 88 50

Conditions of sale see page 208-209
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✞

Obituary

✞

It was a sad message I received over the telephone on the evening of July 30th. My dear long
time friend Knud Mohr had passed away after fighting serious illness for a long while. Our
mutual friend Søren Pedersen, who wholeheartedly has supported Knud during these difficult
times, was the carrier of these unfortunate news.
Knud’s long and successful career in philately started in the 1970s when he was asked to help
with the financial structure of KPK (KJØBENHAVNS PHILATELIST KLUB). He soon became
the club’s President and in 1976 he was together with the late Mr. Henrik Eis, the organizer of
the first international HAFNIA Exhibition in Copenhagen.
As a collector he went all the way and won countless Gold Medals with various collections of
Danish philately, crowned with two Grands Prix, one in Stockholm and another one in Rio de
Janeiro. At the same time he made invaluable contributions with his work for FIP (Fédération
Internationale de Philatélie) and was elected its President in 1998. After his retirement in 2002
he became the federation’s Honorary President.
After getting to know Knud and working with him on multiple projects of varying nature, we
quickly became close friends and the traditional lunches in the Tivoli Garden were numerous as
well as other gatherings in our countries and around the world at various international exhibitions.
Following his retirement from FIP his relation with Postiljonen developed into his participation
on our Advisory Board and later on he became editor of the Fakes, Forgeries & Experts Journal
for a record time of 10 years and the same number of issues, after he had convinced me that
Postiljonen should take over from his good friend Paolo Vollmeier and become publisher of this
magazine.
In this period he came to know and work closely with especially Lars-Olow Carlsson and his
wife Barbro, but in various ways with all of the Postiljonen staff. They are without exceptions
all part of this obituary and will surely feel the same emptiness and will miss his friendly appearance in the future, as I, my wife África and our daughter will.
Even if he was fighting serious illnesses for at least the two last years and had difficulties walking,
he kept a high spirit, trying and hoping to get better. Even just two weeks before his parting,
being happy for the auctions we now have coming up, he wanted to contribute, especially for
the specialized sale of Denmark, unfortunately fate wanted differently. He was a gentleman and
a real fighter until the end.
Rest in peace, dear friend!
Claes Arnrup
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Mail Bidders!

V.A.T.

We always endeavour to simulate the actual
auction situation for our mail bidders, you must
however beforehand have determined the maximum you wish to pay for each lot and we will
ensure that this maximum is not exceeded.
Your bids must be in Euro and divisible by 10.
The bidding always starts with the second highest
mail bid plus the next increase (see conditions of
sale sect. 2). The bidding then continues between
the bidders in the audience and the highest mail
bidder.

Please note that the buyer’s premium 25% includes
Swedish V.A.T.
Buyer’s premium 20% excl. V. A.T. only for:

Avoid missing out on every item you wanted
because of higher bids from others by bidding
on many items but limit your total purchase to
an amount of your choice (see bid form “my total
purchase must not exceed:...excl. commission”).
You can for example bid for a sum of € 10 000 but
limit your total purchase to € 1 000 or any amount
you wish.

Köparprovisionen 25% inkluderar moms för kunder
inom Sverige och EU. Momsregistrerade handlare,
se ovan.

You can also bid on two or several items and add
“or” in between. We will then make sure that you
get only one of these items.
Further, according to your instructions we can for
example also raise your bid on one item if it turns
out that you got another item less expensive than
your highest bid.
Should there be two or more equal mail bids then
the first bid received will buy the lot, so please submit your bids as early as possible.
To ensure you a safe handling of your bids, we
need them at least 24 hours before the auction
starts.

Currency Euro
This auction is held in Euro.
If there is anything you are wondering about regarding this, don’t hesitate to contact us!
Denna auktion avhålls i Euro.
För de svenskar som så önskar kan fakturering ske i
SEK till av oss, på auktionsdagen, fastställd växelkurs.
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1. Export to countries outside of EU.
2. V. A.T. registered dealers inside of EU
(Not Swedish). V.A.T. number has to be
forwarded to us in good time before the
auction!

MOMS

Import V.A.T.
Lots marked •
Please note that lots marked • in front of the lot
No. are subject to importation V. A.T. 12%
will be added to the auction price except for:
1. Export to countries outside of EU.
2. V. A.T. registered dealers inside of EU
(Not Swedish). V.A.T. number has to be
forwarded to us in good time before the
auction!
Importskatt tillkommer med 12% på auktionspriset
på alla objekt markerade med • före objektnumret.
Momsregistrerade handlare utanför Sverige, v.g.
se punkt 2 ovan.

Financing the auction
Purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to
finance a large part of the total purchase for shorter
or longer periods. Credit or payment arrangements
must be agreed on in good time before the auction.

Nyhet!
Nu kan du även betala med Swish till Postiljonen AB.
Vårt Swish-nummer är: 1230593988

Methods of Payment
Bank Draft
When paying by bank draft in Euro it has to be drawn on a bank in Euroland and if in SEK on a
Swedish bank. Please add €35 to the invoice amount to cover bank charges.
No private cheques please!
Bank Transfer
Please transfer EURO to:
If transfer in SEK:

SEB, Malmö
IBAN: SE92 5000 0000 0590 1821 1265
Bic: ESSESESS
IBAN: SE47 5000 0000 0551 1100 1247

PlusGiro
Please transfer SEK/EURO to:

PLUSGIROT, Stockholm
Bic: NDEASESS
IBAN: SE74 9500 0099 6042 0637 0118

Cash Payment
New EU Directives has led to legislation resulting in stricter bank policies regarding cash deposits. We therefore kindly ask you to, if possible, avoid cash/cheque payments. Please note that
Swedish cheques are considered as cash by the banks!
Credit Card
We accept payment for auction purchases by the following Credit Cards:

A service charge of only 2% will be added to your invoice total.
For overseas customers we recommend that you notify your bank before the transaction.

On our website you can also find a secured payment form to use
for sending your credit card information.
Please fill in and send us the form below (or a photocopy) for payment by card.

Invoice No:

MasterCard/Eurocard q

VISA q

Card number:
Exp. date:

CVV2/CVC2

(3 digit security code)

Name on card: ___________________________________________
Your signature: ___________________________________________
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Facit Special Classic 2017
All Nordic stamps up to 1951 with
varieties and specialties.

NEWS:
• Standards for determining quality
grades, REVISED.
• Sweden, The 11th Delivery of
4 Skilling Banco (article), NEW
• Sweden, coil stamps, REVISED.
• Sweden, stamp booklets, REVISED.
• Danish West Indies, REVISED.
• Icelandic Skilling Covers on Private Hands
(article), NEW
• Iceland, 3 Þrir Surcharge 1897
(article), NEW

Will be released at the
end of September
Ask your stamp dealer or
Will
released
order itbe
directly
from us: in
www.facit.se
end
of September

the

In Sweden order it by
contacting our retailers:
Collectia AB
Box 43
310 20 KNÄRED
0430-50743
info@collectia.se
www.collectia.se
SAFE Album AB
Bruksgatan 30
252 23 HELSINGBORG
042-144982
mail@safealbum.se
www.safealbum.se
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With English text!

FACIT FÖRLAGS AB
Box 537, SE- 201 25 Malmö, Sweden
info@facit.se www.facit.se

Facit Norden 2017
All Nordic stamps from 1951 onwards with
varieties, the period before 1951 is described
with issue and denomination, without varieties.
Also a complete listing of booklets from each
of the Nordic countries.

NEWS:
• Each catalogue contains a stamp gift
from PostNord
• Standards for determining quality
grades, REVISED
• Machine-produced booklets. REVISED
• Joint issues with other countries, NEW
• Denmark, franking labels, REVISED
• Denmark, overview of franking labels
(aCon), NEW
• The Faroe Islands, franking labels, NEW
• Greenland, franking labels, REVISED
• The Åland Islands, gutter pairs, REVISED

Will be released at the
end of September
Ask your stamp dealer or
order it directly from us:
www.facit.se
In Sweden order it by
contacting our retailers:
Collectia AB
Box 43
310 20 KNÄRED
0430-50743
info@collectia.se
www.collectia.se
SAFE Album AB
Bruksgatan 30
252 23 HELSINGBORG
042-144982
mail@safealbum.se
www.safealbum.se

With English text!

FACIT FÖRLAGS AB
Box 537, SE- 201 25 Malmö, Sweden
info@facit.se www.facit.se
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Specialized Auctions 30 September - 1 October
# 213, The Indriði Pálsson
Large Gold Medal Collection
of Classic Iceland, Part 2
Important skilling covers and early
issues as well as a large selection
crown cancellations

1 October 15.00

# 214, The Rolf Gummesson
Grand Prix Collection of Finland,
Part 1
Exceptional classic rarities: outstanding
pre-philately, postal stationery starting
IDQWDVWLF¿UVWLVVXH2YDOVHDUO\
sheets and classic private local stamps

1 October 13.00

# 215, The Wolfgang Weigel
Large Gold Medal Collection
of Classic Denmark
A documentation of the early
philately of Denmark, 1851-1862.
Awarded Large Gold Medal in
Paris 2012

30 September 15.30

14
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Extra scans on the web!
We are now one step closer to our goal to include scans of all our lots
at our website.
At our website www.postiljonen.com you will find all certificates of
the single items, lists, complete scans and selections of collections &
lots that are not included in the printed catalogue! New pictures will
be uploaded continuously until the auction!
We believe we have made a good selection of scans and hope there is
something for everyone.
Look for lots marked with µ, they have something extra for you at
our website.

Please have a look at:

www.postiljonen.com

“Postiljonen Horses”
Postiljonen has always emphasized the advantages and the importance of collecting philatelic items of the highest quality. We think this is an important step for the development of
modern collecting.
To highlight, and to a certain degree reward what we think is interesting, fun, beautiful and
high quality philately, we are choosing a number of items in our auction catalogues and present them with Postiljonen emblems. It should be specially noted that it is not a complete
classification, you will surely find other items that would well deserve extra attention.
This choice of excellence is a subjective opinion, even if done with professional as well as
philatelic skill and experience. It reflects also the emotional influence of an individual eye.
An item of outstanding quality and beauty. A rarity for its
appearance and not necessarily for its value. Suitable in any
collection for private enjoyment as well as for exhibition.
An item of highest excellence in regard to
quality, beauty and rarity. A wonderful addition to any collection in its area.
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€uro

Non-Scandinavian Countries
Friday 30 September
13.00 hrs

µ1

Albania


Exceptional lot 1913 Double Eagle provisionals and
“SHQIPENIA”. Ca 85 copies, almost all used or on
pieces. A few other values but mostly 20 pa rose
and 1 pia blue, many signed. Very high catalogue
value. All available on our website.
PLEASE INSPECT!

1.000

Argentina

Ex 2

P

2

I **

TIERRA DEL FUEGO 10 c. 1891 private shipletter
stamp in complete sheet of 100 incl. varietes, e.g.
broken top frame in pos. 4. Mi. as * singles 6.000++.

1.000

Austria
Please see also Lot # 343 & 372

•

P µ 3

*/

4

*/

Ex 3
Collection 1850 - ca 1900 on five old album pages in a stockbook.
Containing some very beautiful classics incl. a 6 kr. yellow newspaper stamp “yellow Mercury” with cert. Bach/Eichele (cut into at left),
five different imperf. private telegraph stamps and also some later
perforated issues. Very high catalogue value. All five album pages
can be inspected on our website.
2.000
Collection 1850 - 1967 in a well filled old Schaubek album, mostly used
up to ca. 1918. Some toning on some of the earliest stamps. Also well
filled sections of officials, postage dues and Bosnia & Herzegovina as
well as less well filled sections of fieldpost, Trieste and Fiume.

250
17

€uro
5

6

*/

**/*/

Collection 1850 - 1975 in two stockbooks incl. many better stamps. The
collection is predominantly used and includes sections of postage
dues, Levant, fieldpost etc.

200

BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA. Accumulation 1879 - 1918 on stock pages
in an album. Mostly used partly sorted by perforation incl. coarsely
perf., imperf. and even some composite perf. noted. Must be close to
2.000 stamps in total. Please inspect.

150

Baltic States
Estonia

P

7

P µ 8

9

75/82 

(*)

**

Ship mail cover from Estonia, stamps canc. with ship silhouette canc.
in “HELSINKI 2.X.34”. Arrival canc. 3.X.34.

300

Ex 8
Very interesting group of die proofs for the Coat of Arms issue of the
early 1990s. All printed on small individually numbered cards with
engraved printing in various stages. 67 items in total.

500

FACE VALUE - WHOLESALE LOT. Large quantity
of Europa Anniversary 2006. Mi. Nos 537-38. 12.000
of each in 0,38 and 0,42 Euro. Mi. Euro 24.000.
TOTAL FACE VALUE EURO 9.600.

2.500

Mixed Baltic States
10

*/

Very well filled collections 1918 - 1941 from Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania on Schaubek pages. High cat. value.

250

11

**//

Carton from an estate containing seemingly cpl. collections of Estonia
(incl. a very well filled section 1918-41), Latvia and Lithuania in three
separate Leuchtturm albums from 1991-2003, FDCs from the same
period. Also a sparsely filled Leuchtturm album with Finland as well
as loose ** stamps, minisheets and booklets up to 2005 etc. Further two
stockbooks with older issues from various countries.

250

µ 12
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Belgium
1-2 

Superb numeral canc. on 10 c. (1) and 20 c. (4). All in good quality with
full margins. Numerals 7, 29, 58, 83 & 120.

100

€uro

P

•

13

186 **

Minisheet with four copies 5 fr. brown, canc. in the margin as it should
be. Mi=400.

Bid

14

**/*/

Fine well filled collection 1849 - 1959 on clean privately produced printed pages in individual plastic pockets in three binders. Included are
very well filled sections of postage due, railway parcel stamps, têtebêche and advertising pairs etc. Some stamps are loose in the plastic
pockets.

250

µ 15

*/

Collection 1849 - 1969 in an old Schaubek album. Very filled up to ca
1950s incl. railway parcel stamps. Also some WWI German occupation
and Belgian occupation of Eupen & Malmedy. Please see sample pictures on our website.

200

16

*/

Collection 1849 - 1959 incl. some back of book in an old album. Further
two albums with a collection of Belgian Congo from the same period.

200

17

**/*/

Collection 1849 - 1969 in three Davo albums, well filled up to 1949 incl.
railway stamps.

200

18

**/*/

Well filled collection 1849 - 1969 in an old Schaubek album incl.
railway parcel stamps and some areas.

150

Belgian Congo

P µ 19

112Petc

Scarce die proof in brown without denomination of the motive of the
35 c. value from 1930 with note “1er” (first state). Also a die proof in
black of the frame for the same issue.

100

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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€uro

P µ 20

Ex 20
263...84P DIE PROOFS for the Mask issue 1947. A total of 11 incl. two in small
size. All different incl. final designs, various colours and with only center motives. Very scarce selection. All can be viewed on our website.

750

Bhutan
21

**

Stock of ** 3-D animal thematic sets of 1970, Michel nos. 376-384.
Complete apart from airmail issues issued later. ca 117 sets in total,
each on large stock card in plastic sleeve. Mi=2.106.

100

Brazil
Please see also Lot # 246

P

22

1

P

23

1

P

24

1

P

25

2

25

20

22
23
Beautiful 30 r. in dark colour and large margins. Part of light black
town canc.

200

Beautiful 30 r. with large margins and small part of brown canc.
VERY FINE.

200

24
A very fresh pair of 30 r. with small part of a light town canc.

300

Very beautiful 60 r. with well placed “CEARA” in oval (Ayres 1274)
and some ink writing, which was always done in Ceara.
SUPERB & RARE.

150

€uro

26

27

P

26

2

An exceptional 60 r. thin paper with red canc. “CORREO DE CAMPINAS” (1565 PA 1843). Scarce and beautiful.

150

P

27

3

Beautiful 90 r. with very good margins canc. “CIDADE DE NICHTEROY” (1371 PA 1843).

300

28

29

P

28

3

Beautiful 90 canc. with pen. Small pinhole and a small thin spot in the
margin.

100

P

29

3

Pair of 90 r. centrally canc. “CORREIO GERAL DA (CORTE) 28.10
1844” (1608 PA 1843), paper slightly brownish.

250

30

**/

Collection in two Schaubek albums nearly cpl. from ca 1960-2000 with
most stamps and minisheets **. Also two 32 page stockbooks with
duplicates etc.

200

China
Please see also Lot # 534 & 535

31

32

33

P

31

Bke 5 

Incoming 15 öre postal stationery card from Sweden canc. “KALMAREMMABODA 11.2 1893”. Arrival canc. in Shangai both by the German
Post Office and the Local Post on 27.3 1893. Facit cat. value is 8.000
Swedish Kronor. SCARCE ITEM.

200

P

32



Registered cover sent by Sven Hedin in 1930 to his sister in Sweden.

100

P

33



Cover from Sven Hedin sent to Sweden from Beijing in 1933.

100
21

€uro

Ex 34

Ex 35

Ex 36

P µ 34



P µ 35

Two registered covers sent to Sweden by Sven Hedin in 1930 and 1933.
The covers are very slightly reduced on three sides.

Bid



P µ 36

Group of three interesting covers from China sent to Sweden in the
1940s. Please see pictures on our website.

100



Group of 7 covers sent between Sweden and China ca 1910-1920s of
which most have multiple transit cancellations. Mixed quality. Please
see pictures of both back and front on our website.

100

Ex 37
P

37

246-49 ** Sven Hedin Expedition 1932 cpl. (4) in very fresh margin strips of 5.
Mi=1.600.

500

People’s Republic of China

38
• P

38

P µ 39

Bl. 7

Ex 39

Table Tennis 1961 minisheet, without gum as issued. Mi=1.800.

648-55 ** 1962 Mei Lan-fang set of 7 cpl. in very fresh never hinged quality.
M=3.000.

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
22

350

750

€uro

Ex 40

P µ 40 648B- 1962 Mei Lan-fang IMPERFORATE set of 7 cpl. in ne55B ** ver hinged quality, (two low values with gum bends).
Mi=10.000. SCARCE.

2.000

Lot # 41
Bl. 8 **
1962 Mei Lan-fang minisheet in very good appearance, however with some
gum bends visible mostly from the reverse. Mi=25.000. A picture of the reverse
can be found on our website.
€uro 4.000

P µ 42

Ex 42
744-59 ** 1963 Landscape set of 16 cpl. with all stamps in fresh never hinged
quality, apart from Mi. Nos 753-54 which have extremely light hinge
marks. Mi=2.000.

400
23

Lot # 43 µ
**
Extensive mint never hinged collection of the People’s
Republic 1949 - 2000 in four beautiful Leuchtturm albums.
The collection includes a large number of medium priced
and expensive stamps, sets as well as minisheets nearly without exception in flawless quality. The Radio Gymnastics set
of 1952 in blocks of four (originals) bears extremely light
trace of hinge but otherwise superbly fresh. The smiling girl
minisheet of 1979 has a small faint bend but otherwise very
fresh. Total Michel cat. value is over € 45.000.
A DETAILED LIST OF CONTENTS WITH
MICHEL NUMBERS IS AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE
AS WELL AS PICTURES OF THE ENTIRE COLLECTION
€uro15.000
24

€uro

Ex 44
Collection in stockbook from ca 1955 - 1975 incl. many expensive
sets. The vast majority of the stamps are in very fresh never hinged
quality but some stamps with very light hinge marks or gum bends
have been noted (e.g. the table tennis minisheet with bends). Very
high cat. value.
PLEASE VIEW PICTURES OF THE ENTIRE COLLECTION ON
OUR WEBSITE.
2.000

P µ 44

**

P µ 45

**

Selection of 10 diff. better sets from 1960-67 in very fresh never hinged
quality. Total Michel cat. value is € 4.427. Pictures of the entire lot
available on our website.
1.000

**/*/

Lot with various material from 1890s through ca 1960 (People’s
Republic) incl. many medium priced stamps and sets and even some
expensive items. Two books with a large variety of older stamps
mounted on ca 80 pages incl. a wealth of different overprint stamps.
a collection of never hinged without gum as issued stamps 1949-1959
etc. High cat. value. PLEASE SEE SAMPLE PICTURES ONLINE.

500

Old collection of various Chinese areas in a binder with some good
sets incl. a * set of Goldfish (1960) from the Peoples Republic etc.
PLEASE SEE PICTURES ON OUR WEBSITE.

200

µ 46

µ 47

Ex 45

Mixed Periods

*//(*)

Czechoslovakia

P µ 48

330x-331x Pair of 1934 national anthem minisheets of 15 stamps each on carton
KB (*)
paper, without gum as issued. Some very small hardly visible margin
imperfections on the 2 Kc sheet. Mi=950. Sign. Karásek. SCARCE.

150
25

€uro
49

**//

Collection of predominantly ** stamps and minisheets 1918 - 1971 in 5
albums as well as some specialities, very well filled from 1945.
Additional sets of used minisheets are included for many issues.
Further a used less well filled collection and some FDCs in 4 albums is
included. Total Michel cat. value for the main collection is ca € 7.800
according to the consignor.

400

France
Numbers According to Yvert et Tellier
Please see also Lot # 246, 346, 347, 438, 447 & 459

P µ 50

The never issued 10/10 c. dull brown on cover from “GARE-DENARBONNE 19 OCT 94” sent to Switzerland. Small corner bend of
no importance. Unpriced as used or on cover. Cert. J.-F. Brun:
L’emploi du no 34 étang exceptionnel.
EXTREMELY RARE ON COVER.

750

51
52
Printed matter sent to Guadalajara, Mexico franked with perforated 40 c
as well as a pair of 80 c canc. “PARIS 19 JANV 73”.

150

P

51

38+57 

P

52

53 

Printed matter sent from Paris to SWEDEN with strip of three 5 c. Ceres dull
green with red canc. “P.D. IMPRIMES PARIS 25.DEC.74”. EXCELLENT.

150

119+137


Censored letter from Constantinople to Paris canc. “TRESORT ET
POSTES 506 - 28.7.19” canc. with framed “ARMEES ALLIEES EN
ORIENT - POSTE AERIENNE”. Cert. Behr.

200

P µ 53
26

34 

€uro

P

P

54 156 **

55

P µ 56
P
•

57
µ 58

182 

An exceptional complete sheet of 25 copies Red
Cross 1918. Extremely fresh on front as well as on
back. Yvert Euro 7.500, however as the majority of
the stamps are perfectly centered and the rest very
well centered, the Yvert value as singles should
come closer to Euro 11.250. EXCELLENT ITEM.

Bordeaux Congress 1923 in a fine used copy. Y=625.

56

1.800

Bid

57

181+207


Reg. airmail letter with 1,50 fr Pasteur & two copies 10 fr. Merson sent
from “MARSEILLES 18.2.29” to Saigon. Framed “COURRIER ACCIDENT…”. Sign. Le Brix. Cert. Behr.

200

257A 

Le Havre philatelic exposition 2 fr. on reg. cover to Austria. Y=875 for
single stamp.

200

E **

Essays in full sheets of 100. 1944 Chateau Malmaison. 3 sheets in different colours, orange, green and blue.

Bid
27

€uro

P

59

1695-98a General de Gaulle 1971, two imperf. sets from the bottom of the sheet.
**
Y=600.

100

Lot # 60 µ
A 3+4 
ILE-DE-FRANCE 1928. 10 fr./90c and 10 fr./1,50 fr on two registered airmail
covers posted onboard the catapult flight from New York to Brest and re-adressed to Paris. Y=14.500 as single stamps off cover. Cert. J.-F. Brun.
VERY RARE & EXCELLENT
€uro 3.000

P µ 61

28

A 6c+d  EIPA 1930 perforation both values 1,50 fr. carmine & ultramar on reg.
cover from the exhibition sent to Berlin. Y=5.800 as single stamps off
1.000
cover. Certs Calves and von der Weid. SUPERB.

€uro

62
63
Airmail 50 fr. 1936 in a very fresh never hinged copy. Y=1.500.

200

Pair 50 fr. ultramarine on a large airmail letter from Le Havre to
Dakar franked with a total of fr. 171,85.
A VERY INTERESTING COVER.

200

TF 13a ** TIMBRES DE FRANCHISE. Flag 1964 imperf. without value. Block of
12 with 6 gutter pairs. Scarce.

Bid

P

62

A 15 **

P

63

A 15 

µ 64

Collections & Lots

Lot # 65 µ
**/*/ /
A HUGE SPECIALISED COLLECTION in four Leuchtturm album
1840-1969 incl. many better classics e.g. Y34 * and 84 * with small imperfections, cert. Friedl (Y=15.000), scarce blocks 1927-37 *, airmail with
many semi official issues, proofs, essays and several scarce “epreuves de
luxe”. Much from 1920-69 is **. Also occupations with e.g. French legion
block with double print cert. Krischke and some scarce booklets. Several
items are expertised.
A FANTASTIC COLLECTION THAT MUST BE INSPECTED
€uro 5.000
Lot # 66 µ

Collection 1919-41 AIRMAIL COVERS. Two Leuchtturm albums with a
total of 183 covers incl. four early orient covers, four with certs Behr,
Chad flight 1925, 1926 cover to Iran, 1927 cover to Buenos Aires, 1927
Strassbourg exhibition, 1929 Hanoi flight and a beautiful cover with 50
fr. 1938 to Bangkok. Ca. Euro 30.000 retail value. The entire collection
can be inspected on our website.
€uro 5.000
29

€uro
67

/

68

µ 69

A huge lot duplicates in 13 thick stockbooks, e.g.
containing a huge number of classics in somewhat
mixed condition. Later with much modern material
somewhat specialised. A lot that must be inspected.
**

µ 70 

71

µ 72
µ 73

P µ 74
µ 75
76
P µ 77
78

30

Small collection 20 c. - 80 c. 1862-79 on loose leaves incl. some fine 20 c.
on covers. Please inspect.

Imperf. stamps in large corner blocks, Yvert Nos 1412 (8), 1446 (10),
1449 (18) and 1452 (18). Y=1.438+. Top quality.

POSTAL HISTORY. Three thick volumes with a
huge number of rare and interesting covers and
cards from various periods e.g. some classics, better
airmails, special covers, private labels and cinderellas mostly tied to the covers. A fantastic lot that
must be inspected.
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.
POSTCARDS. Stock in two boxes with many cards in individual plastic sleeves. Most cards are in the older format.

200

Bid
150

2.000
100

French Colonies
**/*/
/(*)

FRENCH INDIA. Small collection of ca 220 stamps (mostly different)
as well as a cover and a postcard.

100

**/*/

LEBANON & SYRIA. Collection of Lebanon up to 1940s (ca 400
stamps) plus another section with Syria, Latakia, Alaouites etc. (ca 250
stamps) arranged on black stock pages incl. many medium priced
stamps. Light duplication. Please see pictures on our website.

200

Ex 74

Ex 77

PA. 45-51 RÉUNION. Flight to East Africa 1949 CFA overprint set of 7 in very
**
fresh never hinged quality. Y=695.

100

**/*/

RÉUNION. Collection of a few hundred stamps on stock sheets incl.
quite a few early stamps, many CFA overprints etc. Please see pictures
on our website.

200

**/*/

ST. PIERRE & MIQUELON. Collection of ca 380 stamps in a stockbook
incl. many medium priced ones. Light duplication.

100

149-52 ** SYRIA. 1924 Olympics surcharge set of four stamps in very fresh never
hinged quality.

Bid

**/*/

A fine comprehensive very well organised collection of mostly early
20th century commemmorative stamps in two stockbooks incl. many
medium priced sets and single stamps. An interesting collection.

400

German States

German & Northern European Shipmail
In the Baltic Sea and the North Atlantic
For this auction we are breaking down an exceptional and very important exhibition collection of shipmail. A large part is from the German areas and is offered under the various countries/states. However, also in the Scandinavian sections: Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Iceland and even in Finland there are a lot of
items documenting the immense traffic between these neighboring countries.
Mail was often delivered directly to the boat or even onboard a mail transporting vessel and were therefore either cancelled onboard the vessel, at the next
port of call or at the destination port’s post office.
In consequence of this practice German and Scandinavian stamps can be
found with postmarks of their neighboring countries in a great variation. Even
countries outside of these areas are represented with stamps as well as postmarks.
Most items are offered under the countries which issued the stamps, but there
are exceptions as well as some items which carry stamps from more than one
country. Therefore we urge you to carefully study this catalogue and maybe
there is an exquisite item fitting perfectly into your collection, in a place where
you did not expect to find it.

Bergedorf

P

79

DK7a 

A wonderful wide margin copy 4 skilling brown wavy line type wmk. I
with 1/2 ring canc. “BERGEDORF 7.4”. Sign. Bühler. EXCELLENT.

100

Bremen

P

80

4c **/*

Very beautiful corner block of 4, one small brown spot on one stamp.

Bid
31

€uro

Hamburg

P µ 81

DK7i 

A VERY RARE PRINTED MATTER dated “Hull, Juli 31,1863” mailed
from “KDOPA HAMBURG 3.8” and canc. with numeral canc. “2” sent
to Landscrona, Sweden. Very rare printed matter rate 1.10.1865 31.12.1874. Only a few known, most of them in poor condition, this
one is flawless. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

750

Prussia

82

P µ 82

6

P

7

83

P µ 84 8b 

32

83
A fantastic strike of rare Danish numeral canc. “198” used on the
shipmail route COPENHAGEN - STETTIN. Cert. Debo. SUPERB.

800

Pair 2 sgr. blue with very rare Danish type three ring numeral canc.
“198” COPENHAGEN - STETTIN. Small tear between the stamps of
no importance. Cert. Debo. SUPERB.

700

An outstanding copy 3 sgr. yellow with DANISH
type numeral canc. “198” SHIPMAIL route
Copenhagen - Stettin. Cert. Møller.
EXTREMELY RARE & EXCELLENT.

1.500

€uro

P

85

6+8 

DANISH NUMERAL CANC. “198” on cover with 1 sgr. red & 3 sgr.
yellow on shipletter from Stettin to Copenhagen. Octangular pmk.
“FRA STETTIN” in black. 3 sgr. restored with added margins.
Illustrated in the Frick handbook.
1.500
ONE OF ONLY TWO COVERS RECORDED.

Ex 86
P µ 86



DANISH POSTMARKS on Prussian stamps. Small stock card with six
items: three diff. stamps with numeral “1” and three with scarce numeral “198” Copenhagen-Stettin steamship. Some with small imperfections.
Please view the entire lot on our website.

250

Schleswig-Holstein
Danish Period

P

87



A scarce rural cover inside dated “Pastorat zu Kaltenkirchen 13te Mai
1855” sent as disregarded official cover to Itzehoe. Perfectly clear framed postmark “L:P: No.4”. Full content and official seal on the reverse.
EXCELLENT.

100
33

€uro

88
P

88

P µ 89
P µ 90

P µ 91

P µ 92

34

DK2I 

89

90

Scarce numeral canc. “54” Rendsburg on 4 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 86.
SUPERB.

Bid

DK2IIIA HANDWRITTEN NUMERAL “116” Glückstadt on 4 RBS Thiele II

black brown plate I No. 16. The finest of a few known copies. Cert.
Møller. RARE & EXCELLENT.

500

DK2IIIA Rare numeral canc. “156” Hanerau on 4 RBS Thiele II black brown plate

II. The canc. is very clear upright and distinct. F=3.000. Cert. Møller.
SUPERB.

Bid

DK2IIIA RARE cover with 4 RBS Thiele II black brown plate II on cover from

“SCHLESWIG 18.2.1854” via “St.P.A. BAHNHOFS-EXPED. HAMBURG 19.2.1854” sent to Bergedorf. On the reverse blue “KDOPA
HAMBURG 18.2” and red arrival mark “BERGEDORF 19.2”. Noted
“2” in red crayon receiver charge. SUPERB & VERY RARE.
1.500

DK2IIIA 4 RBS Thiele III, black brown plate I. FIRST WEEK OF USE in

Duchy Holstein sent from “KIEL 7.7.” (1853) to Salzau. Very rare framed postmark. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE & RARE.

600

€uro

P µ 93

P µ 94

2IIIA 

Town canc. “ALTONAER BAHNHOF” sent to Randers. DAKA
1999=DKK 18.000. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE & RARE.

DK2IVa Handwritten numeral “130” Plön on 4 RBS Thiele III plate III No. 20

yellow brown. UNRECORDED in DAKA and in ARGE handbook.
1.000
Cert. Møller. UNIQUE & SUPERB.

95
P

95

P µ 96

500

DK2IVa


96

A beautiful impression of a scarce numeral “172” Marne on 4 RBS
Thiele III yellow brown plate III No. 13. F=3.000+. SUPERB.

DK2IVc A perfect strike of numeral canc. “142” Horst on 4 RBS Thiele III pla
te IV No. 84 grey brown. F=7.000 for the postmark. One of the most
rare numerals. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

100

400
35

€uro

P µ 97

P µ 98

DK2IVc RURAL COVER inside dated “Borkenhoop” (SE of Rendsburg in

Duchy Schleswig) sent via Hanerau and Itzehoe to Lübeck. Rare
numeral canc. “156” and framed “L:P: / No.2” and date stamp “ITZEHOE 3.2.1855”. Blue arrival mark on the reverse “4/2”. ONLY A FEW
KNOWN. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.
1.000

DK4f 

A wonderful small size rural cover from Blankenese with 4 skilling
5th printing. RARE NUMERAL “154” and framed postmark “L.P. /
No.5”. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

200

Schleswig-Holstein Issues

P µ 99

36

1a 

An extraordinary beautiful wide margin copy 1 schilling blue with a
perfect strike of barred numeral canc. “19” Kieler Bahnhof. The
security thread has however caused a microscopic small split in the
paper in the bottom margin. Mi=7.000. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.
1.500

Lot # 100 µ
2b 
UNIQUE barred numeral canc. “9” Elmshorn on 2 schilling dark rose red. An
outstandingly beautiful copy with a clear and distinct impression of the rare
numeral canc. (two impressions are recorded on 1 schilling). Fine - very fine
margins. Small imperfections on the reverse. Mi=13.000. Cert. Møller.
€uro 3.000

Lot # 101 µ
2a 
Cover with late used 2 schilling rose red sent from Altona to Rendsburg.
Double impression of insurrection canc. No.”39” and double ring c.d.s. “ALTONAER BAHNHOF 2.12” (1851). Stamp and cover sheet have been cleaned (the
cover lightly aged), strengthened inside. Signed Thier. Cert. Møller.
A VERY RARE AND FINE ITEM
€uro 2.500
37

€uro

P µ 102 11 

Scarce cover with 2 schilling ultramarine on a wonderful cover from
“GRAM 19.10.65” via “KOLDING” and “HADERSLEBEN” to
“ROESKILDE”. Noted “betalt”. Cert. W. Engel.
RARE & EXCELLENT.

103
P

103 11 

P µ 104 13 

P

38

105 21 

500

104

Shipletter with 2 schilling ultramarine canc. with Danish numeral
canc. “179” and with c.d.s. “Korsör Jernb:Post-Exped: 10.9.1865” sent
to Slagelse. Noted “pr Vesta”. Mi=800 for a normal letter. Signatures
Carl H. Lange and Jakubek.

300

Rare rural cover dated “Risum” via “DEETZBÜLL 17.5.67” to Niebüll.
Cert. Møller. RARE & EXCELLENT.

150

A very beautiful shipletter from Kiel via Korsør to Aalborg franked
with 2 schilling blue Holstein issue with white letters. Canc. with a
beautiful strike of duplex canc. “37” & “KORSØR 27.5.”. Arrival
mark on the reverse. SUPERB.

300

€uro

106
P

106 21 

P µ 107 24 

P

108 24 

P µ 109 24 

P µ 110

24 

107

108

Shipletter from Kiel with 2 schilling ultramarine sent via Copenhagen
to Faaborg. Canc. in transit by Danish numeral canc. “1” and with two
c.d.s. on the reverse “KIØBENHAVN 5.5” and “FAABORG 6.5.1866”.
Cert. Møller. RARE & VERY FINE.

200

A scarce and very beautiful shipletter from Kiel sent via Korsør to
Copenhagen. A perfect impression of scarce duplex canc. “188” &
“DPSK.P.EXP. No.5 29.3”. Slight wear at the edges. Cert. Møller.
VERY FINE - SUPERB.

200

Shipletter from Kiel with 2 schilling blue canc. with Danish type numeral canc. “190” and black c.d.s. “DAMPSK:POST-SPED: No. 6
24.4.1867” sent via Korsør-Kiel to Aalborg, arrival mark on the reverse.
Mi=420 for a normal letter. Signed Jakubek on the inside.

300

A very beautiful shipletter with 2 schilling blue sent from Kiel canc.
with scarce Danish type duplex canc. “191” & “DPSK.P.EXP. No.4
2.4.”. Arrival mark on the reverse. Sign. Jakubek. Cert. Møller.
SUPERB.

300

A rare shipletter from “Kiel 16 April 1867” to Copenhagen canc. with
c.d.s. “DAMPSK:POST-SPED: No.2 17.4.1867”. Arrival mark 17.4.
Mi=420 for a normal cover. Cert. Møller. RARE & VERY FINE.

300

Württemberg
111

**/

Large lot of official stamps in cpl. ** sheets of 50, ** part sheets or as
loose used stamps. Total of ca 15-18.000 stamps, incl. e.g. 1000 copies
of Mi. No. 264a (mixed postally used and cto). Very high total cat.
value.

700
39

€uro

North German Confederation

P

112

1+3 

Printed market report sent as shipletter from “Kiel, den 2” März
1868” franked with 1/4 groschen carmine & 1/2 groschen orange
canc. with rare Danish duplex canc. “188” & “DPSK.P.EXP. No.5”.
Small part of arrival mark on the reverse, probably “NAKSKOV”.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY RARE & SUPERB.

113
P µ 113

P µ 114

P µ 115

40

14+16 

15 

15+16 

200

115

Shipletter dated “Lübeck 30 Juni 1871” sent by ship to Copenhagen
canc. on arrival with Danish numeral canc. “1” franked with two copies
1/3 gr. green and 1 gr. red (defective). Illustrated in the Frick handbook. Cert. Møller.

300

Shipletter from Lübeck posted directly on a ship to Denmark and
canc. with Danish type numeral canc. “47” & “NYKIØBING p.F.
16.5. sent to Maribo. A weak notation “fr. Lübeck”. Right stamp with
a round corner perf. Cert. Vagn Jensen. A UNIQUE COVER.

800

A wonderful shipletter from Kiel with 1/2 + 1 groschen canc. with
scarce Danish type duplex canc. “192” & “DPSK:P.EXP. No.6. sent to
Roeskilde, duplex type arrival pmk. Cert. Spalink. SUPERB.

300

€uro

P

116

P µ 117

16 

17 

116
117
A rare ship letter from Kiel 28.3.1870 to Copenhagen with two copies
1 gr. red canc. with rare Danish numeral canc. “222” & c.d.s. “DAMPSK.POST-SPED. No. 6 28.3.1870”. Overpaid by 1/2 gr.
EXTRAORDINARILY RARE & POSSIBLY UNIQUE.

800

A beautiful shipletter from Stettin to Copenhagen canc. on arrival
with Danish numeral canc. “1” and very rare c.d.s. “SKIBSBREV /
KIØBENHAVN 3.10” (DAKA 1999=DKK 5.000). A few short perfs at
bottom of little importance. Certs Møller and Vagn Jensen.
VERY FINE & ATTRACTIVE.

300

German Reich Ship Mail

P

118

1

Shipletter (printed matter) with a perfectly fresh strip of three 1/4 gr.
greyish violet from Kiel to Holbek, Denmark. Canc. with a central
strike of rare Danish type duplex canc. “192” & “DPSK.P.EXP. No.6”.
Cert. Jakubek. SUPERB & RARE.
1.000

P

119

1

Shipletter (printed matter) with a wonderful strip of three 1/4 gr.
greyish violet from Kiel to Holbek, Denmark. Canc. with two beautiful strikes of scarce duplex canc. “191” & “DPSK.P.EXP. No.4
20.10.”. Mi=800 for normal strip of three on cover. SUPERB.
1.000
41

€uro

P

120
120 3+4 

121
122
Shipletter with 1/2 groschen orange & 1 groschen red on complete letter dated “Lübeck den 22 Juni 1872” sent by ship to Copenhagen.
Danish numeral canc. “1” and arrival mark on the reverse “KIØBENHAVN KB 23.6”. Sign. H. Krause. SUPERB.

300

P

121 18+19 

1/2 gr. yellow & 1 gr. carmine on shipletter from Kiel via Korsør to
Copenhagen canc. with framed “KORSØR-KIEL DPSK:POSTKT: No.2
20/2” (1874). SUPERB.

200

P

122 19 

Single 1 gr. carmine on underpaid shipletter from Kiel via Korsør to
Copenhagen. Framed pmks “KORSØR - KIEL DPSK.POST:KT. No.1”
and “Utilstrækkelig frankeret”. Noted “8” skilling due. EXCELLENT.

300

P

123
123 32+33 

124
125
Shipletter from Lübeck with 5 pfge. lilac and 10 pfge. red sent to
Copenhagen. Special 15 pf. rate to previously Danish harbours. Canc. on
arrival with Danish numeral “1” and c.d.s. “KIØBENHAVN KB 30.4”
(1875).

200

P

124 33 

A complete shipletter dated “Stettin 23.September 1876” to
Copenhagen with two copies 10 pf. red canc. on arrival with numeral
“1”. SUPERB.

200

P

125 40 

Ink canc. 5 pf. lilac on 5 pf. stationery card sent as ship postcard to
Copenhagen noted “Stolpmünde 13/12 80”. Arrival mark 15.12.80”.
SUPERB.

200

126
P

42

126 40 

127

128

5 pf. lilac on 5 pf. stationery card sent as ship postcard from Lübeck to
Denmark. Canc. on arrival with Danish numeral canc. “1”
Copenhagen. Arrival mark 25.5.89. SUPERB.

200

P

127 

10 pf. rose stationery card sent as ship postcard from “Börse Stettin 8/9
85” pr. Dronning Lovisa (noted on reverse) and canc. on arrival “KJØBENHAVN 9.9”. INTERESTING.

150

P

128 

10 pf. red stationery card used as ship postcard from Lübeck canc. in
transit with Danish numeral canc. “1” Copenhagen. Arrival pmk.
“HERNÖSAND 25.8.1888”. EXCELLENT.

150

€uro

P

129 

P

130 251 

129
130
Unique postmark “Fra Tydskland” and with inverted “S” sent from
Lübeck 20/9 1899 to Copenhagen. The postmark “Fra Tydskland / L”
was normally used from Lübeck.

300

Ship postcard with 500 mark orange single from Flensburg 16.7.23 to
Copenhagen canc. by Danish bridge type canc. “FREDERICIA FLENSBURG 16.7.23” and framed ship canc. “Fra Tyskland”. One
weak corner perf. VERY RARE AND INTERESTING.

100

German Reich

P

131
131 11 **

132
133
Beautiful 18 kr. ochre brown with small shield, slight gum toning.
Mi=4.500. SUPERB CENTERING.

300

P

132 35 **

Scarce 25 pfennig brown in a very fresh copy. Mi=6.000. Sign. Drahn
& Bühler. VERY FINE.

600

P

133 Bl.1 *

Iposta 1930 minisheet, fresh very lightly hinged in the margin as well
as on one stamp. Mi=550.

Bid

P

134 Bl.2 **

134
135
1933 Nothilfe minisheet, never hinged but with some small imperfections in the margins. Mi=7.000 (for a ** copy without imperfections).

500

P

135 Bl. 2 **

Nothilfe 1933. Very fresh minisheet with a small light spot on the
front of the lower right corner. Mi=7.000.

400
43

€uro

Collections & Lots

P µ 136 **/

µ 137 **/*/

µ 138 
µ 139 **/*/

140 **

Ex 136
Beautiful collection 1872 - 1945 in a Leuchtturm Falzlos album. The
early part up to around 1900 is used, the vast majority of all stamps
after 1900 are never hinged incl. a large number of expensive stamps
and sets. In many cases listed colour varieties are also included. Very
high cat. value. Please see sample pictures on our website.

750

Beautiful collection 1872 - 1945 in a Stender album with clear plastic
mounts. The collection is complete except for 3 stamps and 2 minisheets
according to the album pages and contains many additional colour
varieties. The classic part in slightly mixed quality. Very high cat.
value. PLEASE SEE SAMPLE PAGES ON OUR WEBSITE.

600

Very well filled used collection 1872 - 1945 in an album with the Third
Reich (1933-45) cpl. apart from a few mostly cheap stamps and a
couple of minisheets. Also a section of officials. High cat. value.

300

Specialized collection of inflation stamps 24.8 - 30.11 1923. Mint and
used singles and especially mint multiples often with different margin
inscriptions on the same issue, some interesting varieties etc. Total
Michel cat. value ca € 4.600 according to the consignor.

250

Small lot with ca 20 complete ** sheets of mostly different inflation
stamps. The sheets are in good quality despite curling.

Bid

Danzig

Ex 141
P µ 141 220-30  Overprints of 1930 in an extremely beautifully canc. cpl. set of 11. Each
stamp signed Oechsner BPP. Mi=500. SUPERB.

Bid

Saar

44

Ex 142
P µ 142 Bl. 1-2 ** Pair of the first minisheets in very fresh never hinged quality.
Mi=1.600.

200

€uro

Ex 143
P µ 143 1/141 

Selection of 8 better fine used sets in very good quality. All sets are complete except one (2 stamps missing). Mi. Nos. 1-17, 18-29, 53A-69, 8497, 104-07, 108-21, 122-25 & 135-41. Most of the expensive stamps are
signed. Total Michel cat. value is € 1.855. ALL PICTURED ONLINE.

µ 144 53A/141 Mostly ** selection of 3 better sets and one single. Only 2 low values
**/*
are * and another 2 low values have faults. Otherwise very good quality. Mi. Nos. 53A-69, 108-21, 122-25 & 141. Total Michel cat. value is €
518.

250

Bid

WWII Occupations
•

P

145 */

Old collection of Memel, Danzig, Böhmen & Mähren (nearly cpl.) and
Generalgouvernement (cpl.) in an album.

200

146 10-17 

OCCUPATION OF ESTONIA - VILNIUS. Registered cover franked
with 1941 overprint set 5 k - 80 k (without 1 R) canc. “VILNIUS
25.VIII.41”.

100

Allied Occupations and Zones

µ 147 

SOVIET ZONE. Small lot of 8 registered covers mostly franked with
various “Bezirk” overprints, all sent to Sweden in 1948.
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.

Federal Republic of Germany

µ 148 
µ 149 **/
150 **

Bid

Very well filled used collection Allied Occupation 1946-48 and Federal
Republic 1949-87 in two albums. Very few stamps missing.

150

Very clean collection 1949 - 2010 in three Leuchtturm albums, cpl. up
to 2005 (except for 1 inexpensive stamp). A few stamps in the beginning are lightly hinged. High cat. value.

400

Collection of ** stamps and minisheets 1955 - 1996 in two stockbooks,
often with two of each from 1980 onwards.

100

N.B.! Please note that this auction will take place in our building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
45

€uro

Berlin

P

151 Bl.1 **

µ 152 **/

µ 153 **/*/

154 **

155 **/*/

Very fresh never hinged copy of the first minisheet. Mi=950.

100

Cpl. collection 1948 - 1990 mixed ** and used (7 stamps are *) in a
Leuchtturm album. The black overprint set ** sign. Schlegel and the
red overprint set used unsigned. High cat. value.

250

German Democratic Republic
Collection in three Leuchtturm SF albums, starting with Soviet Zone
1948-49 mostly used nearly cpl. and then DDR cpl. 1949-1990. The
DDR part is mainly used up to 1979 and thereafter mostly **. High cat.
value.

300

Very clean and fresh ** collection 1949 - 1980 in two Leuchtturm
albums, cpl. apart from a few very cheap later issues. Michel cat.
value ca € 4.800.

250

Cpl. collection 1964 - 1981 in two fine Leuchtturm albums.

Bid

Mixed German Collections & Lots
•

156 **/*/

157 

µ 158 **/

µ 159 

160

Extremely well filled old Schaubek album with German Reich nearly
cpl. 1872 - 1945 (missing only a few stamps and 2 minisheets),
Federal Republic, Berlin, Soviet Zone and DDR with only the occasional, mostly inexpensive stamp missing up to ca 1970. Somewhat
mixed quality on the earliest issues. Very high cat. value.

800

Mostly used collection in 4 thick Schaubek albums, starting with
Reich, some Saarland and French Zone, then Berlin up to 1990 and
Bund up to 2000 (this section well filled). Also a thick bundle of first
day pages ca 1990-2000.

200

Lot with minisheets from different German areas but mostly German
Reich and DDR 1935-1953. Most items are in very fine quality with
both ** and used copies of some, Ostropa 1935 (*) with some small
faults. Mi=4.100. ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.

400

Ca 25 interesting covers, mostly sent to Sweden
incl. many with various “BERLIN” frankings incl.
higher values. Interesting German Reich, inflation
etc. Please inspect!
POSTCARDS. Small stock in one box with hundreds of cards, nearly
all in the older format and many in individual plastic sleeves.

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
46

250
Bid

€uro

Great Britain
Numbers According to Stanley Gibbons

161

162

163

P

161 

Very beautiful Mulready 1 d. letter sheet with a clear black Maltese
Cross. On back “SUDBURY JY 25 1841.

100

P

162 

Beautiful used Mulready 1 d. envelope with red Maltese Cross.

100

P

163 

Mulready letter sheet 2 d. blue unused. SG £ 425.

100

164
P

164 55 

Ex 165

DANISH NUMERAL CANC. “183” Jyske Jernbane (Jutland
Railway) on 1/2d. olive green. EXTREMELY RARE & EXCELLENT.

300

P µ 165 128-29  High values 10 sh. & £ 1 with wmk Maltese cross 1878. 10 sh. with a
small tear. SG £ 7.700.

400

P µ 166 187-96  Queen Victoria 1883-84 cpl ½ d. - 1 sh. (10). SG £ 1.640. Mostly fine
copies.

Bid
47

€uro

167

168

P

167 

TELEGRAPH STAMP 10 sh. “WIMLEDON AU 1 79”. VERY FINE.

Bid

P

168 

TELEGRAPH STAMP £ 5 “GLASGOW AU 28 79” and rectangular
canc. VERY FINE & SCARCE.

300

169 **

FACE VALUE. Lot with ** stamps, sets and booklets from a subscription, mostly mid 1980s up to ca 2010. Includes 460 1st class and 199 2nd
class stamps. Total face value is over £ 1.050.

Collections & Lots
µ 170 

µ 171 /
172

Covers sent abroad 1851 - 1896. Lot of 18 interesting
covers incl. 1 sh. embossed to USA and several
beautiful covers to Denmark, Finland and Sweden.
Please inspect!

500

300

Small lot with old covers and cards, of which many are sent to
Scandinavia. Also a reasonably good looking Penny black with thin.

Bid

POSTCARDS. Stock in two boxes with most cards in individual plastic
sleeves incl. a large part cards in the old format.

100

British Commonwealth
Numbers According to Stanley Gibbons
173 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA. Specialized collection 1855-1910 incl. perfs
and colour shades etc. Also official stamps, perfins, “specimen”
1.500
overprints and special cancs. A very interesting collection.

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
48

Extensive Collection Bermuda

Lot # 174 µ
**/*/
Collection 1865-1965 on very beautiful self made pages specialized in perfs,
shades, watermarks etc. Mostly */**, but also some early used stamps. Five
covers and postcards and two early exploded booklets. Fantastic section with
high values Georg V incl. perfs and shades. Rare Georg VI high values specialized incl. eight blocks of four. An fantastic collection that must be inspected.
€uro 7.500
175 **/
µ 176 
177 **

CANADA. Collection in 2 Schaubek albums, well filled from ca 1908
up to 2000 with many ** sets and minisheets in the modern section.

200

CANADA. Lot with early issues on 4 small stock cards, mixed quality.

Bid

CANADA. Thick stockbook with ** recent mostly self adhesive
booklets and booklet panes but also some perforated sets.
Considerable face value.

100
49

€uro
µ 178 

µ 179 

180
• P

180 101 *

CAPE TRIANGLES 4 pence. Exceptional specialized collection of ca. 280 copies on album pages. All
with notations of small errors etc. A very interesting study incl. many pairs and some blocks. Many
on lightly blued paper even though it says white
paper on all the pages. Mostly copies with full margins and in good quality. Please inspect!

3.000

CAPE TRIANGLES. Exceptional remainder collection on album pages, shades, blocks etc. Very high
cat. value and mostly good quality. Please inspect!

1.000

Ex 183

Ex 184

GIBRALTAR. Beautiful 8 sh. wmk mult. script CA, very light hinge
marks. SG £ 300.

181
P

181 35 

• P µ 182 247-64
**/*

Ex 185

Ex 182

INDIA. Very fine little mourning cover franked with 4 Annas on blue
glazed paper sent to Scotland from “BARRACKPORE 16.7 1857, transit canc. “CALCUTTA 18.7 1857” and arrival canc. “EDINBURGH 5.9
1857”.
INDIA. King George VI 1937 cpl. (18), some values NH ** incl. the two
top values 15 & 25 r. SG £ 550 for *. VERY FINE.

• P µ 183 305-08 ** INDIA. Ghandi 1948 cpl. (4). SUPERB NH **.

100
100
150

P µ 184 305-308 ** INDIA. 1948 Gandhi set cpl. (4). The high value with a small fingerprint on the reverse.

150

INDIA. Various motifs 1949 cpl. (17) incl. 10 r. on both shades, SG 323
& 323a. Both of them and some other values NH **. SG £ 500 for *.
VERY FINE.

150

INDIA. Used collection 1854 - 1913 on 7 well filled old album pages.
Some beautiful canc. included. Total cat. value according to Stanley
Gibbons ca £1700. PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.

300

• P µ 185 309-24
**/*
µ 186 
50

Bid

€uro
µ 187 *//

µ 188 

P

189 
µ 190 
µ 191 

INDIA. Collection of used and unused older postal stationery incl.
much Queen Victoria in three binders/folders. Also some old stamps
from India and States as well as Ceylon on stockpages. Also included is a copy of volume 2 of Derek Langs; Guide to the Postal
Stationery of India 1856-1977. ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.

600

INDIA. Two unused copies of One Anna Queen Victoria postal stationery envelope of 1877 with laid lines in the paper in two different directions. This variety is not listed by Lang.
PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.

200

INDIA. One Anna overprint on 1 1/2 Anna postal stationery card sent
from BAGDAD 22.9.94” via e.g. “BOMBAY 11.10” and “SUEZ 21.10.94”
to Athens, Greece.

Bid

INDIA. Small group of 6 unused postal stationery envelopes overprinted “On his/her majesty’s service” (on Victoria) incl. a couple of better
ones. ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.

100

INDIA. Small group of five postal stationery envelopes of which three
are for soldier’s mail (incl. one used) and two overprinted C.E.F.
(China Expeditionary Force) of which one was never issued.

100

Ex 192
P µ 192 

µ 193 

194 **

INDIA. Group of three items, a half Anna lettersheet from
Ootacamund to Mangalore (1869), a used 4 Annas & 6 Pies postal stationery envelope from Dibruagarh to the UK (1890) as well as a similar
cover with an added franking of two 1/4 on 1/2 Anna with shifted overprint. ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.

Bid

IRELAND, PROVISIONALS 1922. Six covers with various frankings
incl. one with 10 d. and one with French postage due stamp. All on our
website.

100

IRELAND. Collection with a large number of ** sets, minisheets (47
diff.) and booklets (26 diff.) in a stockbook and a folder. Mainly from ca
1960 up to 2000 however some better older sets included as well.

200

51

Post Office Stocken Reprints 1912

Lot # 195 µ
The two famous values 1d. and 2d. POST OFFICE in full printing
sheets, one orange and one blue. Made 1912 with the original plates, which were found at that time. Cert. Royal Philatelic Society.
SUPERB & RARE
€uro 1.500
µ 196 227 **

NORTH BORNEO. Red Cross 1918 provisional 2+2 c. Two blocks of 10,
one with left and the other with right sheet margin. SG for * £ 1.100++.

100

Ex 197
P

197 **/*/

µ 198 **/
199 **

52

NYASALAND/BRITISH CENTRAL AFRICA. Collection 1891-1964
incl. early issues with BCA overprints and better high values incl.
rare used £10. Fine sections of later issues. Also some blocks of four
and better postmarks. A collection that must be inspected.
2.500
PAKISTAN. Small lot on six exhibition pages showing the division of
Pakistan from India with various ** stamps and some covers/cards.
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.

100

SOUTH AFRICA AND HOMELANDS. Stock of ** sets mainly from the
1970s-80s with high percentage of thematic issues in several stock albums
and folders. Further ca 60 booklets and minisheets from South Africa. All
sets in reasonable quantities from 10-20 per set. High cat. value.

300

British Commonwealth Collection
1840 - 1930

Lot # 200 µ
**/*///(*)
Extensive collection of Great Britain and the British
Commonwealth in three very well filled Schaubek
albums 1840-1930. The collection includes a great number of medium priced and expensive stamps as well as ca
230 covers and cards spread throughout the different
sections. Throughout the collection varieties and in
some cases duplicates have been mounted on the reverse of the preceding page. Quality is somewhat mixed
with some expensive stamps having small faults.
Careful examination is highly recommended.
PLEASE FIND PICTURES OF THE ENTIRE
COLLECTION ON OUR WEBSITE
€uro 20.000
53

€uro

Mixed Commonwealth
201 */

202 **/*/

Very thick album containing a collection of Britain and the British
Commonwealth up to ca 1940 on home made pages. Mostly lower or
medium values but with some better stamps spread throughout. A
large number of different stamps.

500

BRITISH CARIBBEAN ISLANDS. Collection of various islands in a 64
page stockbook with several thousand stamps from early to modern
issues incl. many medium priced sets and stamps.

300

203

•

•

203 **

204 **

µ 205 
54

204

Prince William & Kate. British Pacific Royal
Wedding wholesale accumulation of 100 copies of
each souvenir sheet. Scott Nos Aitutaki 562-68 &
571, Cook Islands 1355-56, 1358-61, 1364-66a & the
Royal baby and Royal Christening 2013, Penrhyn
476-82, 502 & the Royal baby 2013, Samoa the Royal
baby 2013, Tonga 1220-24 and Tonga Niuafo’ou 296300. Scott US $ 43.900 and the face value alone is
around € 20.000.

2.000

BRITISH PACIFIC 2010-2014. Mint never hinged
large stock of 10 of each of 107 different complete
sets and souvenir sheets from Cook Islands, Samoa,
Aitutaki, Penrhyn, Tonga and Niuafo’ou.
Containing popular motifs like Olympics, year of
the snake, birds, butterflies, flowers, ships, Royal
wedding, John F. Kennedy etc. Scott value $ 38.500
and just the face value is around € 18.000.
Exceptional wholesale lot.

1.500

Haiti
Four interesting pre-philatelic covers 1786 - 1897 incl. one disinfected
shipletter to France.

100

€uro

P

206 10 

Beautiful cover to Boston with 5 c. II printing “PORT-AU-PRINCE 5
JANV. 84”. Ex. Sabattini.

100

Exceptional domestic cover with beautiful pair of 1 c. re-engraved
issue 1886 canc. “SAINT-MARC 3 JUIN 86”. One stamp with preprinting fold. Scarce origin. Ex. Sabattini. Cert. Moorhouse.
SUPERB & RARE.

750

µ 208 7-12 */ Second issue 1882 perforated. Nice selection on album pages. Some
unused, but mostly used incl. several coloured canc. A lot of colour
shades and several pairs. A total of ca 110 stamps. Interesting lot.

100

Collection of mostly early issues of Haiti in two stockbooks, incl. some
unused early blocks of four and some misperf. varieties etc.
PLEASE SEE PICTURES ON OUR WEBSITE.

150

P µ 207 14 

µ 209 **/*/

Hungary

P µ 210 P1-10 **

Ex 210
Hungarian Occupation of Carpathian Ukraine. “CSP 1944” overprint
on Hungarian postage dues, cpl. set of 10. Signed in pencil. Mi=1.900.

Bid

Israel
211

**

Collection 1948 - 1997 in a stockbook containing ca 850 diff. stamps
and 19 diff. minisheets and booklets, very fine ** quality and mostly with
tabs, incl. the early stamps. High cat. value.

150
55

€uro

Italian States
Modena

212
212 1I **

An exceptional gutter block of 9 of 5 c. green, as usually bent in the
gutter. Sass. as 3 gutter pairs * Euro 1.500+++. SUPERB & RARE.

300

P

213 1I **

Exceptional corner block of 8 of 5 c. Large margins with all outer dividing lines visible. Hinge remnants in margin only, all stamps **. Sass.
as two * blocks of 4 Euro 650+++. Sign. Raybaudi. EXCELLENT.

150

Beautiful pair 15 c. with variety “CENT without dot” (pos. 47), Sass.
No. 3c together with a normal stamp, never hinged. Sass. 2012 for just
* = Euro 670++. SUPERB & SCARCE.

150

215
216
Exceptional corner block of 4 of 15 c. Only one hinge high up in the
upper margin, leaving all stamps **. Large margins with all cutting
lines clearly visible. Sign. Colla. EXCELLENT.

200

Very beautiful block of 4 with gutters of 15 c. first issue. Two stamps
each with a very small brown spot. Sass. for two pairs * = Euro 2.000.
VERY SCARCE.

250

P

P

P

56

213

P

214 3II **

215 3II **

216 3II **

€uro

217

218

P

217 4 **

A beautiful gutter block of 6, as usually bent in the gutter. Sass. for
only two gutter pairs * Euro 3.600+++. SUPERB.

500

P

218 4 **

An exceptional corner block of 6 of 25 c. Large margins with all the
outer cutting lines visible. Hinged only far down in the margin. Sass.
just for single stamps * Euro 1.800+++. Sign. Raybaudi.
EXCELLENT & SCARCE.

200

A very beautiful and fresh corner block of 4 of 1 lira. Very large margins with all outer cutting lines visible. Hinged high up in the margin
only. EXCELLENT.

100

Extremely fresh gutter block of 8, as usually bent in the gutter. Sass as
two gutter pairs * Euro 650+++. SUPERB & SCARCE.

200

P

P

219 6 **

220 6 **

57

€uro

P µ 221 Z 2P

Proof for newspaper stamp 1853, 9 c. in sheet of 60 on horizontally
ribbed paper. A quarter of the full printing sheet of 240 copies with
gutters between the quarter sheets. Very rare as such. Some brown
spots. The whole left row has a vertical pre-printing fold. Sass. P 34
Euro 12.000+. Cert Botacchi.

800

Naples

P µ 222 I. 5 **

Province of Naples 5 gr, red in a complete sheet of
50 (in Michel considered as the first issue of Italy).
As always with the outer margins cut close in spaces. Just a few copies with hinge marks. Photo of
the back on our website. Very fresh and good quality.
Sassone No. 21 Euro 20.000++ just as single * stamps.
VERY RARE.

2.000

Parma

P
58

223 1 **

Very fresh gutter pair of 5 c. Small dark dots on the back, not showing
through. Sass. as * Euro 700+++.

100

€uro

224

225

P

224 1 **

Beautiful margin gutter block of 6 of 5 c. A few bends and two small
brown spots and one in the margin. Sass. as three vertical gutter pairs
* Euro 3.300+++.

200

P

225 2 **

Beautiful gutter block of 4 of 10 c., as usually bent in the gutter and very
small spots on back. Sass. for two vertical pairs * Euro 2.200+++.

200

µ 226 

µ 227 54 **

Tuscany
Nice little collection of first and second issue incl. shades, cancellations etc. on three pages. Especially interesting 6 cr. with many shades. Very clean and fresh, a total of 39 stamps.

Italian Kingdom
Beautiful quarter sheet of 25 of 5 lire King Umberti I 1889. Sassone as
singles Euro 1.875.

µ 228 642-46 Italian Social Republic Provisional 1944 (5) in full
**
sheets of 100. A few missing the margin on one
side. Also 1,25 lire Express stamp in a complete sheet
of 50. Sassone cat. for sheets minimum Euro 24.000
counting cheapest printnings and nothing for varieties. Please inspect!

P

500

Bid

500

229 2617 **

Heavily misperf. ** margin block of four of 800 L / Euro 0,41 Painting
by Rafael issued in 1999.

Bid

230 **/*

TRIEST Zone A almost complete 1947-54, mostly ** incl. good Airmail.

100

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
59

€uro

Liberia

P

231
231 2 

232
Beautiful 12 c. with large “m” in ink. SUPERB.

233

P

232 4U 

Full canc. Harper on 6 c imperf. Scarce.

Bid

P

233 6 

Beautiful 24 c. with blue “MONROVIA”.

Bid

100

Mexico
µ 234 

Please see also Lot # 51
Early Ocho Reales, five copies incl. one forgery. Please inspect.

Bid

Monaco
Complete Sheet with Gutter

Lot # 235
5 **
A fantastic sheet of 15 c. from the first issue. A total of 50 stamps
incl. 5 gutter pairs. Very fresh and beautiful with almost 40 stamps
**. Yvert just as normal single stamps with hinges Euro 25.000+++.
SUPERB & VERY RARE
60

€uro 4.000

€uro
µ 236 15 

Peru
Exceptional selection of 1 d. green 1868. More or less all with beautiful or superb cancellations, mostly different. Incl. one pair and two
strips of 3, one very interesting with part albino print, probably
something has been covering parts of the stamps during the printing
as well as when they were cancelled. A total of 55 stamps. Please
inspect.

500

Ex 237
P µ 237 15 
µ 238 

Exceptional lot of 12 superb copies with different well placed canc.
on 1 d. green 1868.

200

Small selection 1862 - 1871, 20 copies in total of 1 d. and 1 p. with
interesting cancellations incl. many British. All pictured on our
website.

250

Portugal

239

240

241

242

P

239 1 

Beautiful 5 reis with large margins. Sign. Bühler.

250

P

240 1 

Very fine 5 reis die I with full numeral “52”. Very good margins. Sign.
Senf.

250

P

241 3 

An extremely fresh 50 r. with a full and very clear numeral “1”.

300

P

242 4 

An exceptional 100 reis with a beautiful blue numeral “61”.
Mi=2.600+. SUPERB.

500

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
61

€uro

P µ 243 4 

An exceptional pair of 100 reis in good colour and
with very large margins. Nicely canc. “62” LIXA.
Scarce multiple, especially in this quality.
Mi=7.500. Cert. Miranda da Mota. VERY FINE.

244
P

244 11 

1.500

246

A very beautiful cover to Elsinore in Denmark from Setubal paid to
the border with 25 reis red and full contents in Swedish. The stamp
with large margins all around. RARE DESTINATION.

200

245

62

P

245 29 

Beautiful cover to Spain with 50 r. with numeral “1”. Cert. Atheneu.

100

P

246 56 

Very rare shipletter 1883 to Brazil with mixed franking, probably
applied on board; two copies 25 reis lilac brown of which one is tied
by arr. pmk “RIO DE JANEIRO 11 JUL 83” mixed with France 25 c.
Sage, Yvert No. 92. VERY FINE & RARE.

200

€uro

Ex 247

• P µ 247 347...76P Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co. proofs for the Castelo Branco set 1925. A
total of 13 different blocks of 14 perforated with large holes. Some
blocks perf., but mostly imperf. incl. colour proofs without denomination. Unusual lot.

100

Collections
248 **

•

µ 249 */

Collection of ** sets and minisheets 1962 - 1990 from Portugal, the
Azores and Madeira in two thick hingeless Schaubek albums. Nearly
cpl., missing only a few cheaper stamps.

200

Collection in an old Schaubek album 1853 - 1969, well filled from 1860s
up to ca 1950. Early issues in mixed quality. Please see sample pictures
on our website.

200

Romania
250

Fritz Heimbüchler: The Bull’s Heads of Moldavia, Principality of
Wallachia and Supplement 2007. All three volumes, complete. As
new.

200

Russia
Please see also Lot # 632, 666 & 974

P µ 251 267-270


Registered “DERULUFT” flight cover sent from Moscow to Riga
(Latvia) in 1928 franked with a cpl. set of surcharges on “Fokker-111”.
All proper markings incl. a Deruluft confirmation handstamp.

150

N.B.! Please note that this auction will take place in our building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
63

€uro
µ 252 **/*/

•

253 */
µ 254 */
255 **//

256 

µ 257 
µ 258 **/

Collections & Lots
Extremely extensive and beautiful collection 1858 1950 in two albums. The collection includes a very
large number of expensive sets and singles in both
unused and used condition with a large part of the
unused being never hinged with many stamps and
sets being present in different perforations etc. Very
high cat. value. Please see pictures of parts of the
collection on our website.

3.000

Collection 1858 - 1964 in two old Schaubek albums (predominantly
used). The collection is very well filled, especially from ca 1923
onwards with many better sets.

500

Old mostly used collection 1860s - 1950s in a binder incl. some medium
priced sets from the 1930s. Please see sample pictures on our website.

100

Small carton with mostly used stamps and minisheets in envelopes
and glassines from early Russia through the Soviet Union and
onwards to modern Russia. Mostly common material but better items
to € 150 in cat. value noted.

Bid

Very interesting collection of ca 750 mostly old picture postcards
from around the year 1900. The majority is from Russia and Russian
areas but also some early cards from Germany and France etc. included as well.

200

Lot with 31 covers mostly from the 1910s-30s incl. many with interesting frankings and mostly to foreign destinations. Please see pictures of the entire lot on our website.

150

TANNU TUVA. Small lot with a never hinged set of Michel Nos. 76-97
(1936) as well as three philatelic covers.

Bid

San Marino

P µ 259 23-25
**

64

Ex 259

The New Government Building 1894 cpl. (3) in
exceptionally well centered never hinged blocks of 4.
Extremely rare in this condition as this set is normally off centered. EXCELLENT.

750

€uro
µ 260 **

Slovakia
Selection of mostly ** stamps and blocks of four from 1939-45 incl.
many with double print (the second print often severely shifted).

Bid

Spain
Please see also Lot # 690

Complete Sheet Reconstruction

Lot # 261 µ
1
The first stamp 6 cuartos in reconstruction of plate I in composition B. Nicely mounted and describing exactly how the large printing sheet of 255 copies was made up. All the stamps with red cancellations. A small percentage with cut in margins, but unusually
high quality for a plating. Also containing a few copies with extra
margins from the border. Very high catalogue value in Edifil specialized catalogue. All can be viewed on our website.
€uro 2.000

65

€uro

262
262 224 **

Cervantes 30 c. in an exceptional gutter block of 6. Scarce and very
fresh.

150

P

263 224 **

Cervantes 1905 30 c. in a beautiful corner block of 4.

Bid

P

264 229 **

Cervantes 10 pesetas in a very fresh block of 4..

100

P µ 265 987I *

µ 266 **/*

•
66

263

P

µ 267 */

10 c on 25 p 1950 Visit to the Canary Islands without control number,
lightly hinged (Edifil No. 1083, € 4.450). Mi=4.500 (for **). Cert.
C.M.F. SCARCE STAMP.
1.000

Collections
Collection ca 1900-1950s incl. colonies in large Yvert
album (mostly *, but also ** and o) on blanco pages
incl e.g. Spain Mi. Nos 228, 229, 279, 298-311 (excl.
309), 322-35, 336-50, 361-74,422-27,444-56,457-62, 598611,679-80, 681-82.707, 711, 713(*), 721-26, 737-45,
757-63, 807-10, 859-72 874-83, 948-49, 975-82, 985-86
987II and 1020 etc. Colonies incl. earlier issues with
fine sections Sahara, Spanish Morocco, Spanish
Guinea, Puerto Rico and some civil war stamps.
Very high catalogue value. Must be inspected.
Collection of mostly used stamps 1850 - 1969 in an old Schaubek
album, quite well filled from 1867 onwards. The early issues in somewhat mixed quality. Please see sample pictures on our website.

5.000

200

€uro

Spanish Andorra
268 XIII-XXIV Airmail 1934. The not issued set with overprint for official purpose
**
cpl. (12) in full sheets of 50. Mi=3.000.

200

Switzerland
•

269 */

Well filled mostly used collection 1854 - 1969 in a Schaubek album incl.
most Pax and Pro Juventute issues. Back of the book sections sparsely
filled. Somewhat mixed quality in the earliest issues.

250

270 **

FACE VALUE. Large envelope with ** stamps, sets and minisheets in
glassines from a subscription. Seems to be all different. Total face value
is SFR 320.

100

United Nations
Numbers According to Scott

P

271
272
271 G94PI ** Geneva 1980 35th UN Anniversary 0,70 proof in imperf. margin pair,
with red fingerprints on back.Scarce.

P

272 G262PI

P µ 273 517PP

Bid

Geneva 1995 50th UN Anniversary. Proof in margin pair. Unpriced in
Scott. Scarce.

Bid

Ex 273
Immunize every child 1987 various proofs in pairs of 22 c. Cpl. set of
11 pairs. Unpriced in Scott.

100

United States
Numbers According to Scott
Please see also Lot # 170, 206, 487 & 994

P µ 274 1 

Beautiful 5 c. Franklin with red grid canc. Cert. Phil. Foundation.
VERY FINE.

100
67

€uro

P

275 1 

Pre-printing folds. An exceptional pair Franklin 5 c. with a total of
three pre-printing folds, touching at few places but mostly very
good margins. UNUSUAL ITEM.

500

P

276
276 C2 **/*

277
A very fresh and perfectly centered center line block of 4. of 16 c.
Airmail. The two top stamps with small hinge remnants.

100

P

277 C3 **

Top plate block of 12 of 24 c. Airmail. Very fresh with some white spots
in the gum on the top left stamp and a dark spot on the bottom 3rd
stamp, all probably production related. Scarce item.

250

278

279

P

278 LO 2 

Carrier 1 c. blue 1851 scarce with red Philadelphia despatch canc.

Bid

P

279 LO 2 

Carrier 1 c. blue 1851 scarce with part of blue town canc. and red star.

Bid

Collections & Lots

Ex 280

P µ 280

68

Collection 1847 - 1986 in two Lighthouse albums.
Quite well filled incl. specialities in the early section. Also beautiful canc. and many good stamps,
but mixed quality especially in the early section.
Please inspect.

2.000

€uro
281 **/

Collection in three thick albums mostly used in the earlier part but
with many later ** sets and minisheets up to the year 2000. Also a largely cpl. collection of United Nations (all offices) in two thick albums,
the larger part **.

200

282 **/*

Small collection of 115 diff. unused blocks of four 1924-44, most blocks
with one or two stamps hinged.

Bid

283 */

Accumulation of mostly used stamps 1857 - 1940s in three thick
albums with emphasis on issues up to ca 1920. Many medium priced
stamps are present with multiple copies of each.

250

284 

Ca 170 old covers in an album and on plastic pages, mostly from the
1860s with 3 c. Franklin incl. many with grill. Mixed quality, but many
beautiful ones, good variation of town and figure canc. etc.

100

285

POSTCARDS. Small stock in one box with hundreds of cards, nearly
all in the older format and many in individual plastic sleeves.

Bid

µ 286 

Vatican
Collection 1929 - 1958 more or less complete, mostly used. E.g. the
Provisionals 1934 complete with cert. Chiavarello. Minisheet 1952,
Airmail 1948 ** etc.

400

Europe Collections & Lots

Lot 287 µ
*/
A great collection in a “Schaubek-Album, 33. Auflage 1911” filled
with a large number of interesting classic stamps incl. many first
issues, e.g. Denmark No. 1 with scarce numeral canc. “160”
Schönwalde, six Greenland “Pakke Porto”, strong sections
Germany incl. colonies and foreign PO’s. A number of GB £ values
incl. £5 orange on bluish paper (imperfections) and some better
early Iceland. Somewhat mixed condition, however a high degree
of completeness.
A FANTASTIC COLLECTION THAT MUST BE INSPECTED
€uro 25.000

69

€uro
µ 288 

•

289 */

µ 290 

µ 291 

3.000

Old collection of mostly various European countries
up to 1960s on Schaubek pages in 15 albums in a
large carton with many country sections well filled.
Among the better filled sections are the Baltic
States, Bulgaria, France, Greece, Hungary, Italy,
Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Poland,
Romania and Saar. Slightly mixed quality.
MUST BE INSPECTED.

2.500

EARLY SHIPMAIL. Remainders from a large collection mostly Danish/German related with many
interesting pmks. e.g. Danish numeral “198” on
Prussia Mi. 3 and better Danish numeral canc. on
German stamps. A total of 19 items. The entire lot
can be inspected on our website.

1.000

SHIPMAIL. A fantastic remainder lot from large
collection mostly with Danish and German relation
e.g. “Fra Tydskland L” and “S”, DK numeral canc.
“1” and “K.B. aus DÄNEMARK” incl. other rare
canc. Also some Finnish ship canc. on single stamps.
A lot that must be inspected. See the entire lot on
our website.

1.000

292 **/*/

Collection of various European small states from ca 1870s-1940s in two
stockbooks. Fine sections of Montenegro and Serbia as well as strong
WWII Slovakia (with duplicates in ** multiples). Also some Eastern
Karelia, Central Lithuania etc.

150

293 **

Beautiful ** collection Europa Cept in 5 Lindner Falzlos albums, cpl.
1956 - 1999 apart from ca 25 cheaper stamps, 8 stamps from 1956-57 are
hinged and valued as such. Many minisheets from 1974 onwards
included. Michel Cept 2013 cat. value is over € 7.500.

300

µ 294 **

70

A wonderful, well filled collection in a Schaubek
album containing many classics often starting with
first issues incl. many better stamps in good condition. Containing a huge number of semi high priced stamps. Very high catalogue value.

EUROPA CEPT. Large remainder stock in large sheet
albums 1981 - 1992. All in complete sets and very
well organized. Quite extensive with many different, often around 100 of each, but many in much
smaller quantities and on some occasions larger.
Some good ones like 1983 Turkish Cyprus 31
minisheets at Euro 40 each. Further many good sets
from 1985 incl. 100 Ireland at Euro 15 each. Total
Michel 2013 cat. value more than Euro 68.000. Good
quality. Detailed list of contents on our website.

2.000

€uro

Collections
All World
295 **/*/

•

Collection of various mostly European countries
with their colonies and associated areas from an old
estate housed in 10 mostly very thick home made
albums in a carton. Emphasis is on older issues
through ca 1920 with some areas going up to 1940s.
Also some non-European countries included as
well such as Persia, Japan, China as well as various
Central and South American countries. Careful
inspection recommended.

1.500

296 **/*/

Collection of predominantly Scandinavian countries in 7 stockbooks
with some smaller sections of various foreign countries. Included is
e.g. a cpl. used set of the Norwegian 1945 “London overprints” F. Nos
335B-340B (two values with thins) etc. Please inspect.

300

297 */

Collection in three old home made albums containing a fine collection
of Montenegro but also less well filled sections of Serbia, Albania,
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia and Andorra.

100

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
298 **

BIRDS. Accumulation with a few hundred ** bird sets and minisheets on
stock sheets and in glassines. Much British Commonwealth and Africa
mostly from the 1960s to ca 2000. No apparent duplication.

250

299 **/*/

Album with subscription pages “World’s first stamps” in Swedish text
with stamps from various countries incl. a one penny black.

300

300 **

Carton with an accumulation of ** new issues from the 1990s up to
ca 2010, sets, hundreds of sets, singles, minisheets and booklets in
glassines and envelopes. Much Guernsey, Jersey, Isle of Man, Italy
(with Euro values), and the Vatican. Many prestige booklets from
the Channel Islands included.

500

Interesting mixed lot of older, mostly European material incl. some
German States as well as Plebiscites on old album pages (incl. better
stamps), various Italy and Fiume on stock cards, special 1937 King
George VI Coronation album with a cpl. set of * stamps from the
British Commonwealth etc.

200

Interesting lot with some better singles and sets incl. used Brasil No. 2
large margins with light crease, 600 reis 3rd issue on a beautiful piece
and Great Britain Sea Horses 2 sh. 6 d - 10 sh. Further Israel some early
issues ** with full tabs, Denmark airmail 1925-29 cpl. *, Iceland
Frederik VIII cpl. (6) *, and Greenland American issue and DANMARK BEFRIET cpl. sets, the latter with several values **. Please
inspect.

200

303 **/

Interesting collection of first issues from 28 areas in a subscription
album with detailed informative text from Samlarhuset incl. several
better stamps.

100

304 **

5 albums with ** mostly recent sets and minisheets from many different countries but much from the Netherlands and Ireland. Much of
the material with good thematic appeal.

300

Interesting selection of world wide stamps, sets and minisheets on ca
120 stock cards in a binder incl. many medium priced stamps and sets.
Please see example pictures on our website.

200

301 *//

•

µ 302

µ 305 **/*/

71

€uro
306 **

Album with recent ** sets and minisheets from Great Britain, USA,
Canada, Austria, Switzerland, the Vatican and Greece.

100

307 **

Album with very recent ** sets and minisheets from France, Belgium,
Portugal and Mexico. Much thematic content with stamps up to 2013.

100

308

Box with some duplicate books, commercial covers etc. Mostly USA
but also e.g. Canal Zone, Philippines. A very interesting mixed lot.

Bid

309 **

Accumulation of ** mostly thematic sets from the British
Commonwealth, Africa etc. in 6 stockbooks and two folders. Also a **
collection of South Africa 1961-80 in an album. Hundreds of sets with
no apparent duplication.

300

310 **

Carton with a large number of different year sets, year books, presentation folders and the alike from a wide variety of countries, some up
to the year 2013 noted.

200

311

**

Album with recent ** thematic sets and minisheets from Australia,
New Zealand, Germany and the UN.

150

312 **

DISNEY THEMATICS. Neatly arranged stock of ca 75 different ** short
sets from various mostly Caribbean islands with quantities ranging
from a few to about 50 of each set, most sets with 20+ copies though.

100

313 **

Thick stockbook filled with modern sets and minisheets from many
different countries incl. much USA with se-tenant sheets etc.

150

314 **/*/

Lot from an estate with various mostly smaller country collections
up to 1960s in 16 binders with blank pages. Much of the material is
from various Western and Eastern European countries but some
from overseas as well. Reasonably strong sections of early DDR and
Federal Republic with a number of better stamps and minisheets.
PLEASE INSPECT.

400

Remainder lot in 4 stockbooks of mostly older stamps, however mostly
cheaper stamps and mixed quality. E.g. from Scandinavia, Great
Britain, Italy etc.

Bid

315

Ex 316
P µ 316 

µ 317 

72

Small lot of 8 better old covers from different countries and areas
incl. a 1927 registered postal stationery envelope with combination
franking of Hyderabad and India sent to USA, a censored registered
cover sent from the French PO in Shanghai in 1917 to Switzerland, a
1940 registered cover from Netherlands Indies to USA franked with
e.g. 7 1/2 Gld. airmail high value etc.
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.

150

Small selection of 11 interesting airmail items from 1914 - 1930s, incl.
German Reich 2 RM Sudamerika Fahrt on “Nordland Fahrten 1930”
cover (a couple of short perfs.), a 1914 Monaco flight card, some
Zeppelin items etc. ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.

250

€uro
318 

319 

A very interesting lot of a few hundred items, mostly postcards incl.
many picture postcards from a family archive. From around 1900
onwards incl. also some covers and other interesting mail, also some
sent abroad. Much Swedish incl. picture postcards, but a very large
part sent to Sweden from various countries. Careful inspection is
recommended.

250

Box with ca 400 covers and cards mostly from the 1920s-50s but also
some earlier as well as later ones. Various S-American countries sent to
Europe, good group of 1950s censored Egyptian covers to Germany
etc. Also an estimated 300 parcel cards halves from Egypt from the
1950s.

150

Mixed Scandinavian Lots
•

320 */

Very well filled collection 1851 - 1969 in a thick Schaubek album.
Denmark nearly cpl. incl. 2 RBS (cut in on one side) and back of the
book sections nearly cpl. Greenland incl. 8 Parcel stamps, the
American issue cpl. * and Danmark Befriet cpl. * except 5 kr. Finland
well filled from 1875, Norway nearly cpl. from 1856 onwards incl.
officials and postage dues. Sweden very well filled from 1858
onwards. Somewhat mixed quality, mostly on the early issues.
PLEASE INSPECT.

800

Collection of Denmark, DWI and Finland in two thick somewhat
disorganized albums. Contains many better stamps such as Finland
32 penni Copenhagen print etc. The main part of the collection goes
up to the 1940s with some later stamps as well. Further a thick album
with older Scandinavian duplicates. Very high cat. value.

500

322 **/*/
/

Accumulation of mostly inexpensive used stamps up to the 1950s from
Finland, Denmark, Iceland and Norway on stock pages in 10 thick
albums in a carton. Also some covers incl. some censored ones from
Finland.

250

323 **

Remainder lot from an estate containing e.g. a ** collection of Iceland
nearly cpl. from ca 1940-1989 incl. many better sets, 65 year sets, various ** sets on stock sheets, 40 diff. ** sheets from Greenland from the
1980s with high face value, various reprint sheets and Christmas sheets from diff. Danish areas, some old foreign stamps in 3 albums etc.

150

CINDERELLA. Interesting lot on stock pages. Finland Helsingfors &
Tammerfors local mail and steam ship stamps (ca 40), a few blocks
Stockholm local post and Norway some old local stamps and more
than 20 different sailor labels. Please inspect.

Bid

Small mixed lot on one stock card incl. three copies of Norway No. 1.

Bid

321 **/*/

•

µ 324

µ 325 **/

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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German & Northern European Shipmail
In the Baltic Sea and the North Atlantic
For this auction we are breaking down an exceptional and very important exhibition collection of shipmail. A large part is from the German areas and is offered under the various countries/states. However, also in the Scandinavian sections: Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Iceland and even in Finland there are a lot of
items documenting the immense traffic between these neighboring countries.
Mail was often delivered directly to the boat or even onboard a mail transporting vessel and were therefore either cancelled onboard the vessel, at the next
port of call or at the destination port’s post office.
In consequence of this practice German and Scandinavian stamps can be
found with postmarks of their neighboring countries in a great variation. Even
countries outside of these areas are represented with stamps as well as postmarks.
Most items are offered under the countries which issued the stamps, but there
are exceptions as well as some items which carry stamps from more than one
country. Therefore we urge you to carefully study this catalogue and maybe
there is an exquisite item fitting perfectly into your collection, in a place where
you did not expect to find it.

4 Skilling 1855

326
P

326 1a 

P µ 327 1 
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327

328

329

330

Very beautiful 4 sk. in pos. A 16 with unusual grid canc. with 10 bars.
Sign. Strandell. SUPERB.

Bid

Very beautiful 4 sk. in pos. B 20 “TVEDESTRAND 2.3 1856”. Cert.
Enger. SUPERB.

100

P

328 1 

Exceptional copy of 4 sk. in pos. B 21 with very large margins and a
well placed distinct canc. SUPERB.

Bid

P

329 1 

Very fresh 4 sk. in pos. B 24 with beautiful pen canc. Sign.
Moldenhauer. SUPERB.

100

P

330 1 

An exceptional copy with very large margins all around, pos. B 40.
EXCELLENT.

100

€uro

P

331 1 

P

332 1 

331
332
A wonderful margin copy in pos. C 9 with light grid canc.
EXCELLENT.

200

Beautiful pair in pos. C 33/43 with blue grid canc, Vertical multiples
are scarce. VERY FINE.

150

333
P µ 333 1v6 

P

P

334 1v8 

335 1 

334

CRACKED PLATE. Beautiful copy of this scarce variety. Pos. D 16.
F=14.000. Cert. Moldenhauer. VERY FINE.

500

RE-ENGRAVED CORNER. An extremely fresh and beautiful copy
of this scarce variety in pos. D 34. Canc. “EGERSUND 25.3 1856”.
Facit R 2. EXCELLENT.

600

Very fresh strip of 3 in pos. A 34-36 with clear and well placed canc.
SCARCE.

200

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
75

€uro

P µ 336 1v9 

337
P

337 1 

P µ 338 1 
P µ 339 1 

P µ 340 1 

76

DOUBLE FOOT in a very beautiful pair, pos. D 3940. Each stamp with a superb canc. “172” LAURVIG. This variety is rare in multiples and extra
interesting as it has large parts of 3rd watermark.
Sign. Drahn (slightly showing through) and cert.
Bühler. SUPERB EXHIBITION PIECE.

338

1.500

339

Very beautiful 4 sk. with numeral “8” AASNÆS. Facit R 4. SUPERB.

250

Very beautiful 4 sk. with very clear strike of the rare numeral “11”
ALTEN. R 5. Cert. Aune.

300

Beatiful and full strike of the rare numeral “51” DÖNNAES. R 5.
Cert Aune.

500

Exceptional copy 4 sk. with the rare numeral “157”
KOMAGFJORD. R 6, Cert. Aune. SUPERB.

1.000

€uro

P µ 341 1 

P

342 1 

A fantastic copy of 4 skilling blue with a perfect strike of DK numeral canc. “1” Copenhagen. Fresh and very fine margins. Cert.
Moldenhauer. SUPERB.

Extremely rare numeral “2” from the Danish Post
Office in Hamburg. Cert. Finn Aune. SUPERB.

500

2.000

Unique Austrian “P D”

Lot # 343 µ
1
A fantastic stamp with a perfectly placed rectangular “P D” in red colour from
Triest, at the time in Austria. A wonderful item and the only one known. Sign.
A. Diena & G. Bolaffi with cert. Alberto Diena (1952).
EXCELLENT EXHIBITION ITEM
€uro 2.000

77

€uro

P

344 1 

P µ 345 1 

An exceptional red KDOPA HAMBURG canc. together with a red
chalk line. VERY RARE.

A fantastic pair, each stamp with a superb 7-line
grid canc. Most probably Finnish. Ex. “Per
Fossum”, lot 7051 with cert. B.Krell.
SUPERB & UNIQUE.

800

1.000

Unique French Postage Due

Lot # 346 µ
1
Perfectly placed “16” on a 4 sk. No covers to France with No. 1 are known and
this is the only copy with this cancellation recorded. Cert. and sign. Finn Aune.
EXHIBITION ITEM
€uro 1.500
78

French Postage Due “12”

Lot # 347 µ
1
A fantastic strip of 4 with two “12” cancellations perfectly placed. This is the only strip of 4 and the largest multiple known with this canc. Pos. A 47-50.
Cert. Moldenhauer.
EXCELLENT EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 10.000

79

€uro

Oscar I

348

349

350

351

P

348 2 

Very beautiful 2 sk. Oscar I with superb canc. “PORSGRUND 16.1
1861”.

Bid

P

349 2 

London numeral “30” on 2 sk. Oscar. VERY FINE & RARE.

400

P

350 3 

3 skilling Oscar violet grey with a perfect strike of blue numeral canc.
“253” Sandefjord. SUPERB.

100

P

351 4 

Beautiful Oscar I 4 sk. with a rare and well placed canc. LAURDAL I
THELEMARK 1860. NK=R6.

Bid

P

352 2-5 /

Oscar I complete set with “383” Hull ship cancellations.

200

Coat of Arms 1863

353

355

353 6 

3 skill orange with a perfect strike of GB numeral”382” Hull.
RARE & VERY FINE.

200

P

354 7 

3 skill grey lilac with GB canc. “383” Hull. Very rare on this stamp.
VERY FINE.

200

Very beautiful pair of 4 sk. Each stamp with a superb canc. in blue
colour from the Danish P. O. in Hamburg “St.P.A. HAMBURG 6.11
1865”. Ex. Nyman. SUPERB & RARE.

400

P µ 355 8 

80

354

P

Unique Hamburg Usage

356

Lot # 356 µ
9
Pair of 8 Skill on folded letter with full contents dated
“Christiania 15 Octobr 1864” sent by ship to Saxony via the
Danish post office in Hamburg where the stamps were canc. with
three ring “2”. The cover is endorsed “Pr. St. Olaf”. Correct
postage to Hamburg, the receiver charged an additional 3
Silbergroschen, noted in blue crayon. Various canc. on back incl.
oval “Norwegen direkt”. Cert. Møller.
THE ONLY SUCH COVER KNOWN
€uro 2.000
Coat of Arms 1867

P µ 357 11-15 
358 11 

Ex 357
358
1 skill 1 - 8 skill 8 in cpl. set. Each stamp with DK numeral canc. “1”
Copenhagen. Very unusual. Some with small imperfections.

200

Superb Finnish cork canc. in blue on 1 sk. 1. Hellman No. 441.
VERY RARE.

300
81

€uro

359

360

P

359 12 

Superb Finnish cork canc. in blue on 2 sk. 2. Hellman No. 441.
VERY RARE.

300

P

360 14 

Beautiful pair 4 sk. 4 with blue ship canc. “HAMBURG 1 10.12 67”.
VERY FINE & RARE.

400

P µ 361 11+14 

Cover to Copenhagen franked with 1 Skill 1 and 4 Skill 4 sent as
ship mail and first canc. with Danish three ring “1” on arrival in
Copenhagen. Two Copenhagen datestamps on reverse. 4 Skill 4 with
imperfections, tape stain on envelope. Cert. & Sign. Aune. Cert.
Møller for the Danish postmarks. VERY RARE ITEM.

750

Skilling Posthorn

362

363

364

P

362 18a 

A perfect and upright strike of DK numeral canc. “1” Copenhagen on 3
skilling dark carmine. VERY RARE & SUPERB.

300

P

363 19 

RARE DK numeral canc. duplex “34” & “KJØBENHAVNS JB” on 4
skilling posthorn violet. Possibly unique on this stamp. VERY FINE.

300

P

364 20 

6 skilling brown with GB canc. “382” Hull. Scarce. Small thin.

100

N.B.! Please note that this auction will take place in our building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
82

€uro

Posthorn Øre

365
P

365 32 

366

367

368

369

50 øre shaded posthorn dark carmine with GB canc. “HULL JA 11 89”.
SUPERB.

P µ 366 40Avm4  The rare 10 öre rose with colored spot and watermark in pos. 4, printed on Bentse paper. NK No. 38. Part of light canc. “LAURVIG 8.8
1883”. F=5.000. Cert. Moldenhauer. VERY FINE.

200

100

P

367 41 

A perfectly centered copy 12 øre dull green with DK one line canc. “FRA
NORGE” scarce on this stamp. EXCELLENT.

200

P

368 45a 

20 øre posthorn 21 mm dark blue clear print with GB duplex canc. “383”
Hull. VERY RARE.

200

P

369 48 

1 øre posthorn 20 mm brown with GB canc. “E89” Tyne Docks
Southshields. SUPERB.

200

P

370 53I 

Pair 10 øre red 20 mm posthorn with rare GB duplex canc. “E89” &
“TYNE DOCKS SOUTH SHIELDS 87”. SUPERB.

200

P

371 50+65+
66 

20 øre franking on ship mail cover to Germany with boxed
“Paquebot” in violet ink as well as straight line “Fra Norge” applied
in Copenhagen. “KJØBENHAVN K 3. OMB 1.7.97” transit on back
as well as “STETTIN 2.7.97” arrival canc. Some stamps with imperfections of little importance. Norwegian ship letters canc. in
Copenhagen are especially rare as most such mail landed either in
Frederikshavn or Hamburg. RARE ITEM.

300
83

€uro

P

372 77 

10 øre rose on postcard from Christianssand sent as shipmail via
“FREDERKISHAVN 25.8.05” in Denmark to “WIEN 28.VIII.05”. The
stamp tied by single line “FRA NORGE”.

100

Collections & Lots
373 269-75+
278 **

V-OVERPRINT 1941 with watermark. 8 different values in full sheets
of 100. F=27.700.

200

Ex 374

P

374 279-97 V-OVERPRINT 1941. Complete set (19) without
**
watermark and without 10 öre white V in full sheets
of 100. F=94.000

P µ 375 1 

84

1.500

Ex 375

PLATING OF NUMBER ONE. Exceptional selection of 55 copies 4 sk. 1855 in good quality. Almost
all in different positions. A few are the same, but
then with diff. canc. types. Incl. many beautiful and
superb copies, also two with pen canc. and one with
a beautiful blue grid canc. An excellent start for a
plating of this interesting stamp. All pictured on
our website.

2.000

€uro
µ 376 1 /
µ 377 **/*/

NUMBER ONE. Nice lot of 9 beautiful copies and one cover 4 sk.
1855. Please see pictures on our website.

300

Collection 1855 - 1970s in a home made album often with duplicates
mounted alongside. Contains many better stamps incl. many skilling
stamps, e.g. 4 copies of No. 1 etc. Very high cat. value.

400

Ex 378
P µ 378 /

379 **/
µ 380 

POSTMARKS. A very interesting lot on small stock cards with
many foreign postmarks mostly GB & DK but also some selected
Norwegian pmks. A lot that must be inspected. The entire lot can be
seen on our website.

500

Small carton with a ** stamps, minisheets and booklets in subscription
envelopes from the 1980s-2003 as well as some older ** stamps as well.
Further a collection of FDCs 1964-1999.

150

Small lot of 7 classic stamps, several superb ones and some scarce shades incl. NK No. 29a, 35 øre sea green. All can be viewed on our website.

100

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning sker
genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!
See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:
www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
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German & Northern European Shipmail
In the Baltic Sea and the North Atlantic
For this auction we are breaking down an exceptional and very important exhibition collection of shipmail. A large part is from the German areas and is offered under the various countries/states. However, also in the Scandinavian sections: Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Iceland and even in Finland there are a lot of
items documenting the immense traffic between these neighboring countries.
Mail was often delivered directly to the boat or even onboard a mail transporting vessel and were therefore either cancelled onboard the vessel, at the next
port of call or at the destination port’s post office.
In consequence of this practice German and Scandinavian stamps can be
found with postmarks of their neighboring countries in a great variation. Even
countries outside of these areas are represented with stamps as well as postmarks.
Most items are offered under the countries which issued the stamps, but there
are exceptions as well as some items which carry stamps from more than one
country. Therefore we urge you to carefully study this catalogue and maybe
there is an exquisite item fitting perfectly into your collection, in a place where
you did not expect to find it.

Postal History

P

P

P
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381
381 

382 

383 

382
383
Shipletter with notation “pr. Geiser” and blue c.d.s. “KIØBENHAVN
OPE 28.9.1854” sent to Berlin. Correct notations of shares “9” and “13”.
SUPERB.

150

1855 shipletter from “Fürth in Bayern 23 October 1855” noted
“Lübeck mit Nordcap 6/11” and fee notations “Hbg 5” and on the
reverse “1/9 16”. Very rare Danish type octangular “FRA LÜBECK”
(DAKA 1999=DKK 6.000) and blue transit mark on the reverse
“CHRISTIANIA 12.11.1855”. RARE & VERY FINE.

300

Rare framed pmk. “FRA STETTIN” in blue on cover from Stettin to
Copenhagen noted “pr. Geiser” and postage “18” skilling in red
crayon. Shares “9/9” on the reverse. DAKA 1999=DKK 3.000++.
EXCELLENT.

500

€uro

P

384 

A wonderful shipletter from Copenhagen noted “Kastenbrief” and
“p.Geiser” due notation “4” Sgr. postage. Rare octangular pmk. “FRA
KJÖBENHAVN” in blue. EXCELLENT.

385
P

P

385 

386 

700

386
Rare octangular pmk. “FRA STETTIN” in black and notation “per
Geiser” on a wonderful shipletter from Stettin to Copenhagen.
Arrival mark “KIØBENHAVN 23.6. (1860). 18 skilling due notation.
DAKA 1999=DKK 5.500++. Exceptionally fresh and with dated contents. EXCELLENT.

500

Ice post letter with duplex canc. “34” & “ROESKILDE 7.1” to
Fredericia. Noted normal postage “16” skilling + ice post fee “8” skilling (2 skilling per pound). Mounted on exhibition page with
“Bekjendtgjørelse from 4.12.1856”. RARE & VERY BEAUTIFUL.

Bid

2 RBS

P µ 387 1Iv1 

SHEET MARGIN COPY 2 RBS Ferslew plate I No type 2 disjoined
foot of “2”. Numeral “1” Copenhagen.
1.000
87

€uro

P µ 388 1II 

P

P

389 1IIv1 

390 1II 

388

389

390

A very beautiful copy of 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 9 type 1 with wide
margins. Light numeral canc. “1” Copenhagen. Cert. Lundegaard.
SUPERB.

250

A fresh and very beautiful copy 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 60 type 2
with “disjoined foot of 2” with upright numeral “1”. Sign. Georg
Bühler. SUPERB.

300

2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 65 type 3 with fine - very fine margins. Sign.
Thier. FINE COPY.

200

Lot # 391 µ
1II 
FULL SHEET MARGIN COPY 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 93 type 9
on small letter piece showing 10 mm burelage and ca 5 mm without
burelage and even the watermark letters “PO” in the margin.
Light numeral canc. “1” and with very fine margins on three sides.
ONLY RECORDED flawless copy with full sheet margin. Certs
Lundegaard and Møller.
A VERY IMPORTANT EXHIBITION PIECE
Provenance:
Reddersen and Peer Lorentzen.

88

€uro 3.000

€uro

P µ 392 1IIv3  A unique pair 2 RBS Thiele plate II Nos 24/34 types
6+8 with duplex cancellation “34” & “KJØBENHAVN 17.7.” with sausage “JRB.PST.EXP.”. Ex. Peer
Lorentzen.
VERY RARE & SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM.

2.000

P µ 393 1IIv3  Numeral canc. “24” HELSINGØR on 2 RBS Thiele
plate I No. 39 type 7 with a light and distinct
impression of the postmark. Sign. Carl H. Lange.
Certs Lasse Nielsen and Møller. Only 2-3 copies
known with this numeral. Ex. Peer Lorentzen.
VERY FINE.

1.250

P µ 394 1IIv3 

Rare use of 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 41 type 9 with NUMERAL
CANC. “4” AALBORG. A clean and distinct impression of the rare
postmark. The use of 2 RBS was occasionally permitted for use on
district letters from Aalborg/Nørre-Sundby. ONLY A FEW KNOWN.
1.000
Sign. Osper and Møller. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.
89

€uro

4 RBS Ferslew

P µ 395 2I *

P µ 396 2I 

An outstanding fresh vertical pair 4 RBS Ferslew plate I Nos 18+28
with full original gum. Cert. Møller. VERY UNUSUAL. SUPERB.
1.200

A correctly cancelled APRIL cover with 4 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 14
from “NESTVED 9.4.1851” sent to Ringsted. Ink cancellation was
instructed for a short period in the first month of use 8.4. - 16.4.1851
because the ink delivered for the mute canc. was considered solube.
Certs Møller and Lasse Nielsen.
ONLY A FEW KNOWN, VERY FINE.
1.200

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 14 september 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.
90

€uro

397
P µ 397 2I 

P

398 2Iv2 

398

16 skilling postal rate to the Hanseatic towns 1.4.1851 - 30.6.1853
cover with 4 RBS Ferslew plate II Nos 30 + 29/39/49 sent to Hamburg
and cancelled with four strikes of mute duplex canc. with “sausage”.
A rare cover from the Oppenheimer correspondence with full margin
stamps (nearly all covers from this correspondence have margins cut
into). Cert. copy Lasse Nielsen. FINE - VERY FINE.

500

“Cracked plate” variety on wide margin copy 4 RBS Ferslew plate I No.
11 on a beautiful cover from “HIRSCHHOLM 21/11 1852” sent to
Copenhagen. Rare numeral canc. “25”. EXCELLENT.

150

4 RBS Thiele

399
P µ 399 2II 
P

400 2II 

P µ 401 2II 

P

402 2IIv4 

400

401

UNIQUE Norwegian antiqua canc. “SKIEN 14.9.1855” on 4 RBS
Thiele I. Cert. Vagn Jensen. FINE - VERY FINE.

600

Superb numeral canc. “22” Grenaa on a beautiful 4 RBS Thiele I plate I
No. 68. This numeral is difficult to find in this condition. SUPERB.

Bid

Horizontal strip of three 4 RBS Thiele plate I Nos 56-57-58 with perfect
numral canc. “51” Odense on small piece. Very fine - wide margins.
Cert. Kaiser. SUPERB.

100

“Kranhold retouch” on 4 RBS Thiele I plate No. 5 with clear numeral
“53” Randers. F=3.000. VERY FINE.

Bid
91

€uro

P µ 403 2IIIA


STRIP OF SEVEN 4 RBS Thiele II black brown plate
I Nos 34-40. Each stamp canc. with a beautiful
numeral “49” Nykøbing Sjælland. Right stamp has
been slightly cut into at right, otherwise perfect.
Certs Lasse Nielsen and Møller. Ex. Peer Lorentzen.
LARGEST RECORDED USED UNIT OF THIS
PRINTING.

4.000

P µ 404 2IVa  Thiele III yellow brown on “FIRST DAY COVER”
from
“KJØBENHAVN
31.3.1854”
sent
to
Saxkøbing. Cert. Møller. PROBABLY UNIQUE.

750

P µ 405 2IVb 

P µ 406 2IVd 
92

405

406

Chestnut brown 4 RBS Thiele III on cover from “SOROE 2.6.1855”
with a perfect numeral canc. 67”. Certs Grønlund and Møller.
Probably the finest cover existing with this shade of 4 RBS.
EXCELLENT.

400

Antiqua type III c.d.s. “ODENSE 17.6.1854” on 4 RBS Thiele III plate
III No. 50 olive brown. Cert. Møller. VERY RARE & SUPERB.

500

€uro

P µ 407 2IVd 

A very rare shipletter with 4 RBS Thiele III olive brown sent from
Copenhagen to Kiel. Cancelled by mute canc. and with very rare
octangular pmk. “FRA KJÖBENHAVN”. DAKA 1999=DKK 8.500.
Cert. Møller. ONLY A FEW KNOWN. SUPERB.

700

Skilling Issues 1854-57

408
P µ 408 3 
P

409 3 

P µ 410 3+5 

P

411

4c 

409

410

Rare framed pmk. “AUS... per DAMPF” on 2 skilling blue. Opinion
Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

150

2 skilling blue with a beautiful Norwegian canc. “CHRISTIANIA
24.8.1863”. RARE & SUPERB.

200

Small piece with 2 skilling blue and 8 skilling green (slightly close)
with Norwegian canc. “CHRISTIANIA 17.10.1864”. Ex. Chr.
Andersen. Cert. Grønlund. A VERY DECORATIVE PIECE.

250

Rare shipletter with 4 skilling 2nd printing sent to Copenhagen.
Octangular “FRA KIEL” pmk. MUTE CANC. The stamp is oxidised.
FINE & RARE ITEM.

300
93

€uro

P µ 412 4e 

413

Horizontal strip of six 4 skilling 4th printing with neatly situated
NORWEGIAN 12 GRID canc. Some minor defects of little importance. Cert. Møller. VERY RARE & FINE.

414

415

416

418

P

413 5 *

Extremely fresh 8 sk. with hardly visible trace of a hinge. F=4.000.
SUPERB.

Bid

P

414 5 

Norwegian 10 GRID CANC. with the irregular bars used for ship mail
in SANDØSUND on 8 skilling green (dotted). Sign. Møller.
RARE & SUPERB.

200

P

415 6 

BLUE numeral canc. “1” Copenhagen on 16 skilling lilac-grey.
VERY RARE.

150

P

416 6 

Rare numeral canc. “190” STEAMSHIP NO. 6. Sign. Wahl. SUPERB.

200

P

417 6

The most rare Danish numeral canc. “198”
Copenhagen - Stettin. A fantastic impression on a
wide margin 16 skilling grey lilac. Cert.
Lundegaard. VERY RARE & EXCELLENT.

P µ 418 6 

A wide margin copy 16 skilling grey-violet with Norwegian canc.
“CHRISTIANIA”. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
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600

800
300

€uro

Skilling Issues 1858-63

P µ 419 7h 

P

P

420 7g 

421 8 *

422 8 

P µ 423 8 

P µ 424 8 

Bid

Shipletter with 4 skilling 5th printing with scarce numeral “188” & blue
c.d.s. “DAMPSK:POST-SPED: No.5 25.11.1862” in blue. On the reverse
“Korsör Jernb.Postexped. 28.11.1862” and arrival mark “ASSENS”.
VERY FINE.

300

Largest recorded unused unit 8 skilling green wavy
lined issue. A beautiful pair with full original gum.
SUPERB & VERY RARE.

422
P

Vertical strip of four 4 skilling 5th printing with perfect numeral canc.
“26” Hjørring. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

423

750

424

Framed Prussian type ship canc. “Aus.... PER DAMPFSCHIFF -.-.”.
Extraordinarily clear and well situated. RARE & SUPERB.

300

A wide margin copy 8 skilling green plate II No. 30 with double strike
in SSW mercury with Norwegian canc. “SANDØSUND 3.11.1859”.
Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

200

A very distinct and well situated Norwegian canc. “SANDØSUND
10.6.1866” on 8 skilling green wavy line. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

200
95

€uro

425
P µ 425 9 

P

426 9 

P µ 427 10 

P µ 428 10 

427

Blue Hannoverian double ring canc. “LÜNEBURG 22.10” on 4 skilling rouletted. Sign. Pfenninger. VERY RARE & EXCELLENT.

400

A beautiful shipletter with 4 skilling brown rouletted canc. with scarce
numeral canc. “186” & blue c.d.s. “DAMPSK.POST-SPED: No.2
16.11.1863” via “Korsör Jernb:Postexped:” (same on the reverse) and
arrival mark “ASSENS 18.11.1863”. Sign. Møller. SUPERB.

300

16 skilling rose lilac rouletted in a fine and lightly cancelled copy.
Opinion Vagn Jensen in photocopy. VERY FINE.

100

Beautiful cover to Sweden with single 16 sk. roulette in strong
colour. Horizontal archive fold through the stamp. F=45.000. Cert.
Møller.

500

Large Oval Type
P

96

429 11f 

Finnish figure canc. cat. No. 231 from Laitinen (R5) on small letter piece.
Extremely rare and probably unique on a Danish stamp. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. SUPERB.

300

€uro

P µ 430 11a+13e


Horizontal strip of four 2 skilling 1st printing and 4 skilling 5th printing b on a large part of a cover with Norwegian canc. “CHRISTIANIA 24.8.1866”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY RARE & SUPERB.

429
P µ 431 12a 

431

P

P

432 12a 

433 12a 

P µ 434 12b *

434

Very rare Prussian type canc. “FRIEDRICHSTADT 23.12.65” on 3
skilling 1st printing. Faint fold. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. RARE ITEM.

432

300

300

433

Shipletter from Luebeck with two pairs 3 skilling 1st printing sent at
special 12 skilling rate via Copenhagen to Malmö, Sweden. Noted
“Lubeck”. Canc. in transit with Danish numeral canc. “1” of
Copenhagen. Cert. Møller. VERY RARE & SUPERB.

600

Shipletter from Copenhagen to Stettin with pair and two single copies
3 skilling 1st printing. Noted “p.Stolp”. Distinct numeral canc. “1”
and c.d.s. “KIØBENHAVN 26.6”. Slightly aged at the edges.
VERY FINE - SUPERB.

400

A beautiful 3 skilling 2nd printing in perfect centering and with a minmial trace of hinge. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT.

Bid
97

€uro

435
P µ 435 12b 

P

436

Single franking 3 skilling 2nd printing on PRINTED MATTER from
Copenhagen, canc. by Swedish canc. “SÖDRA ST.BANAN
16.11.1867 sent to Carlskrona. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT.

250

436 12b+14a Parcel letter from Odense sent to Vojens/Gram in Schleswig noted

“Zollfrei” and “wfr 2 Sgr”. On the reverse transit marks “KOLDING
27.5” and “HADERSLEBEN 28.5.69” and delivery mark. A wonderful parcel letter to foreign destination. Some parts of reverse missing
as is normal for parcel letters. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

400

P µ 437 13e 

4 skilling 5th printing b pos. A5-7 in a wonderful strip of three with
Norwegian canc. “SANDØSUND 5.5.1866”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
EXCELLENT.

438
P µ 438 12a+13e

P µ 439 13e+14a

98

300

439

23 skilling franking on cover from “ODENSE 1.9” to Paris with 3 skilling 1st printing and 4 skilling 7th printing in strip of five. Interesting
arrival mark “EXPOSITION UNIVERSELLE 3 SEPT 67”. The stamps
have perf. imperfections. Opinion Møller. FINE ITEM.

100

A very fresh and beautiful parcel letter from “AARHUUS 15.4” to
Randers with 4 skilling 9th printing and 8 skilling 1st printing. Cert.
Møller. SUPERB.

100

€uro

P µ 440 11d+14a Shipletter with two copies 2 skilling 4th printing and 8 skilling 1st

printing sent to Laurvig, Norway. NORWEGIAN c.d.s. “SANDÖSUND 1.4.1869”. Cert. Møller. OUTSTANDING QUALITY.

800

441
442
441 11+13+ Scarce 14 skilling franking on cover from Copenhagen to Amsterdam
14 
with 2+4+8 skilling. 8 skilling with a slightly round corner perf.
VERY FINE.

150

P

P µ 442 12b+14a Registered letter from “KIØBENHAVN 12.5” to London with 3 skilling

2nd printing and 8 skilling 1st printing (two copies of each). Single line
canc. “Anbefalet” in blue and oval GB mark “LONDON REGISTERED
14 MY 1869”. Written ledger No. “53”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
VERY FINE.

250

443
444
An interesting double rate cover from Copenhagen to London. Duplex
canc. “181” & SJ.JB.P.Sp.B 11.1” and red “LONDON PAID 22 JA 69”.
Right 8 skilling stamp with very small perf. imperfection. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. FINE - VERY FINE.

150

Pen canc. “Korsør-Kiel” in blue ink on 16 skilling 2nd printing.
VERY RARE & SUPERB.

300

P µ 443 13e+14a


P

444 15b

99

€uro

• P µ 445 15c 

P µ 446 13c+15a


Beautiful block of 4 of 16 sk. greenish olive with numeral 59 RUDKJØBING. Slightly reinforced. F=10.000. Cert. Kaiser.

Bid

Shipletter with 4 skilling 3rd printing and 16 skilling 1st printing
sent to Christiania canc. in transit by Norwegian c.d.s. “SANDÖSUND 13.7.1865” noted “Med Dampskibet “Kronprindsesse
Louisa”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. RARE & VERY FINE.

800

447

448

P µ 447 12a+13d+ An outstanding small envelope with a flawless 23 skilling franking
15a 
from Copenhagen to Paris canc. by duplex canc. “34” &
“KBH.JB.PST.CT. 4.4”. Shares noted “19/4”. Red framed “P.D.” and
transit mark. Three postmarks on the reverse. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

500

P µ 448 11a+12a+ 1st printings of 2+3+16 skilling on a wonderful 21 skilling cover
15a 
from “KIØBENHAVN KB 1.1.(1866) sent to Riga, Latvia. Only the 16
skilling stamp has minor perf. imperfections. Cert. Møller.
RARE & VERY FINE.

500

100

€uro

P µ 449 19 

Line perf. 16 skilling 4th printing in a lightly canc. copy. F=12.000. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

200

Bicoloured Issues

450
P µ 450 21dv 

P

451 27 *

400

A lightly hinged and very colour strong copy 48 skilling brown/lilac.
F=6.000. SUPERB.

200

452
P µ 452 28 

P

453 34d 

451

A beautiful copy of 3 skilling 4th printing pos. A18 with INVERTED
FRAME with light canc. Superb centering and perforation. F=20.000.
Cert. Møller.

453

Rare 3 øre stationery additionally franked with pair and two single
stamps 3 øre bicoloured perf. 14 sent from Nyborg Railway 13/4 94
canc. with c.d.s. “DAMPSK.POST-SPED: No.3 15.4.1894” and framed “KORSØR - KIEL DAMPSK:POST EXPD. No.3”. Sent to
Pretoria, TRANSVAAL. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
VERY RARE DESTINATION.

500

Shipletter from Copenhagen to Stettin with 20 øre 6th printing with
framed canc. “Aus Copenhagen PER DAMPSCHIFF 29.7.”. Arrival
mark “STETTIN 29.7.81”. RARE & EXCELLENT.

300
101

€uro

P

454 37a 

Horizontal strip of five of 100 øre 1st printing with numeral “56”. Left
stamp with small fold. F=2.400 for four flawless single stamps.
VERY FINE.

Bid

Later Issues

455
P µ 455 54 

P

456 54 

150

10 øre red perf. 12 3/4 on private postcard from Copenhagen 2.9.99
sent to Napoli. Canc. with octangular pmk. “K.B. aus DANEMARK”
and transit mark “LÜBECK 3.9.99. VERY RARE.

150

457
P

457 68v **

P µ 458 121 **

456

10 øre red perf. 12 3/4 on decorated private postcard “Hilsen fra
Møens Klint” in stationery style sent as ship letter and canc. “WARNEMÜNDE 25.7.98” with framed “AUS DÄNEMARK”. Arrival mark
“LÜBBENAU”. VERY INTERESTING.

458

Imperforate 100 øre Christian IX yellow brown. Slight natural gum crease of no importance. F=6.000. VERY FINE.

Bid

A wonderful fresh and unmounted mint copy of 5 kr. red postal building wmk. crosses. F=10.000. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

200

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 14 september 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.
102

€uro

Postage Due

P

459 23 

DUE STAMPS OF THREE COUNTRIES on cover from GB sent to
Marseille, readressed to Copenhagen and London. Very interesting item.

Bid

Booklets

P

460 HRE 4

Rare and very fresh booklet 1928 General Motors II with booklet
panes RE 14-23. F= 25.000. In excellent condition.

500

Postal Stationery

461
P

P

P

461 

462 

463 

462

463

10 øre red stationery card sent by ship “pr. Titania” to Königsberg.
Canc. with framed “Aus ... PER DAMPFSCHIFF” added with
“Kopenhagen” by pen and ink. Rare and commercially used.
EXCELLENT.

300

10 øre stationery card sent via Korsør - Kiel steam ship route. Ink
canc. and with notation “Aus dem Schiffsbriefkasten”. Arrival mark
in Berlin 23/8. RARE.

300

10 øre red stationery card from Copenhagen via Lübeck to CROATIA noted “Dampschiff” and canc. in transit “LÜBECK 7/8 85”.
RARE DESTINATION.

300
103

€uro

Mixed Lots & Accumulations

µ 464 2II+III+IV 4 RBS in lot with six very beautiful stamps: four copies Thiele I, Thiele

II with numeral canc. “121” (cert. Møller) and a Thiele III with numeral “79” Wyk. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

Bid

Ex 465
P µ 465 

µ 466 /

P µ 467 

200

POSTMARKS. A fantastic remainder lot with e.g. many foreign
postmarks etc. but also with two copies 2 RBS Thiele and 16 skilling
rouletted. Several Norwegian postmarks on DK skilling incl. three
with GRID cancs. Also a Greenland Pakke Porto No. 1 with line
canc. “FRA ENGLAND” with cert. Grønlund. Five certs are enclosed. A lot that must be inspected.

500

Ex 467
SWEDISH & NORWEGIAN PMKS on Danish skilling issues.
Three small stock cards with 18 items originating from ship letters.
Scarce material mostly in very fine condition. Please inspect the
whole lot on our website.

400

Box from an estate containing a ** modern collection in a stockbook
and a small box from a subscription incl. prestige booklets etc. up to
2009. Also a collection of FDCs from 1973-1999 as well as some older
stamps etc.

150

469 **/

Large box mostly with modern ** DK, but also some Faroes. E.g. with
prestige booklets and special minisheets. High face value. Please inspect.

Bid

470 **

FACE VALUE. Small carton with a subscription of ** sets, minisheets,
booklets, special minisheet folders etc. from the 1990s-2012 incl.
many minisheets of nine, self adhesive stamps/minisheets as well as
high values etc. Total face value is over DKK 9.700.

600

471

Large box with remainders in stockbooks and albums. Also some
foreign countries. Must be inspected.

Bid

472

CHRISTMAS SEALS, CINDERELLAS, PERFINS etc. incl. Faroes and
Greenland. Large box filled with mixed material.

Bid

468 **/

104

Mixed remainder lot on small stock cards mostly in selected quality
with e.g. two copies 4 RBS, superb pair 8 skilling 1858 and a range of
bicoloured incl. 48 skilling and a fine 5 øre. Also 80/12 øre provisionals in single and pair as well as four copies 3 cents DWI.

€uro

P µ 473 /

Ex 473
Lot with mostly older covers and cards incl. some interesting items as
well as some 1940s-50s expedition covers from Greenland, altogether
ca 90 items. Also an accumulation of old stamps on stock sheets in a
folder.

150

474 

COVERS & POSTCARDS. Box with a large number of interesting
covers, mostly commercial, incl. Greenland and Faroes. Please inspect.

Bid

475 

Small stockbook with a huge number of square issues 1851-63 incl.
some bicoloured. E.g. more than 100 copies 4 RBS nearly all with full
margins incl. a cover front with a FERSLEW 11. 4 skilling 1854-63 in
quantities and e.g. with nine copies 8 skilling 1857 and two copies 16
skilling rouletted in mixed condition.

750

476 

Remainders from huge exhibition collection 1851-64 incl. prephilately etc. containing several better items, e.g. scarce covers with 4 RBS
incl. two chestnut brown, both with certs. Cover with Keitum canc.
etc. A number of interesting 1864 covers incl. a 55 skilling cover to
DWI (one 16 skilling stamp with cliché flaw 15v2). A lot that must be
inspected.
1.500

477

POSTCARDS. Small stock in one box with hundreds of cards, with ca
60% in the older format..

Bid

478 

FDCs from Greenland, Faroe Islands and Denmark. Each in one carton full of collections and duplicates covering the periods
Greenland ca 1950-2000 incl. Ships 1950, Provisionals 1956 in blocks
of 4, Polar bear 1963 etc. Faroes Islands ca 1975-2000 and Denmark ca
1941-1997. Interesting lot of probably around 3000 FDCs incl.large
quantities in blocks of 4.

300

Faroe Islands

P

479
479 2 

480
Late usage of 4 øre stationery bisect along with 5 øre green on a local
cover canc. “THORSHAVN 7.2.19”. Some insignificant folds.

150

P

480 3 

Very beautiful cover with pair of 2/5 øre together with 1 & 2 øre
Danish stamps “THORSHAVN 15.1 19”. Scarce.

200
105

€uro

481
P

481 3 

P µ 482 3 

482

Beautiful cover with 2/5 øre “THORSHAVN 20.1 1919”. SUPERB.

100

Cover with 2/5 øre provisional and 5 øre Christian X green with variety
split “C” in monogram. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
SCARCE WITH THIS VARIETY.

Bid

483
P

483 3 

P µ 484 4-8 **

486

Ex 484

Provisional 2/5 with a clear so called “thumb print”, a light double
print. Together with 5 öre “THORSHAVN 22.1 19”. Scarce.

150

Provisionals 1940-41 cpl. (5). F=8.500. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

200

Ex 485
P µ 485 4-8 **
P
106

Provisionals 1940-41 cpl. (5) in blocks of 4. F=34.000+. Cert. Møller.

486 DK86+
25 øre franking on cover from Thorshavn to Leith, cancelled in transit
DK243  with “EDINBURGH 32 2 MY 32” as well as single line “PAQUEBOT”
alongside. Faint vertical fold between stamps of little importance.

600

200

€uro

Greenland
Postal History

P

P

487 

R.E. BYRD 1925 MacMillan Expedition. Small souvenir envelope
(opened for display) sent to Lincoln Russel, Etah, Greenland. Byrd
signature. Franked on the reverse with a US 2 cent stamp.

488
489
488 2+15+29 Souvenir card from “MESTERSVIG FLYVEPLADS 8 MAJ 1953” by

airmail to Copenhagen. SCARCE.

P µ 489 (*)

1932, 10 øre Rockwell Kent Air Mail label, red in a scarce reprint. Cert.
Pollak SCC.

500

Bid
200

Parcel Stamps

P µ 490 P1 **
P µ 491 P2I **

490

491

1 øre olive green in a very beautiful copy. F=20.000. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. EXCELLENT.

250

An outstanding copy 5 øre 1st printing. F=20.000+. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. EXCELLENT.

300
107

€uro

492

493

494

495

P µ 492 P3IIC1 ** 10 øre 2nd printing in very fine centering. F=18.000. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. VERY FINE.
P µ 493 P5III **
P µ 494 P6I **
P

495 P6I *

P µ 496 P7I **

2 øre 3rd printing in a beautiful unmounted copy. F=9.500. Cert.
Møller. VERY FINE.

200

A very well centered copy 5 øre 1st printing pos. 16 on thick paper.
F=17.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE - SUPERB COPY.

250

Well centered 5 øre red brown on thick paper, lightly hinged. F=5.000

100

An outstanding copy of 10 øre 1st printing pos. 4 on thick paper.
F=25.000+-. Certs Lasse Nielsen and Møller. EXCELLENT.

500

497

498

P µ 497 P7IIIv2  WIDE IMPERFORATED MARGIN at left 10 øre 3rd printing with
black oval handstamp. F=12.000. Cert. Vagn Jensen. SUPERB.
P µ 498 P8I **
108

250

15 øre 2nd printing violet on thick paper. F=8.500+. Cert. Møller.
SUPERB.

250
200

€uro

499

501

503

P µ 499 P8IIIv  WIDE IMPERFORATED MARGIN at right 15 øre 3rd printing with
black oval handstamp. As usual with a bend in the margin only.
F=12.000. Cert. Møller. ONLY A FEW KNOWN.
2

P µ 500 P9II **

500

400

504

A beautiful copy 20 øre dull red 2nd printing on thick paper. F=7.000.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

100

P µ 501 P9IIIv2  WIDE IMPERFORATED MARGIN at bottom 20 øre 3rd printing
with black oval handstamp. Faint bend in the margin only. F=16.000.
Cert. Møller. ONLY A FEW KNOWN.

500

502

P µ 502 P10+11  Parcel card (GF 13) with 70 øre violet and 1 kr. yellow sent from
Copenhagen to Godthaab. Registration label type C II. Cert. Møller.
VERY FINE.
P

503 P17b 

P µ 504 P17c **

200

Deep red violet copy of 70 øre A&L with full corner margin and with
black steel date stamp “GRØNLANDS STYRELSE 6.VII.37”. F=2.500+.
Sign. Møller. SUPERB.

100

70 øre A&L blue violet. F=2.200. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

Bid
109

Later Issues

American Issue Die Proofs

• Lot # 505 µ
10-18P
The complete set of 9 in extremely rare die proofs. In full size and as originally put up on large cartons.
EXCELLENT CONDITION
€uro 6.000

•Lot # 506 µ
Die proofs of centres and frames. Complete set of the 6 centre motives in
grey and the 3 different frames; 5 øre and 1 kr. in correct colours and without value in green (for 10 & 15 øre). A total of nine extremely rare die
proofs in full size and as originally put up on carton.
EXCELLENT CONDITION
110

€uro 6.000

€uro

Ex 507

P µ 507 19-27 **
• P µ 508 19-27 **

P µ 509 19-27 **
P µ 510 23v27v2
**

P

511

480v **

Ex 508

Ex 510

DANMARK BEFRIET. Cpl. never hinged set of 9. A couple of values
with insignificant gum discolouring. F=10.000. SUPERB.

200

DANMARK BEFRIET cpl. (9) well centered. F=10.000.

150

Ex 509
DANMARK BEFRIET cpl. (9) in blocks of 4, mostly with sheet margins. F=40.000+.

750

Very fresh and beautiful never hinged set with opt. in altered colours
(6). F=19.500. SUPERB.

400

Imperf. block of four kr. 7,50 Paul-Emile Victor. with sheet margin.
VERY RARE.

300

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 14 september 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.
111

€uro
µ 512 **/*/

513 **

Collections & Lots
Collection 1905 - 2007 in a Leuchtturm album. Pakkeporto stamps
cpl. plus additional 3 stamps on thick paper (carton paper), from
1938 onwards nearly cpl. ** except for Danmark Befriet. Only a few
cheaper stamps and booklet panes are missing in the modern part.
Very high cat. value.

400

Very clean ** collection in a Leuchtturm album, nearly cpl. 1938 - 2011
incl. minisheets and later special booklet panes (Danmark Befriet and
a few booklet varieties are missing). Also three different ** Pakke porto stamps.

250

514 209-10 ** Large modern lot Greenland Politicians 1990 1.590 sets mostly in
full sheets and more than 550 sets Blue Cross 1991. Facit=263.500 and
1.000
just the face value DKK 57.850.

515 236-37 An enormous lot Red Cross & Scout 1993. Ca 22.500
**
sets, mostly in sheets. Facit=1.080.000 and just the
face vale DKK 180.000.

3.000

516 

SAVINGS BOOK from 1950 with green cover, with around 90 1 kr.
savings stamps not counting defective. All nicely canc. “Udstedet
Niakornat”. Very high DAKA value.

200

517 

SAVINGS BOOK from Upernavik 1950, all pages full with a total of
144 savings stamps 25 öre blue. Rare as such. All canc. “Kolonien
Upernavik”. Very high cat. value in DAKA.

250

Slesvig 1920

P µ 518 15-24 (*) Imperforated PROOFS 1 øre - 75 øre 1.ZONE as originals on watermarked paper without gum. AFA=28.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
RARE & VERY FINE.

100

Danish West Indies

519
P µ 519 4v2 *
P µ 520 6b **
P

521 6bv2 *

P µ 522 6hv1 *

112

520
521
Pair 4 cents blue horizontally imperforate. F=4.500. Cert. Møller.
RARE & VERY FINE.

522
150

A wonderful 3 c. II printing in perfect centering. Pos. 57. F=2.200++.
Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT COPY.

Bid

“Skilling cliché”, 3 cents 2nd printing pos. 95. F=4.000.

Bid

Isolated NORMAL FRAME pos. 91 on 3 cents 8th printing. F=3.500.
Cert. Møller. RARE & VERY FINE.

Bid

€uro

523

524

P

523 10dv *

Inverted watermark on 10 cents 4th printing in a fresh copy. SUPERB.

Bid

P

524 13b **

Unmounted copy 50 cents 2nd printing dull grey-violet. F=6.500.
VERY FINE.

100

Margin block of four 50 cents 2nd printing dull grey-violet. Very lightly
strengthening. F=20.000. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

250

P µ 525 13b *

526
P

P

526 38 

527

Pair of 1 fr. St.Thomas Harbour green/blue twice canc. “ST.THOMAS
1906” and crowned “FANØ TOLDSTED”. Minimal imperfections.
A VERY INTERESTING ITEM.

Bid

527 40 

5 fr. St.Thomas harbour yellow/brown with upright canc. “ST.THOMAS 11.9.1916”. F=3.300. Sign. Møller. SUPERB.

Bid

528 **/*/

Stockbook with e.g. Kings and Coat of Arms types used in quantities.
Also a fine section **/*. AFA ca 120.000 stated by the consignor.

Collections & Lots
µ 529 /

Small lot with 1 cent (printing VI) with German “Bahnpost” cancellation with Lasse Nielsen cert., two covers with 4 cents bisects, e.g. one
canc. Frederikssted and the other one St. Thomas. Also one unused
postal card.

500

Bid
113

Sweden
Saturday 1 October
10.00 hrs

German & Northern European Shipmail
In the Baltic Sea and the North Atlantic
For this auction we are breaking down an exceptional and very important exhibition collection of shipmail. A large part is from the German areas and is offered under the various countries/states. However, also in the Scandinavian sections: Denmark, Norway,
Sweden, Iceland and even in Finland there are a lot of items documenting the immense
traffic between these neighboring countries. Mail was often delivered directly to the boat
or even onboard a mail transporting vessel and were therefore either cancelled onboard
the vessel, at the next port of call or at the destination port’s post office.
In consequence of this practice German and Scandinavian stamps can be found with
postmarks of their neighboring countries in a great variation. Even countries outside of
these areas are represented with stamps as well as postmarks.
Most items are offered under the countries which issued the stamps, but there are
exceptions as well as some items which carry stamps from more than one country.
Therefore we urge you to carefully study this catalogue and maybe there is an exquisite
item fitting perfectly into your collection, in a place where you did not expect to find it.

Prephilately

P

530 

P

531 

114

530
531
Very beautiful cover “frco Abborfors” sent from Stockholm 13.8 1756
to Pärnau with straight line canc. F=4.000. VERY FINE.

100

Exceptional feather cover with interesting notation about the fast
transport and threat of fine if delayed: “Rör en Kungsskjuts, afgår
på minuten vid 10 Rdr vite med Ridande Kronobrefbärare utan
ryggsäck den 30 aug 1835”. Extremely beautiful with two silver gray
feathers. RARE & SUPERB.

250

€uro

P

532 

Cover with “Norrkpg” in blue ink applied on arrival in “STOCK1.500
HOLM 10 OCT 53”. Very fine quality. VERY FEW KNOWN.

Covers Sent Abroad
Please see also Lot # 32-36, 52, 81, 128, 170, 428 & 435

P

P

P

533
533 

534 

535 Bke 5 

534
535
5 öre postal stationery card sent from “STOCKHOLM 6.6 97” to
Denmark. The cover is transit canc. “TRELLEBORG 7.6 1897” and
“TRELLEBORG-SASSNITZ 7.6 97” the day before the first known date
according to Ingemar Wågerman (SFF handbook no. 26). Thereafter
arrival canc. “ODENSE 8.6 97” and again the day after when forwarded to “GÖTEBORG 11.6. 97”.

100

Beautiful 5 öre postal stationery card from Sweden with 5 öre additional
franking sent to Tientsin, canc. “STOCKHOLM 21.10.05”. Multiple
Chinese transit cancellations on front as well as one of the German
Post Office from 1.12.05. VERY DECORATIVE ITEM.

100

Correctly used 15 öre postal stationery card sent to China canc.
“PKXP 34A 25.4 1891”. Arrival canc. by both the German Post Office
in Shanghai as well as the Shanghai Local Post. F=8.000. SCARCE.

200

Covers sent to Sweden
Please see also Lot # 31, 666, 690 & 691

P µ 536 

Registered postal stationery envelope from Netherlands Indies to
Sweden with additional franking. The cover canc. “SEMARANG 30.10
1896”, canc. on arrival “GÖTEBORG 1.12 96” but then forwarded to
“MITTWEIDA 3.12 96” in Saxony.

150
115

€uro

Skilling Banco

P

537 

P µ 538 1a 

A wonderful cover with rectangular “WISBY 1.7 1855”. The day of the
first stamps! EXCELLENT.

Very fresh 3 Sk. Bco light bluish green “STOCKHOLM 10.5 1856” and red crayon from postal notation. F=45.000. Certs Bloch (Friedl 1965) &
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

539
P µ 539 1E4 **
P µ 540 2a 

116

Bid

1.750

540

Reprint 1885 of 3 Sk. Bco never hinged and in exceptional centering.
Cert. Norsten. EXCELLENT.

250

Variety “The Ghost” in the upper right “4” on 4 Sk Bco in the first
shade with an excellent arc canc. “HAPARANDA 27.1 1856”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 3, 5

400

€uro

541

542

543

P

541 2a1 

Very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco blue superb canc. first month “SUNDSWALL
27.7 1855”.

100

P

542 2a 

Beautiful 4 Sk. Bco blue with perfectly placed “PHILIPSTAD 31,1
1856”. SUPERB - EXCELLENT.

100

P

543 2a 

Very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco blue “GEFLE 8.7 1855”. First month! SUPERB.

100

P

544 2a 

Well centered 4 Sk. Bco blue with rare rectangular Borgholm canc.
Facit Postal 3.500.

100

P

545 2a 

Beautiful 4 Sk. Bco blue with excellent canc. first month “WADSTENA
28.7 1855”.

100

P

546 2a 

Excellent canc. on the 3rd day! “STOCKHOLM 3.7 1855” on 4 Sk. Bco
blue.

Bid

544

P µ 547 2a 

545

546

A fantastic cover with 4 Sk. Bco with an excellent
and very rare canc. “DALARÖ 5.7 1855”, the 5th
day! A very beautiful, small and neat cover. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM.

1.000
117

€uro

548
P µ 548 2a 

P

549 2a 

P µ 550 2n1 

P

551 2c 

549

An extremely beautiful cover with 4 Sk. Bco blue with an excellent and
scarce arc canc. “ENKÖPING 20.7 1855”, first month! Small perf.
faults. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

150

Very beautiful cover with 4 Sk. Bco “CARLSKRONA 26.7 1855”. First
month!

100

Very beautiful cover with 4 Sk. Bco in the scarce dark blue shade
“ESKILSTUNA 29.3 1858”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

250

Beautiful copy 4 Sk. Bco in the scarce shade bright blue, dense background with scarce rectangular Ånäset canc.

100

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 21 september. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
118

Superb 5 x 4 Skilling Banco Franking

Lot # 552 µ
2c 
An exceptional cover to Finland with 5 copies 4 Sk. Bco
bright blue with excellent rectangular canc. “NYKÖPING 22.9 1856”. One stamp with a few worn perfs of no
importance. Otherwise perfect condition. Certs Sjöman
& Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB & VERY RARE
Provenance:
Hugo Josefsson, Grand Prix STOCKHOLMIA 1986

€uro 25.000
119

€uro

P µ 553 2d 

An exceptional 4 Sk. Bco in the rare dull blue shade with dense
background. Excellent arc canc. “ENKÖPING 5.2 1856”. Sign.
Sjöman & Menzinsky. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 3, 5

554

P µ 554 2d 
P µ 555 2d 
P

556 2e 

P µ 557 2e 

555

P

559 2h1 

P µ 560 2j2 

120

557

Very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco in the scarce shade dull blue, dense background with beautiful Philipstad canc. Cert. Sjöman.
VERY FINE - SUPERB.

100

Beautiful piece with 4 Sk. Bco in the scarce shade dull blue, dense
background “PHILIPSTAD 11.3 1856”. Cert. Nils Svensson.
VERY FINE - SUPERB.

100

4 Sk. Bco with extremely beautiful “UDDEVALLA 30.4 1857”.
SUPERB.

100

Beautiful 4 Sk. Bco with scarce “DALARÖ 22.6 1859”, late usage! One
slightly shorter perf. tip at right. Cert. Franz Obermüller.
SUPERB 4, 4, 4-5

200

558
P µ 558 2f 

556

400

559

560

Extremely fresh 4 Sk. Bco blue with a beautiful numeral “3” from
the Danish P.O. in Lübeck. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE & RARE.

150

Well centered 4 Sk. Bco light blue canc. “STOCKHOLM 29.9 1857”.
SUPERB.

Bid

4 Sk. Bco in the scarce grey ultramarine shade with beautiful “HUDIKSVALL 30.10 1857”. One short perf. in the left margin. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

100

€uro

561

P µ 561 2k2 

P µ 562 2k3 

P µ 563 2n1 

562

563

Exceptional 4 Sk. Bco in the rare light grey blue shade with an extremely clear star canc. which is very rare on 4 Sk. Bco. Cert. Sjöman.
FINE - VERY FINE.

400

Very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco in the rare light grey blue shade “BOLLNÄS 25.1 1858” upside down. F=13.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE.

500

Exceptional 4 Sk. Bco in the scarce dark blue shade with an excellent
canc. “STOCKHOLM 31.5 1859”. Very late usage, almost one year
after the currency reform! Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
RARE & SUPERB. 4, 3, 5

300

P

564
564 2 

565
566
567
Exceptional 4 Sk. Bco with excellent “STRENGNÄS 31.8 1857”.
SUPERB.

100

P

565 2 

Beautiful 4 Sk. Bco with arc canc. “ENKÖPING 21.9 1856”. SUPERB.

100

P

566 2 

Very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco “UDDEVALLA 8.5 1858”. SUPERB.

100

P

567 2 

Beautiful and scarce rectangular Trosa canc. on 4 Sk. Bco in strong colour.

100

P

568
568 2 

569
570
571
Beautiful piece with 4 Sk. Bco “PHILIPSTAD 2.9 1856”. SUPERB.

100

P

569 2 

Very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco with superb “STOCKHOLM 13.7 1858”, after
the öre stamps were introduced.

100

P

570 2 

Blue newspaper canc. on 4 Sk. Bco, two creased corner perfs.
EXTREMELY RARE.

250

P

571 2v2 

Beautiful set-off (spegeltryck). F=4.000.

100
121

€uro

P

572 2 

573
P µ 573 2E1 *

P

P

574 2E2 **

575 2E2 *

P µ 576 3a 

122

Very late usage of 4 Sk. Bco on a beautiful cover canc. "STOCKHOLM
28.5 1861". Stamp in good centering. RARE & SUPERB.

574

100

575

A very fresh and beautiful copy of the rare first reprint 1868, printed
in only 400 copies. Type g, pos. 7. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

250

An extremely fresh reprint II 1868 of 4 Sk. Bco in unusually good
centering. Particularly interesting with a large white spot with a
blue dot in the middle at right of the shield as well as a white line
under “SKILL”. F=7.500+++. Sign. Sjöman. SUPERB.

400

Extremely beautiful and well centered 4 Sk. Bco reprint II of 1868 with
the same plate flaws as the stamp above, very lightly hinged.

100

A very beautiful 6 Sk. Bco grey with a perfect strike of boxed canc.
“WADSTENA 11.8 1855”. Small ink line on the reverse does not
show through. Certs F. Obermüller (1984) verified 1994 by
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5
1.500

€uro

577
P µ 577 3a 
1

P µ 578 3a 

P µ 579 3a1 

580
P

580 3b 

P µ 581 3c 

P µ 582 3d 

578

Very beautiful and well centered 6 Sk. Bco grey “MALMÖ 23.8 1855”.
One lightly bent corner perf. Sign. Sjöman & cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE.

400

Very fresh 6 Sk. Bco grey with scarce and beautiful rectangular canc.
“CHRISTIANSTAD 7.10 1855”. F=12.000+. Cert. RPS from 1966.

400

Three very beautiful 6 Sk. Bco grey on a cover with a missing 3 Sk. Bco.
There are small manipulations/faults on the left and the right stamp,
but the one in the middle is beautiful “STOCKHOLM 26.6 1857”. Copy
of cert. HOW and an extensive explanation by Åkersted can be viewed
on our website.

Bid

581

582

Very fresh 6 Sk. Bco light grey with blue ink line. Scarce.

200

Beautiful 6 Sk. Bco brownish grey with a standing boxed canc. “WISBY 17.5 1857”. Scarce shade in this quality. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE COPY.

500

Very beautiful and superbly centered 6 Sk. Bco grey brown (1856) canc.
“STOCKHOLM 5.5 1857”. One lightly bent corner perf. F=24.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

500
123

€uro

P µ 583 3e 

Very fresh and beautiful pair of 3 Sk. Bco brownish grey lightly
canc. “STOCKHOLM 2.3 1858”. F=36.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE.
1.000

584
P µ 584 3f 
P µ 585 4a 

585
A very beautiful copy 6 Sk. Bco grey brown with a small cut in upper
margin of little importance. Excellent canc. “STOCKHOLM 24.4 1858”.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE 3, 4, 4-5

500

A wonderful pair (partly separated) 8 Sk. Bco reddish orange on a
piece with an excellent canc. “WADSTENA 7.12 1856”. Cert. Frantz
Obermüller. SUPERB.

500

586
P

586 4b 

P µ 587 4b 

124

587

A very beautiful piece with 8 Sk. Bco “STOCKHOLM 21.1 1856”, one
perf. missing.

100

Horizontal pair of 8 Sk. Bco brownish orange canc. with an upside
down strike of boxed “LULEÅ 25.8 1856”. Faint bend in the left stamp
according to the cert. Cert. Nils Svensson.

200

€uro

P µ 588 4b 

P

589 4b 

Two copies 8 Sk. Bco brownish orange on small piece canc. “PHILIPSTAD 30.8 1856”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.
1.000

Beautiful piece with two copies 8 Sk. Bco brownish orange “PHILIPSTAD 8.8 1856”. VERY FINE.

300

Bright Yellow Unused

Lot # 590
4d (*)
A very beautiful copy of 8 Sk. Bco bright yellow. Only two unused
copies recorded. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
FINE - VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY
€uro 5.000
125

€uro

P µ 591 4d 

An extremely beautiful copy of 8 Sk. Bco in the rare
bright yellow shade “LYSEKIL 16.2 1857”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén and sign. Sjöman.
SUPERB 4, 3, 4-5

P µ 592 4f+4fv2  A fantastic vertical pair of 8 Sk. Bco, the lower with variety “double
8”. Each stamp with exceptionally clear and superb canc. “STOCKHOLM 13.8 1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén and sign. Strandell.
VERY FINE.

593

P µ 593 4g 

P µ 594 4g 
P µ 595 4gv2 
126

594

1.000

500

595

Beautiful 8 Sk. Bco in the scarce shade orange yellow, blurred print
with superb canc. “AVESTA 15.6 1858”. One lightly bent corner perf.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén & sign. Strandell. VERY FINE 3, 3, 4

250

Beautiful 8 Sk. Bco in the rare shade orange yellow, blurred printing
with scarce rectangular Kisa canc. F=9.500+. Cert. RPS from 1966.

300

Very beautiful 8 Sk. Bco orange-yellow, with variety double eight. Canc.
“STOCKHOLM 18.12 1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE COPY.

250

€uro

P µ 596 4h 

P

597 4 

Very beautiful rectangular “KISA 28.3 1858” on 8 Sk. Bco orange, clear
print. Two lightly bent corner perfs. Cert. Obermüller Wilén and sign.
Sjöman. VERY FINE.

100

Exceptional piece with two copies 8 Sk. Bco “PHILIPSTAD 6.3 1856”.
SUPERB

400

598
P µ 598 5b 

P µ 599 5e 

599

A very beautiful 24 Sk. Bco orange red in fresh colour and with
superb canc. “GÖTHEBORG 25.8 1856”. Minor perf. imperfections.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXHIBITION ITEM.

750

Beautiful 24 Sk. Bco in the scarce brownish red blurred printing canc.
“STOCKHOLM 17.5 1858”. Minor perf. imperfections. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

750

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 21 september. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
127

Lot # 600 µ
4
A wonderful copy of 24 Sk. Bco in the last rare shade, dull red
with full and very clear rectangular canc. “WADSTENA 22.4
1858”. One lightly bent corner perf. F=40.000. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén.
VERY FINE EXHIBITION ITEM
€uro 3.000

P µ 601 5E4 **
602

Very fresh reprint 1885 of 24 Sk. Bco never hinged and in good centering. F=4.400+. Cert. Norsten. SUPERB.

250

Literature. Tomas Bjäringer/Gustaf Douglas: Sweden Number One.
No. 78/125. Very rarely offered.

200

Local Stamps

P
128

603 6a3 

Beautiful 3 öre grey black in very good centering with a star canc.
F=5.000. SUPERB.

100

€uro

Ex 604
P µ 604 6v3sv (*) 3 öre Local stamp in a black print sheet of 100 on carton paper printed in
1930. Ideal for study. Some very minor imperfections in the top margin
nearly invisible from the front.

P

605 13

P µ 606 13a 

Postal circular 1861 informing about the new
brown 3 öre local stamp with a copy of it attached.
Very fresh example of this rare item.

3 öre olive brown canc. “STOCKHOLM 21.4 3.TUR”. One short perf.
tip. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

Bid

1.000

Bid
129

€uro

Coat of Arms
Lot # 607 µ
9e1 **/*
A fantastic strip of 10 of 12 öre ulmarish blue, largest multiple recorded
perforated with the tool of 1855. Extremely fresh in flawless condition
and with 4 stamps never hinged. Facit quote 120.000 just for a hinged
block of 4 in this shade. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE - SUPERB
Provenance:
Lauson H. Stone, Grand Prix STOCKHOLMIA 1974

€uro 10.000
Lot # 608 µ
11d1 **/*
An absolutely wonderful strip of 8 of 30 öre dark brown, largest strip
recorded perforated with the tool of 1855. Extremely fresh with many in
superb or excellent centering and four stamps never hinged. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB
Provenance:
Lauson H. Stone, Grand Prix STOCKHOLMIA 1974

€uro 15.000
Lot # 609 µ
12b **/*
An exceptional strip of 6 of 50 öre violet tinged carmine, largest recorded strip perforated with the tool of 1855. Small reinforcement.
Extremely fresh with two stamps never hinged. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE - SUPERB
Provenance:
Lauson H. Stone, Grand Prix STOCKHOLMIA 1974

€uro 5.000
130

€uro

608

609

607

131

€uro

610

611

612

P

610 2 

“Forerunner”, beautiful 4 Sk. Bco with superb canc. on the First Day
of the Coat of Arms öre issue “STOCKHOLM 1.7 1858”.

100

P

611

7a1 

Beautiful 5 öre dark green “SÖDERHAMN 21.8 1858”. Sign. O.
Pettersson. SUPERB.

100

P

612 7a1 

Very beautiful 5 öre dark green with rare local canc.”STOCKHOLM 4.
TUR 24.2”. SUPERB.

100

Very rare cover with single 5 öre in the scarce dark green shade
“ULRICEHAMN 3.12 1863”. Under franked with 7 öre, which has
not been charged. Single franking extremely rare as there was no 5
öre rate. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

250

A fantastic copy 5 öre yellow green “FILIPSTAD 20.5 1871”.
EXCELLENT.

250

P µ 613 7a1 

P

614 7c2 

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
132

Unique block of 4

Lot # 615 µ
7c2 
Large blue piece of a cover with a block of 4 of 5 öre yellow green
“HÄSTVEDA 20.12 1871, a few perf. faults. Only one block of 4 recorded in Facit. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE
€uro 3.000

616

P µ 616 7e2 
P µ 617 7f1 
P µ 618 7f3 

617

618

A wonderful 5 öre bluish green “NYKÖPING 19.6 1870”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

300

An exceptional 5 öre light yellow green “BÅSTAD 30.5 1872”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 4-5. 5

250

An outstanding copy of 5 öre light yellow green in perfect centering
and with perfect “HEMSE 3.2 1872”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

500
133

€uro

619
620
P µ 619 7a2+9c3  Small envelope “Lady’s cover” with 5 öre & 12 öre sent to Aarhus,
Denmark canc. “SÖDRA ST.BANAN 11.8 1868”. One small tear and a
short corner on 12 öre. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.
P

620 7+9 

621

P µ 621 8a 

Very beautiful cover to Germany with 5 and 3 x 12 öre, one öre over
paid “STOCKHOLM 18.8 1867”. SUPERB.

622

100
200

623

Earliest recorded date on 9 öre on a wonderful copy 9 öre red violet
in strong colour with a clear and beautiful “STOCKHOLM 2.7
1858”, 2nd day of issue. Cert. Obermüller Wilén & sign. Sjöman.
VERY FINE.

500

P

622 8c 

Very beautiful 9 öre blue lilac with superb canc. “WALDEMARSVIK
8.10 1866”.

100

P

623 8 

Very beautiful 9 öre red lilac “PHILIPSTAD 7.2 1861”. SUPERB.

150

P

624 8a+9d1+ A fantastic piece with 9, 12 and 24 öre, each stamp with an excellent
10a 
canc. “ÅHUS 20.6 1862”. The most beautiful of three such existing,
Sign. ex. Sjöman. Lot No. 57b 1974, when he wrote “Lyxbrevstycke.
Ett smycke - i mitt tycke.” (A jewel in my opinion). SUPERB ITEM.

P
134

625 8-10 

A wonderful piece with 9, 12 and 24 öre “UDDEVALLA 26.10 1864”.
SUPERB.

500

200

First Day 1.7 1858

Lot # 626 µ
9a1v17 
An absolutely fantastic piece with a well centered 12 öre in the
first printing with a light but very clear rectangular canc. “KISTA
1.7 1856”. Surely one of the most beautiful classic first day cancellations. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 4, 4
€uro 1.500

Lot # 627
9a1v17
An extremely clear canc. STOCKHOLM 1.7 1858” on 12 öre in the
first shade, greenish dark blue on a cover front. A few small
faults. Only 3 FDCs recorded! Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
FINE EXHIBITION ITEM
€uro 7.000
135

€uro

628
P µ 628 9a1 *
P µ 629 9a1 

629
630
631
632
Unused 12 öre greenish dark blue. F=9.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE.

150

An exceptional copy of 12 öre greenish blue with superb and rare
rectangular “WAXHOLM 6.7 1858” F=3.000++. One short perf. at
right. First printing canc. on the 6th day! Sign. ex. Sjöman. Lot No. 81
1974. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE 3, 4, 4

100

P

630 9a 

A very beautiful copy 12 öre greenish blue with a perfect canc.
“ÖRNSKÖLDSVIK 3.10 1858”. One slightly short perf. VERY FINE.

Bid

P

631 9b2 *

Beautiful 12 öre dark blue, pos. 82. Sign. ex. Sjöman. Lot No. 67 1974.
SUPERB 4, 4, 4

100

Very rare S.P.B. oval ship mail canc. from St. Petersburg in Cyrillic letters on 12 öre dark blue. One bent corner perf. and a tiny cut. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén.

Bid

P µ 632 9b 
3

633
P µ 633 9c1 
P µ 634 9c2 *
P µ 635 9c 
3

P µ 636 9c3 
P µ 637 9c3 
136

634

635

Extremely beautiful 12 öre blue perf. 1855. Well centered with a perfect boxed canc. “ÄS 3.8 1859”, one lightly bent corner perf. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4 ,4, 5

250

Unused pair of 12 öre blue perforated with the tool of 1855. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

100

Very beautiful 12 öre blue with perfect “EKSJÖ 31.8 1874”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

150

636
637
12 öre blue canc. “YTTERHOGDAL 21.7 1872” which is very scarce on
this issue. One lightly bent corner perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE.

Bid

Very rare ship canc. “DALSLANDSKANAL” on 12 öre blue. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén.

100

€uro

638
P µ 638 9c3 
P µ 639 9c3 

640
P µ 640 9d1 
P µ 641 9d1 

P µ 642 9d1 
P µ 643 9d2 

639

An extremely beautiful cover with 12 öre blue with Danish numeral
“1” and at side superb “FRA SVERRIG 24.9 1871”. Cert. Sjöman.
VERY FINE.

100

12 öre blue on a lower class folded letter (lägre ståndsvikning) canc.
with the very scarce “STENSELE 28.11 1870” (Facit Postal +1.500). Cert.
Obermüller Wilén.

200

641

643

Beautiful 12 öre light blue with an excellent “GEFLE 25.11 1869”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

100

Very well centered 12 öre light blue with perfect boxed “GAGNEF
17.11 1860”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4 , 4, 5

100

Very beautiful postage due letter with the scarce Uddevalla canc.
“MED ÅNGBÅT LÖSEN” type 3 IV on the 12 öre stamp with a few
worn perfs. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE.

200

Extremely beautiful 12 öre light blue perforated with the tool of 1855
canc. “HEDEMORA 3.7 1865”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

150

137

€uro

P µ 644 9d2 

645

P µ 645 9d *
3

P µ 646 9d3 
P µ 647 9d3 
P µ 648 9d 
3

P µ 649 9d3 
138

USED AS POSTAGE DUE. Domestic cover from Mönsterås to
Kalmar. One stamp has probably fallen off before it was posted and
therefore the cover is taxed “12” in red crayon. On back a 12 öre has
been used as postage due and canc. “CALMAR 31.8 1865”. Very rare
usage, Facit quote from 75.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE & RARE.
1.000

646

647

648

A perfectly centered and very fresh 12 öre light blue. Slight gum
disturbance. Cert. Obermüller Wilen. SUPERB 4, 5, 3

100

12 öre light blue with perfect “DYLTA BRUK 25.2 1872”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

100

Very rare “train ticket canc.” (Bergvik biljettstämpel X. 9) on 12 öre
light blue. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. ONLY A FEW COPIES KNOWN.

100

12 öre light blue in block of four with two strikes of scarce “ÖSTAD
17.10 1870” (Facit Postal +1.500). One stamp with faults. F=10.000 for
block of four. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SCARCE.

150

Beautiful ship letter to Denmark with 12 öre light blue with Danish
canc. “FRA SVERRIG 27.11 1871”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE & SCARCE.

100

€uro

P µ 650 9d3 

P µ 651 9e2 

Double rate cover to England with six copies 12 öre on a matching
blue cover from “STOCKHOLM 31.1 1872”. One corner tear of no
importance. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
A VERY FINE POSTAL HISTORY RARITY.
1.000

651

654

Exceptional cover with 12 öre ulmarish blue “EKOLSUND 6.10 1863”.
The stamp is from one of the trial plates. Cert. Sjöman.
SUPERB & RARE

652
P µ 652 9f 
1

P µ 653 9h1 

P

654 9h 

100

653

Extremely beautiful 12 öre in the scarce dark ulmarish blue shade
with perfect “WEXIÖ 13.1 1861”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 4, 5

150

Very beautiful 12 öre bright ultramarine perforated with the tool of
1855 with a beautiful boxed “NYLAND 27.5 1862”. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

100

Very beautiful cover to Denmark with 3 x 12 öre in the scarce bright
ultramarine shade “GÖTHEBORG 17.10 1862”. VERY RARE.

150
139

€uro

655
P

655 9i 

P µ 656 9k 

P

657 9m **

P µ 658 9m **

P µ 659 9m 

140

656

659

A well centered strip of 3 of 12 öre ultramarine “STOCKHOLM 29.4
1862”. F=4.800+. SUPERB.

150

Exceptional cover to Norway with two copies of 12 öre in the rare shade blue ultramarine “ARVIKA 14.5 1862”, early use of this shade. Cert.
Harbrecht. FINE - VERY FINE.

100

12 öre greenish blue in a very fresh never hinged vertical strip of 3 with
right margin. Hinged only in the margin. F=20.000. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

300

Very fresh block of 15 with sheet margin of 12 öre blue, never hinged
except one stamp with small hinge remainder. Pos. 40 with variety
“dot in G”. Facit as singles 71.800. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE - SUPERB.
1.000
Perfectly centered 12 öre greenish blue with an extremely beautiful
“GRYTHYTTEHED 29.6 1872”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

150

€uro

P

660 9 **

Very fresh never hinged margin block of six of 12 öre blue. F=40.000.

µ 661 9 */(*)

COLOUR SHADES. A fantastic selection of 12 öre
in 18 different shades unused. Very fresh and mostly good condition. We believe that the shades have
been checked by experts, all noted on back of the
small carton each stamp is mounted on. Facit cat.
value is over 50.000 for *, though many are (*).
Please inspect.

662
P

662 9 

P µ 663 9 

663

400

500

664

A fantastic copy 12 öre “LAXÅ 14.6 1870”. EXCELLENT.

Bid

Beautiful 12 öre with superb and scarce Helsingør railway canc. “227”.
Printing varieties in lower margin and left frame. Sign. ex. Sjöman. Lot
No. 106 1974. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

Bid

P

664 9v6 

The exclamation mark! (utropstecknet) This exceptional variety on 12 öre
with beautiful “TRELLEBORG 21.9 1866”. SUPERB.

100

P

665 9v6 

The exclamation mark! (utropstecknet) on a beautiful cover “NYA
KOPPARBERGET 27.6 1868”. Also a white dot above O in TOLF.
This variety is rare on cover. Facit without price.

200
141

€uro

P µ 666 9c3v6 

Cover sent to Russia via the Åland ocean franked with five copies of
12 öre blue with ink canc. inside dated “Stockholm 18 juni 1868”.
This combination of the 60 öre rate is not listed in Facit Postal. The
second stamp from the left with the “exclamation mark” variety.
Some perf. faults on some of the stamps. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

667

668

400

669

P µ 667 9v14+9  Two copies 12 öre with superb and scarce canc. “DROTTNINGHOLM
28.7 1859” and blue “ÖRTOFTA 22.2 1871”. The first one also with variety; “white line above left 12 and S”. The other one with one lightly
bent corner perf. Sign. ex. Sjöman. Lot Nos 90 and 93 1974. Certs
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

100

P

668 9 

Two pre-printing folds (dragspel) of which one extreme on a 12 öre
canc. in Jönköping. SCARCE.

100

P

669 9 

An exceptional 12 öre with scarce ray postmark “HOFVA” as well as a
strong pre-printing fold (dragspel).

Bid

670
P

670 9 

P µ 671 9 

142

671

Beautiful cover with 12 öre with arr. pmk “STOCKHOLM - SEP 63”.
Sign. Sjöman. SUPERB & SCARCE.

100

A wonderful envelope with 12 öre with rare and beautiful “KARLSTORP 27.5 1870” addressed to Wilhelm Nordenskjöld on the ship
“Gottland” in Slite Harbour and re-sent to Fårösund. On the back
beautiful Wisby and rectangular Slite canc. as well as a red seal.
EXCELLENT ITEM.

150

€uro

672
P

P

672 9 

673 9 

673

Rare “WIFSTAVARF 7.2 1870” used on the side of the stamp, which is
canc. “GEFLE 9.2 1870”. Acc. to the instructions at that time this was
incorrectly done. Interesting and beautiful cover.

Bid

Exceptional local letter 1867 with 12 öre “STOCKHOLM 6. TUR
14.10”. SUPERB & RARE.

250

674

675

P

674 9 

Very beautiful local letter 1859 with 12 öre canc. with Stockholm star
canc. Notation “Angeläget” (Urgent). SUPERB & RARE.

200

P

675 9 

Beautiful cover with the Falkenberg bar canc. on 12 öre, used on arr.
mail. Notation “pr Bantåg” (pr train). RARE.

250

676

677

P

676 9 

Very interesting cover to Norway with two copies 12 öre in different
shades “STOCKHOLM 5.4 1860”. VERY BEAUTIFUL.

100

P

677 9 

Very beautiful 4-fold domestic rate with four copies 12 öre “YSTAD
4.11 1867”. SCARCE.

150

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 21 september. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
143

P µ 678 9m+
24a 

P

679 10b 

P

680 10d2 

681

P µ 681 10d2 
P µ 682 10d2 
P µ 683 10h2 

144

Unique mixed franking to England with the last
shade of 12 öre mixed with the first shade of 24 öre
Circle Type (archive fold). Also very rare with
superb “HULL MY 18 73” duplex canc. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & ATTRACTIVE.

1.000

679
680
Very interesting 24 öre brown yellow canc. on the 2nd day! “STOCKHOLM 2.7 1858”. Also sheet margin watermark in the right margin, a
vertical line. A small brown spot in the center. VERY RARE.

100

24 öre orange in pair with two beautiful strikes of “HEDEMORA 31.5
1869”. VERY FINE.

100

682

683

A beautiful 24 öre orange in perfect centering and canc. “LERDAL
8.10 1870”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

500

A fantastic 24 öre orange “MOTALA 17.9 1868”. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

400

A very colour strong 24 öre reddish orange in perfect centering
“FALKÖPING 30.6 1867”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT 5 , 5, 5

300

€uro

684
P µ 684 11d1 
P µ 685 11d2 
P µ 686 11d2 

P

687 11d 

688

P µ 689 11e 
2

P µ 690 11e2 
691 11f 

686

Very beautiful 30 öre dark brown with extremely fine “BACKE 2.5
1865”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 3, 5

200

A wonderful 30 öre dark brown with excellent canc. “MOHOLM 3.9
1871”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 4-5, 5

300

A very beautiful 30 öre dark brown with a perfect canc. “STOCKHOLM NORR 15.6 1871”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT.

200

Very beautiful double rate cover to London with 30 öre dark brown in
single and pair “STOCKHOLM 29.12 1865”. Very strong colour.
F=5.000+. VERY FINE.

150

689

P µ 688 11e1 

P

685

690

691

Beautiful 30 öre brown with excellent canc. “FALKÖPING 18.7 1865”,
one lightly bent corner perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén, SUPERB 4, 4, 5

100

30 öre brown with perfect canc. “ÅTVIDABERG 1.1 1870”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

100

Very beautiful 30 öre brown with excellent “FILIPSTAD 8.3 1872”.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

100

Exceptional 30 öre light brown “FALUN 31.1 1872”.
EXCELLENT COPY.

Bid
145

€uro

P µ 692 11f 

P µ 693 11g 

P µ 694 12b 
P µ 695 12f1 

P

146

696 10+12+
21 

An extremely beautiful 30 öre light brown in perfect centering and
with perfect “EKSJÖ 9.12 1871”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

750

Beautiful 30 öre rose brown with excellent canc. “STRENGNÄS 4.9
1872”, one fallen out grain of sand. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 3, 5

100

694

695

An exceptional 50 öre violet-tinged carmine in strong colour with excellent “MÖNSTERÅS 22.7 1861”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

250

A perfectly fresh 50 öre carmine rose in excellent centering, canc.
“FALUN 25.8 1865”. Rare in this quality. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

500

Extremely beautiful mixed franking on insured letter with 24 and 50
öre together with 12 öre Circle Type. Only two such combinations
are recorded. Each stamp with a superb “ÅMOT 26.8 1872. Most of
the back of envelope is missing.

250

Lion Type

Postal Circulars

Lot # 697
14A
Very fresh circular of 13.11 1861 about the new 3 öre stamp with the
intention to be used on local mail. With a copy of the stamp in type I
attached.
VERY FINE & RARE
€uro 2.000

Lot # 698
15-16
Very fresh circular of 22.3 1866 about the new 17 & 20 öre stamps with a
copy of each stamp attached.
VERY FINE & RARE
€uro 2.000

147

€uro

P µ 699 14Aa  An exceptional block of 3 of 3 öre type I in the first
shade, reconstructed of a pair and a single stamp.
All nicely canc. “TÖREBODA 20.9 1863”. It is the
largest known multiple of this shade and there are
no blocks known of 3 öre in type I. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY.

P µ 700 9l+14Aa Very interesting piece with 12 öre blue “GEFLE 9.4 1863” together with

3 öre Lion orange brown type I. Due to re-expedition of the cover two
times. Very rare. Cert. Sjöman. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

P µ 701 14Bc2 

148

A beautiful block of 4 of 3 öre brown type II on a small piece. One
creased perf. otherwise no faults and in good centering “ESKILSTUNA 30.5 1867”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE.

1.000

200

500

€uro

P µ 702 14Be 

P µ 703 14Bd 

A wonderful pair 3 öre type II yellowish light brown, somewhat
reinforced. Excellent rectangular “NEDERCALIX 27.10 1869”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

300

A fantastic cover with two pairs of 3 öre orange brown, with a few
small faults. Each stamp with an excellent canc. “GRYTHYTTEHED
5.2 1870”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM.

200

704

P µ 704 9c3+
A fantastic ship letter to Germany with two 12 öre
14Bd  together with 3 öre Lion Type. Very rare with
superb Lübeck canc. “K.B. aus SCHWEDEN” on
the stamps. Cert. Obermüller & sign. Sjöman.
SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM.

1.000
149

€uro

P µ 705 9d3+
Cover sent to Spain via Denmark and North Germa14Bf  ny at the 63 öre rate with a unique franking combination of 5 copies of 12 öre light blue and one 3 öre
brown orange Lying Lion canc. with Danish numeral
“1” and “FRA SVERRIG 31.10” (1871). Various transit
and arrival canc. on the reverse. F=30.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. UNIQUE COMBINATION.

1.000

706
P µ 706 15a 

707
708
709
Very beautiful 17 öre carmine violet canc. “LINKÖPING 23.10 1874”.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén 4, 4, 5. SUPERB COPY.

300

P

Beautiful 17 öre carmine violet with excellent canc. “ÅMÅL 19.5 1869”.
Sign. O. Pettersson.

Bid

A wonderful 17 öre in perfect centering with a beautiful and scarce
Helsingør railway canc. “227”. One lightly bent corner perf. Sign. ex.
Sjöman. Lot No. 403 1974. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 5, 4

200

Beautiful 17 öre reddish lilac. Colourful and fresh with a perfect canc.
“LAHOLM 27.9 1867”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB COPY.

150

707 15a 

P µ 708 15b 
P µ 709 15b2 

P µ 710 15b2  Very beautiful 17 öre reddish lilac, well centered
and fresh with a perfect canc. “CARLSTAD 12.9
1868”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5 ,4-5, 5
150

750

€uro

P µ 711 15b2+ A beautiful strip of 3 of 17 öre reddish lilac together
11e2  with 30 öre Coat of Arms on a piece. Largest multiple known of 17 öre lilac and the most beautiful of
the two known strips of 3. Two short perfs. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén.
FINE - VERY FINE & VERY RARE.

712
P

712 9+15 

P µ 713 15c 

P

714 15c 

1.000

714

Very beautiful piece with 12 öre together with 17 öre Lion Type.
Superb canc. “PKXP Nr 2 23.10 1868”.

A very beautiful 17 öre bluish grey “HJO 29.1 1871”
in almost perfect centering. One lightly bent corner
perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 4
Well centered 17 öre bluish grey with beautiful “KALMAR 28.4 1870”.
Sign. Friedl.

100

800
150
151

Single Franking 17 öre Grey

Lot # 715 µ
15c 
Exceptional cover to Denmark with 17 öre grey “WALDEMARSVIK 7.6 1869”, slightly cleaned. F=160.000. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén and sign. Sjöman.
SUPERB & RARE
€uro 8.000

P µ 716 16a *

152

A very fresh and rare block of 6 of 20 öre weakly
brownish orange-red perf. with the tool of 1855,
some perfs with hinge reinforcements. F=26.000
just for a block of 4. Certs Obermüller Wilén &
Sjöman. VERY FINE & RARE.

1.500

€uro

717
P µ 717 16fv3 
P

718 16

P µ 719 16N **

718

719

Rare variety; coloured line in the margin on 20 öre in the scarce shade
deep bright red with superb canc. “KALMAR 26.2 1870”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

100

A wonderful 20 öre “NORDMALING 1.5 1870”. EXCELLENT COPY.

Bid

Exceptional 20 öre reprint in perf. 13. Very rare in this quality. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

100

Circle Type perf. 14

P µ 720 17f 

720

721

722

Very beautiful 3 öre yellowish orange brown with perfect “FILIPSTAD
6.4 1876”. A couple of short perf. tips. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

Bid

Beautiful 3 öre olivish orange brown with perfect “FILIPSTAD 17.4
1877”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

Bid

Exceptional off centering on 3 öre with large part of 2nd stamp visible.

Bid

Beautiful envelope with 3 öre “UPPSALA 27.5 1875” (small tear) and
P µ 723 17g+L
2a+5b  with postage due 3 and 12 öre perf. 14 with rare canc. “SÄFVA 28.5
1875”. Rare and attractive. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

200

P µ 721 17h 
P

722 17 

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 21 september. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
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€uro

724
P µ 724 19f *
P

725 19 

P µ 726 20b 

725

5 öre dark green (grainy print) in a block of four. One short perf.
F=28.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

400

A beautiful 5 öre green in perfect centering and canc. “FILIPSTAD 6.7
1876”. SUPERB.

100

FIRST DAY cancellation 1.7 1872 on 6 öre ultramarine violet. Very rare and with very clear date. Sign.
Strandell & cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

1.000

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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€uro

P µ 727 20b
**/*

728
P µ 728 20b 
P µ 729 20k 

P µ 730 21c 

P µ 731 21e 
P µ 732 21g 

A rare block of 9 of 6 öre ultramarine violet with the
middle stamp **. Very fresh with a few very small
stain spots. Largest multiple known. Certs
Obermüller Wilén & Sjöman. VERY FINE.

1.000

729
730
Extremely well centered 6 öre ultramarine violet with perfect
“BORGVIK 6.9 1873”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

150

Fantastic canc. “FILIPSTAD 7.5 1877” on 6 öre red lilac, one shorter
perf. in right margin otherwise highest possible quality. Sign. ex.
Sjöman. Lot No. 514 1974. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE - SUPERB 3-4, 4-5, 4

Bid

Well centered 12 öre dull ulmarish blue with beautiful “G.D.J. 8.12
1872”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

Bid

731
732
A very beautiful copy 12 öre ulmarish blue on small piece. Well centered and with a perfect rectangular canc. “SLITE 20.11.1872”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

200

Extremely well centered 12 öre greenish blue with beautiful “OSEBOL
12.11 1873”. A couple of short perfs. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE 3, 5, 5

Bid
155

€uro

P µ 733 21m *

P µ 734 21m 

735
P µ 735 21m 
P µ 736 21nv7 
P µ 737 21o 

Very fresh block of 4 of 12 öre blue with variety in the lower left
stamp: white filling in the “2”. F=24.000+. Ex. Benzinger. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

500

A fantastic 12 öre blue with an excellent blue canc. “WEDEWÅG 7.9
1876” . Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 4, 4, 5

400

736

737

738

739

Beautiful 12 öre blue with perfect “SKÅRED 28.11 1874”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

Bid

12 öre dark blue with blurred background print and the variety “shaded digits” canc. “STAFSJÖ 16.10 1875”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE.

Bid

Very beautiful 12 öre ulmarish deep blue with exceptional rectangular “SLITE 2.7 1876”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

200

P

738 21 

Pen canc. “Lönneberga 2.3 1874” on 12 öre. Rare and beautiful.

100

P

739 21 

Exceptional pre-printing fold on 12 öre “VÄSTERVIK 11.2 1874”.
SCARCE.

Bid

156

€uro

740
P

741

740 22f 

P µ 741 22g 
P µ 742 22h 
P µ 743 23b 
P

744 23b 

745

742

743

744

A wonderful copy 20 öre pale orange in good centering “HERNÖSAND 14.12 1875”. SUPERB-EXCELLENT.

100

Very well centered 20 öre dull red with perfect “FILIPSTAD 4.10 1876”.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

100

20 öre dull orangish red with “FILIPSTAD 10.8 1878”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 4

Bid

Beautiful 20/20 öre red on pale orange “FILIPSTAD 3.2 1877”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 5, 5

Bid

Very beautiful 20 on 20 öre double print “TJELLMO 5.11 1877” Sign.
Olle Pettersson. SUPERB.

Bid

746

747

P

745 24g 

A wonderful 24 öre dull orange with excellent canc. “FILIPSTAD 9.2
1877”. SUPERB - EXCELLENT.

100

P

746 24h 

Beautiful 24 öre dull yellow with excellent canc. “FILIPSTAD 1.4
1877”. SUPERB.

Bid

24 öre orange yellow with beautiful “FÅRÖ 1.1 1875”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

100

748
P µ 748 25b *

749
750
Well centered 30 öre reddish brown. A very fresh copy with minor
imperfections. F=10.000. Cert. Helena Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

150

P

Extremely well centered and beautiful 30 öre blackish brown with perfect “ÖDESHÖG 2.10 1876”. Extremely small paper wrinkle visible
only from the back when magnified.

Bid

P µ 747 24j 

749 25f 

P µ 750 25h 

Beautiful 30 öre greyish brown with an excellent “KARLSBORG 9.11
1876”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

100
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€uro

P µ 751 27cv5 

Vertical pair 1 riksdaler, the lower stamp with margin wmk “the
rose”. Very rare. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.
1.000

Circle Type perf. 13

P

752 28c 

P µ 753 28h 

P µ 754 31c 

P µ 755 31g 
P
158

756 31g 

752
755
756
A wonderful pair of 3 öre in the rare dark orangish brown shade
“NORRKÖPING 7.2 1878”. EXCELLENT.

753

150

754

A very beautiful 3 öre yellow-brown in perfect centering and with
canc. “NORDMALING 23.9 1887”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

200

An extraordinary copy 6 öre dull grey in perfect centering and with
perfect “FINNMOSSEN 10.12 1880”. Rare in this quality. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

300

Very beautiful 6 öre bluish lilac on hard white paper with excellent
“ALINGSÅS 20.3 1883”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

150

A wonderful 6 öre bluish lilac “AGNESBERG 4.8 1884”. EXCELLENT.

100

€uro

757

758

P µ 757 32g 
P

758 32 

P µ 759 33b 
P

760 33 

P µ 761 34h **

P

762 34 

763
P µ 763 36f 

P µ 764 37 
P µ 765 37 

759

760

761

Extremely beautiful 12 öre blue, soft paper “FINNMOSSEN 27.8
1884”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

100

Very beautiful and rare pearl-circle canc. “KATRINEHOLM 8.1 1884”
on 12 öre. Only used during January 1884.

100

Extremely beautiful 20 öre orange red canc. “ÖSTERVALLSKOG
19.9 1880”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

150

Exceptional off centering on 20 öre with large part of 2nd stamp visible, superb “LUND 6.3 1878”. Scarce.

Bid

A perfect 24 öre orange yellow never hinged. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

100

Very beautiful reconstructed strip of 6 of 24 öre “FILIPSTAD 7.12
1888”. VERY FINE & RARE,

100

764

765

An extraordinary copy of 50 öre rose-red in perfect centering and
with perfect “UDDEVALLA 8.11 1884” (three small dots in top margin from another canc. to be mentioned). Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

200

1 Rd orange brown and blue with beautiful “ENKÖPING 4.2. 1878” as
well as a part of a second canc. One short perf. tip (not mentioned in
cert.). Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

100

1 Rd orange brown and blue canc. “HERNÖSAND 9.5 1879”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

100
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€uro

Circle Type with Posthorn

766

768

769

771

P

766 41v 

Misplaced double set off on back of 3 öre. Scarce.

Bid

P

767 42 **

A very beautiful block of four öre in exceptional centering. F=4.800 as
four superb singles. SUPERB.

150

P

768 43+46 

A fantastic pen canc. “Storå 30/7 1889” on 20 and 5 öre with posthorn
on back. SUPERB & RARE.

100

Very well centered 30 öre olivish brown with perfect “GILLBERGA
2.11 1886”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

100

THE WORLD’S SMALLEST REGISTERED LETTER. A wonderful
little envelope, ca 3 x 4 cm, pictured here in natural size! Nicely addressed on the front and canc. “R”, franked on the back with 30 öre
canc. “STOCKHOLM 13.1 1889”. Noted in Guinness book of
records! An exceptional item.

500

Extremely beautiful 50 öre violetish carmine with perfect
“FRÖSUNDA 8.10 1887” in blue ink. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 4, 5

100

10 öre on 24 öre provisional overprint in cpl. sheet of 100. Margins
however to a large extent loose and some curling. F=13.000.

100

1

P µ 769 47a 

P

770 47 

P µ 771 48c 
µ 772 51 **
160

€uro

Later Issues

P

773
773 59 **

P µ 774 59b 
P

775 65 

P µ 776 65+82 

777 65 

P

778 69vm **

774
775
778
Very beautiful 50 öre in perfect centering. F=4.000+. EXCELLENT.

Bid

50 öre Oscar II lilac-grey in perfect centering and with perfect “HEDEMORA 20.10 1897”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

100

5 kr. with very unusual pre-printing fold (dragspel) used in 1915. RARE.

Bid

A very interesting document for payment of parcels with 19 copies 5
kr Postal Building and 10 öre Medallion “MALMÖ PAKET 18.3 13”.
Accounting on the back for totally 274 parcels of different weights +
two free ones. Altogether kr. 95,10. F= 4.180 for single stamps alone.
Very unusual item.

200

A fantastic insured cover with 28 copies of 5 kr Post
Office Building “UMEÅ 1.8 1907”. The insurance
amount is SEK 2.100.000 which would correspond
to more than 100 million SEK today, Total franking
of 140,60 incl. the two Oscar II 30 öre. Enormous
franking. Two beautiful large seals on back. The
covers measures 39 x 25,5 cm. VERY FINE RARITY.

500

Inverted watermark on 2 öre Coat of Arms. Very fresh and rare, not
priced in Facit.

400
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€uro

P

P

779 96Bz **/* Very fresh 1 Kr black margin block of four, the lower 2 stamps with watermark KPV **, the upper two stamps with an almost invisible hinge mark.
F=8.200. SUPERB.

780
780 124 

Bid

781
782
783
Extremely beautiful and well centered 10 + NITTIO öre on 1 kr properly used “STOCKHOLM 10.1.17”. Very rare in this quality.
EXCELLENT.

150

P

781 137v1 

Beautiful and well centered 20 öre on 2 öre orange with inverted surcharge. One very slightly shorter perf. tip. F=12.000. SCARCE.

200

P

782 141bz **

Beautiful 5 öre brown red type I with watermark KPV. F=2.600.
SUPERB.

Bid

P µ 783 144Av ** 10 öre green type I in tête-bêche pair with heads against each other.
Slightly improved perforation not mentioned in certificate. F=23.000.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
2

P

162

784 151C+ Gustaf V en face 20 öre in a full sheet of 100, margin
bz ** No. 1 & 2. 40 with wmk KPV. F=111.000.
VERY FINE & FRESH.

200

1.500

€uro

P

785 168P

COLOUR PROOF in green of 1 kr. Crown &
Posthorn. SUPERB & VERY RARE.

786

Ex 787

P µ 786 179Ac ** Gustaf V 20 öre ulmarish violet on Av-paper. Absolutely perfect centering. F=1.800++. Cert. Norsten. EXCELLENT.
P µ 787 211-25  1924 UPU in a cpl. used set of 15 incl. some values with extremely fine
cancellations e.g. the 5 kr. F=6.000.

788
P

1.000

100
150

789

788 234-37A FDC Lützen 1.11 1932. Very beautiful reg. letter with the cpl. set of coil

stamps (4) in strips of 3. Each stamp with an excellent canc. “STOCKHOLM 1 1.11 1932”. Addressed to Mackmyra. Listed in the book by
Mats Renhuldt.

100

STOCKHOLMIA 55 4 öre with the variety “old value completely uncovered” in a corner block of 4. F=4.000+. Cert. Nils Svensson.
SUPERB & VERY SCARCE.

100

P µ 789 472v **

163

€uro

P

790 471-75  STOCKHOLMIA 1955. An unusual selection of four complete sets of
sheets with different canc. One “SLITE 1.7 55” four canc. on each sheet
(4 öre partly split perf), next with the exhibition canc. in the middle of
each sheet 5.7 1955, another with “NORDISKA FILATELIST KONGRESSEN 7.7 1955” one small canc. on each stamp in the sheet and
finally the same in bigger size 9.7 1955 with four canc. on each sheet.
F=10.000+. UNUSUAL GROUP.

150

791 471-75  FDC STOCKHOLMIA 1955 in full minisheets of 9 stamps. Nicely cancelled on five envelopes.

Bid

792 1053var
**

300

Left margin pair of 4,50 kr Ivar Arosenius self portrait from 1978
imperf. vertically. Not listed in Facit. SCARCE.

Official Issues

793
P

793 Tj 1 **

P µ 794 Tj 1a 

P

164

795 Tj 1d+
3b 

794

Beautiful 3 öre with variety; break at left in lower frame. SUPERB.

100

3 öre orange brown in perfect centering as well as with a perfect canc.
“ÖREBRO 31.5 1876”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

200

Very beautiful printed matter with 3 and 5 öre paying double rate.
Superb canc. “KARLSTAD 30.8 1881”.

100

€uro

796
P µ 796 Tj 2b 
P

797 Tj 4b 

Exceptional 4 öre grey - light grey “KRISTIANSTAD 17.4 1877”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

100

Very beautiful 6 öre grey with excellent canc. “UMEÅ 1.8 1875”.

150

798
P µ 798 Tj 4c 
P

799 Tj 4c 

797

801

6 öre olivish grey in perfect centering “LYCKSELE 17.9 1875”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

200

Very beautiful cover with two copies of 6 öre olivish grey “NORRTALA 17.7 1875”. SUPERB.

100

799

800

P

800 Tj 3+6  An exceptional printed matter announcement (kungörelse) with 5 &
20 öre with superb canc. “KARLSTAD 11.12 1877”. The high franking
likely due to the item being the uppermost item paying postage for a
bundle of such announcements as is known to have been done.

Bid

P

801 Tj 5 

Bid

Pen canc. “Kulltorp 27.1 1874” on 12 öre perf. 14. SUPERB & RARE.

N.B.! Please note that this auction will take place in our building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
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€uro

P

802 Tj 15 

A wonderful block of 4 of 6 öre, each stamp with a superb canc.
“JÖNKÖPING 21.2 1886”. Largest multiple known.

803

804

P µ 803 Tj 16Ba  A very fresh and well centered 10 öre clear carmine aniline ink in
perfect centering, canc. “FILIPSTAD 7.10 1896”. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5
P µ 804 Tj 17c 

A wonderful 12 öre dull light blue “AGNESBERG 30.3 1885”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

805

An almost perfect copy of 10/24 öre with excellent canc.
“HALMSTAD 21.4 1894”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
166

Bid

Bid

806

P µ 805 Tj 23b  An extraordinarily beautiful 50 öre light grey in perfect centering
”FALUN 18.7 1895”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5
P µ 806 Tj 26b 

150

Bid
100

€uro

Postage Due Issues

807

P µ 807 L 2a 
P µ 808 L 17a **
P µ 809 L 11a1+
17b 
P µ 810 L 20d 

808

809

810

Perfectly centered 3 öre carmine with an extremely beautiful “MOLKOM 30.11 1874”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

100

A perfect copy of 24 öre due stamp perf. 13 in the rare shade grey
lilac. Rare in this quality. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

500

German parcel card with German stamps pen canc. and postage due 3
x 1 öre & 24 öre perf. 13 ”ESLÖF 31.3 1884” and various other pmks.
One 1 öre with a margin torn away. On front also 10 + 2+ 50 pf.
German stamps. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

300

A fantastic copy of 1 kr. ultramarine-blue/greyish brown in perfect
centering, canc. “FILIPSTAD 10.6 1891”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

200

Booklets

P

811

H4

P

812 H6A3

Oscar II 10 öre “Pris 3 kronor”. Very fresh and perfect condition.
Control letter “K” on back. F=17.000.

500

Medallion 10 öre. The top block normal and the other blocks inverted mounting. Unusual and interesting. F=23.000.

750
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€uro

813

814

P

813 H7

Medallion 20 öre in normal mounting. Ten stamps with wmk KPV.
F=17.000.

500

P

814 H8

Medallion 10 öre in normal mounting. Very fresh and fine. F=16.000.

500

815

816

P

815 H11A

Medallion 15 öre in inverted mounting in brown cover. Top block
with small cross in margin (riktkors). F=20.000.

600

P

816 H12B

Medallion 20 öre in a very fresh booklet. Normal mounting.
F=20.000.

600

Gustav V 15 öre red type I in inverted mounting. F=13.000. Very fresh.

250

µ 817 H19I
168

Lot # 818
H22a
The Royal Palace 5 kr. 1931 on toned paper. Perfect and very fresh
booklet with normal mounting. Stamps mostly in good perforation and reasonable centering. F=100.000.
€uro 2.500
µ 819 H40BC

P

Berzelius 10 öre perf. 3+4 sides in upright mounting. Cyls 1.
F=17.000.

820 H44BC The Royal Palace 5 kr, 1941 perf. 3+4 sides. Very
fresh booklet with 20 BC-pairs in normal mounting. The 2nd and 4th blocks with cyls 2. SUPERB.

250

2.000
169

€uro

P

821 H44C

The Royal Palace 5 kr, 1941 perf. 4 sides. Very fresh with 40 copies in
normal mounting. One block has cyls 1. F=26.000.

750

822 H143A

Picture Stone 10 kr., 20 stamps with ink filled posthorn on the cover.
Good condition, no perf. splits. F=11.000.

200

Booklet Collections & Lots
823

FACE VALUE. Carton from an estate containing an accumulation of booklets ca
1950s-1990 in three stock boxes, single stamps and strips in a stockbook and on
pages, a few year sets 1975-1982 etc. Total face value is over 26.000.

800

824

Two file boxes filled with** booklets. F=85.700 with face value 12.000 stated by
the consignor.

250

825

DISCOUNT BOOKLETS. 120 discount booklets (small size) for use to the
Scandinavian countries.

800

826

DISCOUNT BOOKLETS. 19 booklets for mail to the Nordic countries.

150

827

Accumulation with over 950 booklets and slot machine booklets from the 1960s70s. Heavy duplication.

Bid

Collections
11.20 hrs

P µ 828

170

Collection 1855 - 1959 in a Leuchtturm album. Used early part incl. 4 - 24 Sk.
Bco and Local stamps, most of these however with small faults (except those
shown in catalogue), Coat of Arms cpl., Circle Type cpl., Landstorm I-III cpl.,
both 1924 UPU sets cpl., Officials and Postage Dues nearly cpl., nearly all BCCB pairs either ** or fine used as well as a ** later part.
1.250

829

Collection 1855 - 1967 with a used early part incl. some extra shades and nice
canc. The later part */** incl. Landstormen II cpl. *, both 1924 UPU sets cpl. *
(some values with small imperfections) etc. F=99.000 according to the vendor.

600

830

Collection 1858 - 1970 with the earlier part mainly used incl. some BC-CB pairs.
Many beautiful canc. noted. PLEASE INSPECT.

100

831

Used basic collection 1856 - 1970 in an old album. Somewhat mixed quality in
places. F=36.000 according to the vendor.

200

€uro

Specialized Collections

µ 832 COAT OF ARMS 12 ÖRE. Exceptional specialized collection, partly mounted. Many covers incl. Railway; Eslöf
TÅG (Train) 1, 2 & 3, GDJ, Registr. canc., to Denmark &
Norway, superb with blue Fjellbacka etc. Stamps incl. from
trial plate (provplåt) 1 & 2 various positions, shades, cancellations etc. Please inspect!

500

833

Specialized collection Circle type perf. 13 through Coil issues (1877-1936) mostly
used in an album sorted by shades, paper types and watermarks. Also some
covers as well as some varieties. Total Facit cat. value over 60.000 according to
the consignor.

500

834

RAILWAY CANCELLATIONS. Very clean collection of PKXP, PKP and PLK
canc. neatly arranged on SAFE pages in 6 albums. A large number of beautiful
strikes, much on Oscar II and Medallion issues.

600

835

TOWN CANCELLATIONS. Collection in 11 thick albums arranged in alphabetical order on single stamps, covers and on piece. Mostly on Oscar II onwards to
modern issues.

400

836

RAILWAY CANCELLATIONS. Collection in three thick albums containing canc.
of PKXP, PLK and PKP types on single stamps and covers as well as some on
piece. Much is on Oscar II and Medallion issues.

250

Very attractive specialized collection 1933 - 1936 in an album (F. Nos. 238-258).
The collection includes ** and often many used copies of each stamp with
beautiful cancellation, different perf. combinations, varieties and covers for
the period. PLEASE SEE SAMPLE PAGES ON OUR WEBSITE.

250

µ 837

Specialized Selections & Lots
838

µ 839
µ 840

CANCELLED JULY 1855. Very intereting selection 4 Sk. Banco canc. on 14 different dates of July, the first month! One is on cover and the quality is mostly
good without faults. The first one is from 2.7 (defective) followed by 3.7 and
5.7. All still on the old auction cards with descriptions. Please inspect.

300

4 SK. Bco. 10 copies with diff. scarcer cancellations, both rectangular and circular.
5 copies with small imperfections. ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE.

300

4 SK. BCO. Selection of 15 stamps in various shades with various canc. 7 stamps
are canc. in July 1855 (some probably manipulated). 7 stamps in good quality,
the remaining 8 with imperfections.

200

841 4 SKILLING BANCO. Very interesting lot of almost 30
copies and nearly 10 covers. Mostly good quality incl.
canc., varieties etc. Some still on old or very old auction
cards with descriptions. Please inspect!
µ 842

843

500

FORGERIES SKILLING BANCO. Small lot; one 3 Sk Bco “PITEÅ” and some of
the more recent forgeries with 3 Sk Bco yellow unused as well as in used pair
together with an 8 Sk. Bco and a cover front with the full set of Sk. Bco.

Bid

12 ÖRE COAT OF ARMS. Selection of 11 unused copies from very fine superb in the following shades: a2, c2 (2 copies), c3, d3 (3 copies), j, l and m2. All
but one with certs Obermüller Wilén. Further a copy with small faults not
counted. F=35.700.

300

171

€uro

P

844

845

Ex 844
12 ÖRE COAT OF ARMS. Selection of 28 used items mostly with very beautiful canc., mostly on single stamps but also some on pieces incl. one pair.
Nearly all with certs Obermüller Wilén, incl. 11 superb (prakt) copies.

250

COAT OF ARMS 12 öre. Exceptional duplicate lot with many singles and
multiples. Many described on cards. Several unused incl. multiples, but mostly
used incl. a great number of beautiful and superb canc. as well as scarce ones,
shades and a lot of varieties. Please inspect!

300

846 CANCELLATIONS on 12 öre Coat of Arms. An exceptional
lot with all still on the old and very old auction cards.
Many superb and excellent cancellations, shades, varieties
etc. Mostly different canc. as it was bought by a collector,
also foreign and other scarce ones. Must be inspected!
847
• µ 848

12 ÖRE COAT OF ARMS. Ca 1.000 copies from an old stock mostly sorted by
year of canc. in small envelopes and glassines.

200

Small lot 12 öre Coat of Arms & Circle Type, 8 stamps with superb canc.

Bid

849 Beautiful cancellations on early issues. Mostly Coat of
Arms, Circle Type, some Large Officials and Postage Due.
Very interesting with numerous superb and excellent cancellations. Many described and still on old or very old auction cards from estate. Please inspect!
850

750

Exceptional lot classic issues up to coil stamps. Some beautiful unused stamps,
but mostly used incl. a lot of specialities, superb canc., multiples etc. Circle
Type well represented incl. some very beautiful pairs. Much described on
small cards. Please inspect!

400

CANCELLATIONS. Accumulation of Oscar II with beautiful canc., altogether
over 2.000 strikes housed in 5 stockbooks incl. a huge number of superb and
excellent strikes.

400

852

CANCELLATIONS ON OSCAR II. Over 200 stamps of all values with selected
canc. incl. many superb and excellent ones. Also some uncounted Bicoloured
Numeral Type with nice canc.

Bid

853

TOWN CANCELLATIONS (NORMALSTÄMPLAR). Collection in an album
containing a few hundred stamps incl. a large number of beautiful strikes mostly
on Circle Type perf. 13 (ca 300 pcs) and Oscar II.

150

854

CANCELLATIONS. Ca 400 stamps of Circle Type and Medallion issues with nice
canc. incl. many superb and excellent strikes.

100

851

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 21 september. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
172

500

€uro
855

CANCELLATIONS. Five stockbooks with ca 2.300 beautiful canc. on various
issues, mostly Coil stamp period and later but also some earlier incl. a large
number of superb and excellent strikes.

300

856

CANCELLATIONS. Lot with ca 2.800 beautiful canc. on various issues incl. a
large number of superb and excellent strikes. Altogether in 7 stockbooks.

400

857

RAILWAY CANCELLATIONS. Accumulation of railway canc. arranged by
numbers in two albums and two stockbooks. Many beautiful ones included.

150

858

CANCELLATIONS. Two stockbooks with ca 650 large Official stamps perf. 13
with nice cancellations incl. many superb ones. Somewhat mixed quality.

150

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
859

TOWN CANCELLATIONS. Enormous accumulation of town cancellations
arranged alphabetically on stock sheets in 80 thick binders. The cancellations
are on single stamps, multiples, piece and some covers, mostly on stamps
from Oscar onwards to recent issues, the quality ranges from readable to very
good strikes. PLEASE INSPECT.
2.000

Ex 860
P

860

Accumulation 1855 - 1940 in four home made albums. Starts with a cpl. set of
Sk. Bco with duplicates of some values (mostly with faults) but a beautiful
additional copy of 3 Sk. Bco with no visible faults (sign. Thier), many beautiful cancellations mostly on Circle Type, Oscar II and Coil stamps, many BCCB pairs, both 1924 UPU sets cpl. both unused as well as used etc. Much of the
unused material is never hinged as every stamp is individually packed in a cellophane pocket. Further an album with various revenues and charity seals.
MUST BE CAREFULLY INSPECTED.
2.000

861

A huge lot duplicates **/o (a few *) in five stockbooks. E.g. with many booklet panes etc. AFA stated by consignor more than DKK 225.000. Please inspect. 1.000

862

Accumulation with a large quantity of used stamps and to a lesser extent covers
and unused stamps from the period 1850s-1950s arranged in 20 thick albums. A
number of medium and better stamps are included. Must be inspected.

750

863

Accumulation of used stamps 1855 to ca 1940 on stock pages in an album incl.
several 4 Sk. Bco (mostly with faults), Coat of Arms, Circle Type, duplicated
range of 1924 Postal Congress to 80 öre and UPU to 2 kr, Officials and Postage
Due stamps etc. A number of nice cancellations noted. Also duplicated ranges of
older Denmark, Finland, Iceland and Norway. Mixed quality.
PLEASE INSPECT.

200
173

€uro
864

Accumulation of mostly ** stamps, booklets, minisheets and coil rolls from ca
1960s-80s in various albums, envelopes and boxes. Also some modern used
booklets as well as some Scandinavian material.

150

865

Small stock of mostly ** stamps, strips, minisheets and booklets ca 1920s - 1990s
in three albums. Also an album containing various cheaper sheets and part sheets of the Small National Coat of Arms of 1910-19 (mostly wmk lines but also
incl. F. Nos 68v1 & 68v2) as well as Gustaf V in Medallion (without wmk or with
wmk KPV).

Bid

866

Carton from an estate with various duplicates arranged in glassines in small
boxes and some stockbooks etc.

100

Covers & Postal History
867

µ 868
µ 869
µ 870

Prephilatelic & stampless covers. More than 200 covers up to ca 1870 from an
archive from the South of Sweden. Mostly addressed to there but also many
to Copenhagen and some to foreign countries such as France, Germany,
England, but also Naples and Monaco have been noted. Some interesting
canc. such as straight line Helsingborg, rectangular Hörby etc. Please inspect.

400

COVERS 4 SK. BCO. Ca 20 covers from an archive, somewhat mixed condition, but some very beautiful. E.g. one endorsed “Registreras” and one with
rectangular canc. Marstrand. Please inspect.

300

4 SK. BCO. Group of five covers and one cover front, 5 diff. canc. incl. boxed
Nyköping, Upsala and Örebro.

200

Covers from archive, all canc. in Philipstad. 14 covers with 4 Sk. Bco with rectangular canc. Further c.d.s. on 7 covers with 24 öre Coat of Arms and 10 with
12 öre Circle Type, many with very beautiful canc. Various shades, however
somewhat mixed condition. Please inspect.

200

871 COAT OF ARMS 12 ÖRE COVERS. Nearly 50 interesting
covers incl. a lot of cancellations, also beautiful ones, shades, multiples etc. Further many good frankings, destinations, various multiple domestic rates etc. Many with
descriptions, also many still on old auction cards. Must be
inspected!
872

µ 873

874

COAT OF ARMS COVERS 12 ÖRE. An exceptional lot of more than 40 covers.
Many with multiples or more than one stamp incl. foreign destinations. A lot
of shades, varieties, cancellations etc. Please inspect!

400

SHIPLETTERS 12 öre Coat of Arms. Interesting lot of 4 covers with ship notations incl. two certificates as well as 6 covers with STOCKHOLM KK arr. canc.
on the stamps, one with 3 x 12 öre. All beautiful and in good condition. Please
inspect!

250

Covers with 12 öre Coat of Arms. Ca 250 covers mostly from archive. Possibility
to find shades, cancellations etc. Many beautiful ones, however somewhat mixed condition. Please inspect.

200

875 OLD COVERS, Very interesting lot starting with prephilately incl, a Stockholm Bandeau canc., further Coat of Arms,
Lion Type, Circle Type, Large Officials, Oscar II etc. Incl.
foreign destinations, nice cancellations and various specialities. Please inspect!
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1.000

500

€uro
876

877

µ 878

879

µ 880
µ 881

OLD COVERS & documents from an old archive. Mostly 12 öre Coat of Arms
& Circle Type incl. two beautiful ESLÖF 3. TÅG etc. 150-200 items, mostly
covers but also some postal receipts and other documents. Mostly domestic
covers, but quite a lot to Denmark. Please inspect.

300

Large carton from an estate containing an estimated quantity of 800-1.000 covers
and cards mostly from ca 1890s-1950s incl. some old topography postcards etc.
as well as a quantity of stamps on piece from the same period sorted into envelopes by issue.

200

Lot with ca 300 older covers and cards incl. some interesting items such as better destinations etc. Much first flights from the 1940s, old postal stationery cards
with nice canc., some old postcards etc.

400

Carton with hundreds of mainly cheaper covers and cards, much from the
1930s-40s.

100

Postcards
Old postcard album with ca 200 Swedish cards, mostly used in the Oscar period.
Many different motifs incl. much topography, many nice royalty, congratulations etc. Please see example pictures on our website.

150

Very interesting collection of 86 coloured mostly topography postcards in an old
album. Please see example pictures on our website.

100

Lunch ca 11.45
(A light lunch will be served!)

German & Northern European Shipmail
In the Baltic Sea and the North Atlantic
For this auction we are breaking down an exceptional and very important exhibition collection of shipmail. A large part is from the German areas and is offered under the various countries/states. However, also in the Scandinavian sections: Denmark, Norway,
Sweden, Iceland and even in Finland there are a lot of items documenting the immense
traffic between these neighboring countries. Mail was often delivered directly to the boat
or even onboard a mail transporting vessel and were therefore either cancelled onboard
the vessel, at the next port of call or at the destination port’s post office.
In consequence of this practice German and Scandinavian stamps can be found with
postmarks of their neighboring countries in a great variation. Even countries outside of
these areas are represented with stamps as well as postmarks.
Most items are offered under the countries which issued the stamps, but there are
exceptions as well as some items which carry stamps from more than one country.
Therefore we urge you to carefully study this catalogue and maybe there is an exquisite
item fitting perfectly into your collection, in a place where you did not expect to find it.
175

€uro

Finland
Please see also Lot # 7, 170, 358-359 & 429
12.45 hrs

Oval Type

P µ 882 1IIb 

P µ 883 1IIc 

P µ 884 2c 

176

A very beautiful pair 5 kopek blue with large pearls. Light and
centrally placed Helsingfors canc. and ink crosses. A very small and
light thin spot on the right stamp. F=100.000. Cert. Oesch.
1.000
FINE & RARE.

Beautiful 5 kopek large pearls in the scarce greenish blue shade
“HELSINGFORS 6.8 1859” and ink cross. F=20.000. Cert.
Gummesson. VERY FINE.

Exceptional cover with 10 kopek dark carmine with
large margins and a light low boxed “CHRISTINESTAD 25.10 1856”. Ex. Mertens. Cert. Gummesson.
SUPERB.

400

800

€uro

P µ 885 2v3 

Very rare 10 kopek on wide laid paper with watermark part of E in
“TERVAKOSKI”. Tightly cut horiziontally. F=50.000. Well placed
“RAUMO 9 OCT 1859”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

300

Roulette Issue

886
P µ 886 9v1C1 
P µ 887 9v1C4 
P

888 10E

887

888

Very fresh 40 kopek roulette carmine with light Alavo canc.
F=20.000. Cert. Gummesson.

500

Beautiful 40 kopek carmine in the rare roulette IV. F=20.000. Cert.
Gummesson.

500

Essay of 1 mark in violet, essay by Tilgman.

Bid

Coat of Arms

889
P µ 889 11 *
P

890 11 

890

Very fresh 32 p. Copenhagen printing. Scarce stamp. F=20.000. Cert.
Gummesson.

300

Beautiful 32 p. Copenhagen printing with full, early canc. “TAMMERFORS 16.7 1875”. F=4.000+.

100

Viewing in Helsinki at Filatelia meeting room, Restaurant Postpää, Mannerheiminaukio 1 B,
Friday 23 September 13.00-19.00 & Saturday 24 September 11.00-16.00
177

Cover to Holland

Lot # 891 µ
11 
Beautiful cover via Russia with 32 penni Copenhagen printing
with railway canc. 5.8 1875. Parts of back flaps missing, but most
of the arr. pmk from Harlingen is clear. Very rare on cover and
more so to this destination. F=140.000. Cert. Tuori.
VERY FINE
€uro 2.500

P µ 892 15Sa 

178

Beautiful pair of 10 p. olive brown Senate printing on the back of a
cover 1882, opened out for exhibition. F=18.000. Cert Gummesson.

400

€uro

P µ 893 16Lv1
C 1b 

Very beautiful tête-bêche pair of 20 p. clear ultramarine in perf. 11 in pos. 93+94 nicely canc. in
Orimattila. F=30.000. Cert. Tuori. VERY RARE.

P µ 894 16Lv1C1a Very beautiful vertical tête-bêche pair 20 p. blue in perf. 11 in pos.

53+63 “WIBORG 25.4 1882”. the stamps slightly joined together.
F=30.000. Cert. Tuore. VERY FINE & VERY RARE. Ex. Fabergé &
Sundman.

895

750

500

896

P µ 895 16Lfv1  Beautiful tête-bêche pair of 20 p. ultramarine perf. 12 ½ in pos.
22+23. F=18.000. Cert. Gummesson. VERY FINE.

400

P µ 896 16Lfv1  A very beautiful strip of 3 20 p. ultramarine with tête-bêche, pos. 21-23.
Minor faults of very little importance. F=18.000. Cert. Gummesson.

250
179

€uro

P

897 19Lc *

897
899
Very fresh 1 mark with very light hinge mark. SUPERB.

P µ 898 22av1  A wonderful strip of 3 of 20 o. orange with têtebêche position in the middle. Pos. 1+11+21. Light
and beautiful figure canc. Cert. Gummesson.
SUPERB.

Bid

1.250

P

899 25a **

Very beautiful margin copy 5 m. dark green and red. VERY FINE.

200

P

900 25a **

Very beautiful margin copy 5 m. dark green and red. F=12.500.
SUPERB.

250

180

€uro

901

902

903

904

P

901 25b **

Very fresh 5 mark dark yellow green and red. F=9.000.

150

P

902 25b **

Very beautiful and fresh pair of 5 m. dark yellow green and red.
F=18.000+. VERY FINE.

400

Beautiful 10 mark in the first shade, brown and red in strong colour.
F=6.000. Cert. Gummesson.

100

Very fresh 10 mark 1885 yellow brown and red. F=10.000.

200

P µ 903 26a *
P

904 26b **

P

905 26b *

Beautiful 10 mark yellow brown and red well centered. F=6.000.
SUPERB.

100

P

906 26b *

Extremely large copy in perfect centering of 10 mark yellow brown
and red. Very light trace of a hinge. F=6.000++: EXCELLENT.

150

P

907 26 

Exceptional 10 mark 1885 in very good centering and perfectly placed “HELSINGFORS 30.4 87”. Sign. A. Diena. EXCELLENT.

400

P

908 31v **

25 penni blue in a tête-bêche gutter block of 8. Never hinged and
fresh, somewhat brownish gum in one area. SCARCE.

905

906

907

908
250

Viewing in Helsinki at Filatelia meeting room, Restaurant Postpää, Mannerheiminaukio 1 B,
Friday 23 September 13.00-19.00 & Saturday 24 September 11.00-16.00
181

€uro

Later Issues

P

909 45 **

P

910 46 **

909
910
Very beautiful block of 4 of 1 rubel. F=6.000+. SUPERB.
Very fresh block of 4 of 3.50 Rubel with sheet margin. F=20.000.
VERY FINE & SCARCE.

Ex 911
P µ 911

46-47 

P µ 912 35-47 **
P

913 60c **

P

182

914 201 

915 356X+
357X 

300

913

Beautiful copies 3,50 and 7 rubel 1891, canc. Helsingfors. F=6.500.
VERY FINE

150

Russian Types 1891 cpl. (13). F=10.500. VERY FINE.

200

Very fresh 10 mark 1913 deep black and light grey. F=4.000.
VERY FINE.

Bid

914
P

Ex 912

100

915

1 Mk. on postcard sent to Hungary. The card sent as shipmail via
“STETTIN 19.7.37” with boxed “AUS DAMPFSCHIFF *” alongside
the stamp. SCARCE.

200

Postcard sent as shipmail (Stettin-Reval-Helsinki Line) with 5 pf.
German franking sent to the Netherlands canc. “HELSINKI
10.VIII.25”. The stamps canc. with Finnish ship silhouette canc.
SCARCE.

200

€uro

Collections & Lots
916

Exceptional remainder lot classic material, mostly Coat of Arms. E.g.
Facit Nos 13S cover, 18 *, 19 used pair, 20 ** (23 in blocks), 22 ** (21 in
blocks), 25 * and used, 46 * (2), 47 (3 used), 54 (4 used), 61 used etc.
Please inspect!

500

917 **/*/

Collection 1901 - 2011 in two albums, very well filled up to ca 2000. The
modern part **. Also a cpl. ** collection Åland 1984-2011.

200

918 **//

Small carton containing a used basic collection, very well filled from ca
1917 up to 1999 in two Schaubek albums incl. Åland cpl. 1984-1999.
Also Finnish year sets from the Post 1986-2010 (cpl. except 2000) as
well as Åland 1986-2010 and some modern FDCs.

300

919 **/*/

Collection 1875 - 1981 in a well filled Stender album incl. some Bus
parcel stamps, Fieldpost and East Karelia. F=11.000 according to the
vendor.

100

920 

Collection of used stamps, minisheets and booklets from 1987-2010.
Also some sets of franking labels.

100

921 **/*/

A huge duplicate lot in five well filled stockbooks with many early
issues but also some modern. AFA stated by the consignor DKK ca
300.000. Also Åland in two stockbooks and a sheet folder with AFA
cat.value DKK ca 28.000. Please inspect.

500

COAT OF ARMS. Remainder lot used incl. some nice 1 mark and a
superb 32 perf. 11 with an excellent Stockholm canc, Further a few
postal stationery and some cheaper Swiss duplicates. Please inspect.

100

µ 922 

923 8-14 ** NORTH INGERMANLAND 1930 cpl. (7), 100 sets
in large blocks, F=110.000. Good quality.

1.000

German & Northern European Shipmail
In the Baltic Sea and the North Atlantic
For this auction we are breaking down an exceptional and very important exhibition collection of shipmail. A large part is from the German areas and is offered under the various countries/states. However, also in the Scandinavian sections: Denmark, Norway,
Sweden, Iceland and even in Finland there are a lot of items documenting the immense
traffic between these neighboring countries. Mail was often delivered directly to the boat
or even onboard a mail transporting vessel and were therefore either cancelled onboard
the vessel, at the next port of call or at the destination port’s post office.
In consequence of this practice German and Scandinavian stamps can be found with
postmarks of their neighboring countries in a great variation. Even countries outside of
these areas are represented with stamps as well as postmarks.
Most items are offered under the countries which issued the stamps, but there are
exceptions as well as some items which carry stamps from more than one country.
Therefore we urge you to carefully study this catalogue and maybe there is an exquisite
item fitting perfectly into your collection, in a place where you did not expect to find it.
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€uro

Iceland
14.15 hrs

Prephilately

P µ 924 
P µ 925 

P

926 

924
925
Beautiful prephilatelic cover sent to Copenhagen inside dated 4.
March 1828. Certs Grønlund & Beskow. Ex. Crafoord.

200

Prephilatelic letter sent to Copenhagen inside dated Reykjavík 8.
August 1838 in extremely fine quality. Cert. Beskow.

200

Beautiful cover with full contents dated Húsavík June 5th 1852, sent to
Copenhagen and endorsed “Pr. Secratio Capt. Lund”. SCARCE.

300

Skilling Issue

P

927
927 1v2 (*)

P µ 928 1 

P µ 929 2v 
1

P µ 930 2 
P µ 931 3v2 (*)
184

928
929
930
931
Imperf. 2 sk. blue on ungummed paper with watermark. F=5.000.

100

2 skilling blue with a probably unique Danish postmark numeral canc.
212 KBH. ØSTERBRO on a decentered copy with round SW corner.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

400

INVERTED WATERMARK on a correctly used 4 skilling red perf.
14. Canc. with Danish type numeral canc. “1” Copenhagen. F=*. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. A GREAT RARITY. VERY FINE.

600

Postally used 4 skilling red perf. 14 x 13 1/2 with Danish type numeral
canc. “1” Copenhagen. F=9.000+. Cert. Møller. RARE & VERY FINE.

300

Imperf. 8 sk. brown on ungummed paper with watermark. Cert.
Grønlund.

Bid

€uro

932
P µ 932 4v2 (*)

P µ 933 4 *

934

936

Imperf. 16 sk. yellow on ungummed paper with watermark. Cert.
Grønlund.

Extremely fresh and well centered 16 sk. perf. 14 x
13½. Very rare in this quality. F=21.000. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. SUPERB.

P

934 7 **

Very fresh and well centered never hinged 16 sk. perf 12 1/2 with
watermark parts of two crowns. F=5.000. SUPERB.

P

935 7v1 *

Inverted watermark on 16 skilling yellow in a beautiful corner margin block of four. VERY RARE
MULTIPLE WITH INVERTED WATERMARK.

P

936 7 

A very beautiful postally used copy 16 skilling yellow perf. 12 1/2
with Danish numeral canc. “1” Copenhagen. SUPERB.

Bid

1.500
200

300
300
185

€uro

Aurar Issue perf. 14 x 13 1/2

937
P µ 937 9/16PT
(*)
P µ 938 8v1 **

P µ 939 10b 

938
939
Imperf. proofs of the 1876 issue cpl. (6) on ungummed paper without
watermark.

150

3 aur yellow in a never hinged pair with the right stamp being the
“double 3” variety. The pair is nearly seperated. Certs Grønlund &
Lasse Nielsen.

Bid

A wonderful pair 5 aur 2nd printing gathered by hinge strings canc.
with a perfect strike GB of duplex canc. “132” & “EDINBURGH NO 18
85”. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

200

940
• P

940 10c 

941
P

941 12v2 (*)

P µ 942 14a (*)

945

5 aur light green of printing III of 1891 as additional franking on a 5 aur
postal stationery card to Switzerland canc. “REYKJAVÍK 10.7.96”,
transit canc with double line “SHIP LETTER NEWCASTLE-ONTYNE” and arrival canc. “BERN 18.7.96”. Full message on back.

942

943

150

944

Imperf. 10 aur carmine, without gum. F=5.500. RARE.

200

20 aur pale violet in a very colour strong unused copy, which is unusual.
Without gum. F=9.500 for *. Cert. Møller.

Bid
100

P

943 14a 

Beautiful 20 aur pale violet (blurred print) in very good centering.

P

944 14a 

A fresh and very beautiful 20 aur 1st printing (blurred print) with
Danish one line canc. “FRA ISLAND”. F4.400+. Sign. Grønlund.
SUPERB.

100

P
186

945 14b **

Margin block of four 20 aur 2nd printing violet. F=4.500. VERY FINE.

Bid

€uro

946
P µ 946 15a 
P µ 947 16 
P µ 948 17b 

947

948

20 aur 1st printing ultramarine perf. 14 x 13 1/2 with Danish numeral
canc. “1” Copenhagen. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

200

Danish numeral canc. “1” Copenhagen on 4 aur green. This numeral is
very rare on the 40 aur stamp. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

200

Danish numeral canc. “1” Copenhagen on 40 aur 2nd printing light lilac.
Cert. Vagn Jensen. VERY FINE.

100

Aurar Issue perf. 12 3/4

949
P

949 20 **

P µ 950 23 

P µ 951 23 

P µ 952 23 

P µ 953 31 

950

951

Very fresh 3 aur. F=5.000. SUPERB.

100

Danish numeral canc. “1” Copenhagen on 5 aur blue perf. 12 1/2. Cert.
Møller. VERY FINE.

100

A very fresh and beautiful copy of 5 aur blue perf. 12 1/2 with Danish
one line canc. “FRA ISLAND”. F=6.500+. Cert. Møller.
A SUPERB COPY.

150

952

953

An extraordinary copy 5 aur blue perf. 12 1/2 with a perfect strike of
Danish duplex canc. “34” & “COPENHAGEN RAILWAY”. Very rare
on this stamp. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

A CORRECTLY USED 50 aur blue/red perf. 12 3/4
canc. with bridge type canc. “REYKJAVIK -.8.1903”.
F=unpriced (6.500 for c.t.o.). Certs Lasse Nielsen
and Møller. VERY RARE.

400

750
187

€uro

P

954 31 

P µ 955 44N+ **

Very beautiful block of four of 50 aur perf. 12 3/4
with “AKRANES” crown canc. (c.t.o.). F=26.000 as
single stamps. SCARCE BLOCK.

Ex 955
BERNE REPRINT. Cpl. set of 18 “Originals” (without overprint) in
very fresh never hinged matching pos. margin singles (pos. 31). 104
sets issued. F=30.000. Copy of cert. Grønlund for blocks of four.
SCARCE SET.

600

500

Þrír Issue

P µ 956 34v2 *

Inverted surcharge “3” and small “Þrír” perf. 12 3/4. F=11.000. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. SCARCE.

200

Í Gildi Issue

P µ 957 38 *

957

P µ 958 40c *
P µ 959 45c *
188

958
959
3 aur yellow perf. 14 x 13 1/2, setting III pos. 20 according to E. Glatt.
F=12.000. Opinion Kaiser.

150

16 aur brown perf. 14 x 13 1/2 with black overprint from setting III,
overprint pos. 14 according to E. Glatt. F=14.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
SUPERB.

200

Very beautiful 5 aur green perf. 14 x 13 1/2 with red overprint.
F=18.000. Ex. Crafoord. Cert. Grønlund.

250

€uro

P

960 48 **/*

Small “3” in a very fresh block of four with lower two stamps never
hinged. F=15.000 without premium for block.
VERY FINE - SUPERB.

961

P µ 961 51 **

962

963

400

Ex 965

5 aur green perf. 12 3/4 with black overprint. F=7.000. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen.

100

P

962 52 

Beautiful 6 aur perf. 12 3/4 with black overprint with Saurbær crown
canc. (CTO). F=10.000.

150

P

963 52v1 **

Inverted black overprint on 6 aur perf. 12 3/4, never hinged. Facit without price for **.

200

Group of 5 different cpl. Í Gildi sheets of 100, very fresh with all margins intact. 40 & 50 aur with black overprint, 6 & 20 aur with red overprint as well as 20 aur green official. F=14.400.

150

Í GILDI ON BERNE REPRINT. Cpl. set of 18 incl. officials, all fresh
never hinged except 50 aur which is *, 50 aur official with small
faults. F=14.000.

200

µ 964 57+58+
60... **
P µ 965 44N+ **

Christian IX

966
• P

• P

966 64 

967 64+66 

967

Cover to France franked with five copies of 4 aur canc. “REYKJAVÍK
14.4.1906” transit canc. with boxed “SHIP LETTER TROON” as well as
“TROON AP 20 06” cds on back. Arrival canc. MULHAUSEN 22.4.06”.
Postcard with 4 and 6 aur sent to England, transit canc. with two very
fine strikes of “LEITH AU 30 06” as well as straight line “PAQUEBOT”.

100
100
189

€uro

• P µ 968 64+66 

µ 969 70 **

Postcard franked with 4 and 6 aur sent to Denmark canc. “REYKJAVIK
24.08.1904”. Transit canc. with double line “SHIP LETTER NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE” and arrival canc. “AALBORG 31.8.04”. On the reverse
is a beautiful view of Thingeyri in Dýrafjördur.

100

Reversed watermark on 25 aur in a very fresh unfolded never hinged cpl.
sheet of 100. F=8.000+. SCARCE.

Bid

Two Kings Issues

970
• P

• P

970 78+80 

971 79 

P µ 972 78+83 

• P

190

973 84 

971

Beautiful cover from Vestmannaeyjar to Sweden franked with pairs of
4 aur and 6 aur transit canc. “KJØBENHAVN B15 20.3.15” as well as
with straight line “Fra Færöerne”.

100

Very fine upright strike of the scarcer circular “QUEENSTOWN
SHIP LETTER” as transit canc. on a postcard from “REYKJAVÍK
15.8.1907” to Germany.

200

972
973
Very fine money letter sent from “STYKKISHÓLMUR 29.I.20” franked
with strips of three of 4 and 16 aur. Boxed “Ítrekað” handstamp on
front. “REYKJAVÍK 11.II.20” arrival canc. on back.

150

20 aur on cover to England canc. “REYKJAVÍK 26.IV.13” with scarcer
boxed “SHIP LETTER” of Stornoway as transit canc. as well as
“STORNOWAY MY 10 13” cds on back. Light center fold of little
importance. SCARCE.

200

€uro

P µ 974 94 

P

975 96 

5 aur postal stationery card with 5 aur extra franking canc. “REYKJAVÍK 25.IV.19” sent to Russia with “SERVICE SUSPENDED” framed handstamp, the card returned to Reykjavik (written in black
crayon). EXTREMELY RARE.

500

Very beautiful money letter from “BORGARNES 29.XI.17” franked
with seven copies of 10 aur (watermark crosses). Arrival canc. “REYKJAVÍK 30.XI.17”.

150

Provisional Overprints

P

976 107+170+ Invoice from Scotland with 30,55 kr in stamps applied to pay import
171 
duties incl. three copies 10/5 kr surcharge, all canc. “Tollur”. “REYKJAVÍK 18.VI.30” postal canc. on the front. SCARCE.

400
191

€uro

Silhouette Issues

• P

977 108+109+ Beautiful three colour franking on a postcard sent to Germany canc.
111 
“REYKJAVÍK 6.VIII.12”, transit canc. with boxed “SHIP LETTER
TROON”.

978

100

979

P

978 (*)

ESSAY. Frederik VIII 5 aur blue. SCARCE.

150

P

979 (*)

ESSAY. Frederik VIII 5 aur violet. SCARCE.

150

P µ 980 71+118 Extremely beautiful parcel card from Germany

with 40 aur Christian IX and 1 kr. Frederik VIII
applied on arrival at Eskifjördur fiscally used with
sewing machine as well as “ESKIFJÖRÐUR 28.V.20”
cds. RARE ITEM.
192

1.000

€uro

Christian X Issues

P

981 140 **

40 aur blue in a never hinged corner margin block of four with printer’s control No. 177-K. F=13.200.

982
P µ 982 154 **

P

983 157 **

100

983

40 aur Christian X lilac in a very beautiful copy with perfect perforation and centering. F=9.000. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT.

300

10 kr. in a very fresh and well centered never hinged copy. F=9.500.

150

Later Issues

984
• P

• P

P

984 170 

985 175+188


986 178v **

985

986

Cover franked with 20 aur sent to Copenhagen with scarcer canc.
“FREDERKISHAVN 18.5.31” as well as boxed “Paquebot” hand
stamp. SCARCE ITEM.

300

Postal stationery card with added franking of e.g. a strip of four of the
10 aur airmail stamp of 1930. Endorsed “By airmail via London” which
has been crossed out, the card transit canc. “GÖTEBORG 4.6.30” as
well as with boxed “PAQUEBOT”, forwarded as airmail from
Copenhagen to Viborg the day after.

100

20 aur red with double print variety in a perfect never hinged copy.
Only one sheet recorded. F=5.500.

100
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€uro

987
P

P

987 178 

988

Postcard with 20 aur canc. “REYKJAVÍK 25.VI.30” sent with the Danish
ocean liner Hellig Olav during it’s only stop in Iceland.
POSSIBLY UNIQUE.

100

988 200-03  Extremely rare first day cover with the charity issue of 1933 canc.
“REYKJAVÍK 28.IV.33”. Not noted in Facit. LESS THAN 10
COVERS RECORDED.

250

989

990

• P

989 206C1+
213 

Cover endorsed via England sent to Germany. The endorsement has
been crossed out and the cover has gone via Denmark instead, therefore canc. “ESBJERG 8.11.37” as well as boxed “PAQUEBOT”. The
addressee has been crossed out. SCARCE.

100

• P

990 215 

35 aur on a window envelope with scarce boxed “PAQUEBOT” hand
stamp from Glasgow as well as “GLASGOW 24 AUG 37” cds.

100

P

991 216 

Very unusual FDC with the 5 on 35 aur provisional overprint on
Jochumsson canc. “REYKJAVÍK 17.3.39”. Some perf. toning. F=5.000.
SCARCE.

100

P

992 217 

25 aur provisional surcharge on 3 aur Jochumsson on FDC canc.
“REYKJAVÍK 6.III.41”. SCARCE.

Bid

991

194

992

€uro

Ex 993
P µ 993 228P+
232P **

20 aur and 50 aur Geysir, 5 proofs on gummed paper in different
colours (3 x 20 aur, 2 x 50 aur). VERY SCARCE.

994
• P

994 229 

500

995

Cover sent to the United States with 35 aur canc. “NEW YORK
PAQUEBOT OCT 20 1939”. Faint fold of little importance. SCARCE.

100

P

995 256-59  1940 overprint on N.Y.W.F. set of four on a beautiful registered cover
canc. “REYKJAVÍK 11.5.40”. F=5.000. SUPERB.

100

P

996 

Extremely rare circular “Franko” handstamp on a large size cover.
This handstamp is known to have been occasionally used on printed
matter in the early 1940s. ONLY THREE SUCH COVERS KNOWN.

400
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€uro

P

P

997 326v4 **

998 326v6 **

P µ 999 346-47E
(*)

997
Ex 999
Inverted overprint “5 AURAR” on 35 aur Mt. Hekla. Perfect never
hinged copy of this undervalued variety. Pos. 12 in the sheet. Cert.
Grønlund.

Bid

5 aurar surcharge on 35 aur with bars not touching “35” at all in a
never hinged corner margin block of four. F=8.000. SCARCE.

100

Essays for the 1956 Nordic Day issue, two copies in the issued colours
but with a value of 25 aur by artist Signe Hammarsten-Janson. One
with some missing perfs. RARE.

100

Bid

P

1000 511v1 **

15 kr. Postage stamp centenary of 1973 with horses dramatically shifted
into the 3 skilling stamp. Facit without price.

P

1001 585P (*)

Embossed die proof on card of the 120 kr Gudjohnsen stamp of 1979,
engraved and printed in black ink. VERY RARE.

100

Very beautiful set of 2 die proofs on card of the 1983 Fisheries issue,
engraved and printed in black ink. VERY RARE.

200

1001

P µ 1002 637-38P
(*)
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Ex 1002

€uro

• P

1003 1393 **

2012 Christmas stamps 50gr in block of four with the perforation machine just barely having touched the paper without penetrating it. SCARCE.

Bid

Official Issues

P µ 1004 Tj 2v *
1

1004

1005

Imperf. 8 sk. lilac on gummed paper with watermark. F=5.000. Ex.
Crafoord. RARE.

P

1005 Tj 3v3 (*) Imperf. 4 sk. green with inverted watermark on ungummed paper.

P

1006 Tj 6P (*)

1006
P µ 1007 Tj 17v1 *
P µ 1008 Tj 21a *

1007

100
Bid

1008

10 aur proof in vertical pair in grey blue colour on ungummed paper
without watermark.

Bid

Inverted overprint on 10 aur perf. 14 x 13 1/2 in very good centering.
F=5.500. Owner’s mark on back. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

100

Very well centered 3 aur brownish orange perf. 12 3/4. Very lightly
hinged. F=3.500. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

Bid

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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€uro

1009
P

1009 Tj 35-37

µ 1010 Tj 40 **

P

1011 Tj 42-43


P µ 1012 Tj 59-74
**

P

1011

Very beautiful money letter from “ÍSAFJÖRÐUR 5.IV.19” franked
with 5 aur, two copies of 10 aur as well as a strip of 3 of 15 aur. Arrival
canc. “REYKJAVÍK 14.IV.19” on back. SCARCE ITEM.

300

50 aur Two Kings in a very fresh unfolded never hinged cpl. sheet of
100 incl. a couple of known varieties. F=20.000.

150

Rare printed matter rate cover sent locally franked with 3 and 4 aur
canc. “BÆR 15.XI.27”. Insignificant fold near lower left corner.

200

Ex 1012
1930 Millenary officials in a very fresh never hinged cpl. set of 16.
F=19.000. SUPERB.

300

1013 Tj 62v ** 10 aur Alting block of four with overprint offset on back, all four stamps
with the missing dot over “j” variety. SCARCE.

100

Postal Stationery

• P

P

198

1014
1015
10 aur postal stationery card sent to Denmark canc. “REYKJAVÍK
18.10.1902”. Transit canc. with boxed “SHIP LETTER TROON” and arrival canc. “KJØBENHAVN Ø 26.10.02”.

100

1015 DB28a  15 aur Christian X postal stationery card (inquiry part) to Denmark,
sent as ship mail and canc. on arrival “KØBENHAVN Omk. 14.10.30”.
Scarcely seen properly used card with full message on reverse.

100

1014 EB21 

€uro

Collections

• P µ 1016 //

Ex 1016
Ship mail collection arranged by port on stock pages. A large number of different ports and canc. types present incl. a number of scarcer ones. Hundreds of stamps in total as well as ca 50 covers, plus
some additional foreign covers which have not been counted. The
2.000
entire collection may be viewed on our website.

P µ 1017 **/*/

Ex 1017
Very well filled collection 1873 - 1989 in a Leuchtturm album mixed
mint and used with some better ** stamps noted prior to 1940.
Skilling stamps cpl. (a couple with small faults, 2 sk. regummed),
four different Prír incl. perf. 14 with small overprint “3” (very vague,
cert. Lundegaard Nielsen), all kings stamps and overprints cpl.
(except 10 kr Chr X), all three 1930 sets cpl., Hópflug cpl. * (10 kr with
small thin). Also an envelope with used stamps and minisheets largely cpl. 1999-2009 from a subscription. Total of 9 certs. Very high
1.500
cat. value. PLEASE SEE PICTURES ON OUR WEBSITE.

1018 **/*/

Collection 1873 - 1981 in a home made album containing a large
number of medium and better priced stamps. Starts with 4 skilling
stamps, good selection of aurar stamps, 2 diff. Thrir, all 5 kr. Kings
issues, all three 1930 Millenary sets cpl. incl. officials, official section nearly cpl. etc. Very high cat. value.

400
199

€uro

Mixed Lots & Accumulations

Ex 1019
P µ 1019 /

1020 **/
µ 1021 **/*/

1022 */(*)
µ 1023 

POSTMARKS. A fantastic selected lot with e.g. eight postally used
skilling stamps, several better early oval stamps with better foreign
postmarks etc. e.g. with Danish and GB postmarks. Also some later
issues incl. some numeral cancs. Eight certs/opinions are enclosed. A
lot that must be inspected. The whole lot can be wieved on our web1.000
site.
Carton containing a more or less complete ** collection 1944-2009 in a
Leuchtturm album and a small box as well as a couple of small boxes
with FDCs from 1973-1999.

200

Very interesting accumulation mostly consisting of various varieties
from 1873 onwards, nearly everything still on original auction cards
from various auctions with hardly any duplication. Some skilling
and aur imperfs. and proofs noted, some inverted I Gildi, two values
from the 1930 Millenary set with strong offset on back etc.
PLEASE INSPECT.

300

Stockbook with 62 copies Parliament Issue 1930 in proofs, imperfs
etc. Please inspect.

500

Bundles of 100. 25 bundles of some better stamps e.g. F. Nos 66, 68, 70,
71, 72, 140 and 141. AFA=DKK 123.000. Also ca 20 old revenue stamps
on stock cards. Specification with AFA Nos. may be found on our website.

300

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
200

€uro
1024 **

µ 1025 1+3 

Two sheet folders with modern sheets and minisheets with AFA
value nearly DKK 140.000 according to consignors statement. Also a
stockbook with better single stamps and sets with AFA value DKK
290.000. A very fine lot with a total of more than DKK 400.000 AFA
value.
1.000
2 and 8 sk. nicely canc. Akureyri and Bær with minor imperfections of
little importance. F=29.000. FINE COPIES.

• P µ 1026 139+140+ Christian X, small ** group of better values. F. Nos 139 (2 copies), 140
151 **
& 151 (2 copies). F=16.500.

150

100

Ex 1027
P

1027 DS43/48 Extremely rare 1983 document with 5 diff. values of the rare rouletted documentary revenues incl. the 500 and the 1000 kr. Only a handful of documents with this issue recorded.

150

Ex 1028
P µ 1028 **
•

µ 1029 **/*/

Group of three “SPARIMERKI” savings stamps in never hinged blocks
of four, 50 kr, 500 kr and 5000 kr. SCARCE.

100

Small mixed lot with some better items such as ** and * values from the
1925 Views set, 35 aur Gullfoss in an ** block of 24 (F=14.400 for these
alone).

100
201

€uro
•

µ 1030 

µ 1031 

µ 1032 

1033 

1034

Lot with 71 ship mail covers and cards with a wide
variety of transit and arrival canc. incl. numerous
better items. The entire lot may be viewed on our
website.

2.000

Album with ca 150 old covers and cards up to ca 1945 incl. a number
of better ones noted, such as shipmail, some numeral cancellations,
airmail, postage due etc. Also an envelope with ca 45 covers and
cards of lesser value. PLEASE INSPECT.

700

Interesting lot with 35 items all sent to Iceland from different nonScandinavian countries in the 1930s. Many unusual countries included
such as: Algeria, Angola, Argentina, Bermuda, Brazil, Cuba,
Colombia, Ecuador, Greece, Hungary, Japan, Latvia, Lebanon,
Lithuania, Manchukuo (very rare), New Zealand, Peru, Turkey and
Uruguay.

150

Small box with ca 230 older covers and cards sent to Iceland mostly
during the 1930s from Denmark, Germany and Great Britain. Many
with perfins.

100

E.A.G. Caröe: ICELANDIC POSTS 1776-1919.
Royal Philatelic Society, London, 1947. Reprint
from The London Philatelist, April 1944 - January
1947. No. 13 of only 100 numbered copies printed.
The most sought after title of Icelandic literature.
A VERY RARE OFFER.

300

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning sker
genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!
See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:
www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
202

1968-2018

0
5

In 2018 it is 50 years since Postiljonen was
founded and of course this will be celebrated!
Among other things we are planning a special auction of
First and Early Issues of the World.
For the year to come, we are pre-celebrating with interesting
General and Specialized Auctions.

You are welcome to join as consignor!

203
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Besøg
TAK16
National
frimærkeudstilling
5. ʹ 6. november
Lø. kl. 10-17

Sø. kl. 10-16

Birkerød Idrætscenter
Bistrupvej 1, Birkerød

Gratis indgang
Gratis katalog
Flotte samlinger
Stande fra postvæsener,
handlere & auktionshuse
Mange aktiviteter for
samlere og deres familier:
Tag selv bord
Børneland
Stor modeljernbane
Og meget mere

Køb de flotte
udstillingsmærker
på TAK16 og få
dem stemplet med
udstillingsstemplet fra
postnord.

Se meget mere på www.TAK16.dk
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VOCABULARY – WÖRTERVERZEICHNIS –
ORDLISTE – ORDLISTA
above
acceptable copy
accumulation
average
beautiful
bisect
below
booklet
bundle
cachet
cancellation
charity
chalky paper
clean
close cut
coat of arms
coil (stamp)
commercial cover
comprehensive
corner
counted
cover
crease
crown & posthorn
cut into
definitives
early
entire
error
exception
expensive
few
fake
fine copy
forgery
frame
front
gum disturbance
hinge
ink
insured cover
inverted
issue
item
letter
lot
margin
mini sheet
mixed
normal mounting
numeral type
official
overprint
perfectly placed canc.
perforation
pin hole
plate flow
postage due
postal stationery
postmark
pre-philately
printing error

206

oben
(grosser) Posten
durchschnitt
schön
Halbierung
unten
Heftchen
Bündel
(Sonder)Stempel
Stempel
Wohltätigkeit
Kreidepapier
sauber
eng geschnitten
Wappen
Automatmarke
Gebrauchsbrief
ausgedehnte
Ecke
gezählt
Brief
Bug
Posthorn
beschnitten
Dauerserie
früh
Brief mit Inhalt
Fehler
Ausnahme
teuer
einige
Fälschung
Fälschung
Rahmen
Vorderseite
Gummifehler
Falz
Tinte
Wertbrief
kopfstehend
Ausgabe
Marke, Los
Brief
Los
Rand
Block
gemischte
oben eingeklebt
Ringtype
Dienst
Überdruck
Zahnung
Nadelstich
Plattenfehler
Porto
Ganzsache
Stempel
Vorphilatelie
Fehldruck

foroven
akseptabelt eks.
(stort) parti
gennemsnit
smuk
halvering
forneden
hæfte
bundt
(sær)stempel
stempel
velgørenhed
kridtpapir
ren
tæt klippet
våbentype
rulle (mærke)
brugsbrev
omfattende
hjørne
talt
brev
fold
posthorn
beklippet
brugsmærker
tidlig
brev med indhold
fejl
undtagelse
dyr
enkelte, nogle
forfalskning
godt eks
forfalskning
ramme
forside
gummifejl
hængsel
blæk
værdibrev
omvendt
udgave
mærke, lot
brev
lot
rand
miniark
blandet
normal indklæbning
ringtype
tjeneste
overtryk
retvendt stempel
takning
nålestik
pladefejl
porto
helsag
stempel
førfilateli
fejltryk

ovanför
godtagbart ex
(stort) parti
genomsnitt
vacker
halvering
nedanför
häfte
bunt
(special)stämpel
stämpel
välgörenhet
kritpapper
ren
nära klippt
vapentyp
rulle (bandmärke)
bruksbrev
omfattande
hörn
räknat
brev
veck
postemblem
inklippt
bruksmärken
tidig
brev med innehåll
fel
undantag
dyr
fåtal, några
förfalskning
gott ex
förfalskning
ram
framsida
gummit påverkat
fastsättare
bläck
ass brev
omvänt
utgåva
märke, objekt
brev
objekt, parti
marginal
miniatyrark (block)
blandad
rätvänd infattning
ringtyp
tjänste
övertryck
rätvänd stämpel
tandning
nålstick
plåtfel
lösen
helsak
stämpel
förfilateli
feltryck

rare
re-entry
registered
reprint
repair
reverse
rouletted
scarce
selection
several
sheet
short
size
slot machine booklet
spot
stamp
strip
superb copy
surcharged
tear
territorial defence stamps
thin
touched
value
variety
very fine copy
vendor
weak
weight
wrapper

selten
Doppeldruck
R-Brief
Neudruck
Reparation
Hinterseite
durchstochen
ungewöhnlich
Auswahl
mehrere
Bogen
kurz
grösse
Automathäft
Fleck
Briefmarke
Streife
überdruckt
Riss
Landsturmmarken
dünn
berührt
Wert
Variant
Einlieferer
schwach
Gewicht
Streifband

sjælden
dobbelttryk
anbefalet
nytryk
reparation
bagside
gennemstukken
usædvanlig
udvalg
flere
helark
kort
størrelse
automathæfte
plet
frimærke
stribe
pragteks, luxus
overtrykt
rift
Landstormmærker
tynd
berørt
værdi
variant
meget godt eks
indleverer
svag
vægt
korsbånd

sällsynt
dubbeltryck
rek brev
nytryck
reparation
baksidan
genomstucken
ovanlig
urval
åtskilliga
helark
kort
storlek
automathäfte
fläck
frimärke
strip
praktex, lyxex
påtryckt
riss
Landstormsfrimärken
tunn
nära klippt
värde
variant
mycket gott ex
inlämnare
svag
vikt
korsband

Abbreviations – Abkürzungen – Forkortelser – Förkortningar
P(+lot no.)

µ
**
*
(*)



cds
c.o.d.
cto
cert
horiz
imperf
inv
Ms
optd
perf
pl
pmk
PS
R
reg
vert
wmk

photo
extra internet scans
mint never hinged
unused with gum
unused no gum
used
cover
on piece
circular date stamp
cash-on-delivery
cancelled to order
certificate
horizontal
imperforated
inverted
mini sheet
overprinted
perforated
plate
postmark
postal stationery
rare
registered
vertical
watermark

Photo
extra internet scans
postfrisch
ungebraucht
ohne Gummi
gebraucht
Brief
Briefstück
Rundstempel
Nachnahme
Gefälligkeitstempel
Attest
wagrecht
ungezähnt
kopfstehend
Block
überdruckt
gezähnt
Platte
Stempel
Ganzsache
selten
Einschreiben
senkrecht
Wasserzeichen

foto
extra internet scans
postfrisk
ubrugt
uden gummi
stemplet
brev
brevstykke
datostempel
postopkrævning
lejlighedsstempel
attest
vandret
utakket
omvendt
miniark
overtryk
takket
plade
stempel
helsag
sjælden
anbefalet
lodret
vandmærke

foto
extra internet scans
postfrisk
ostämplat
utan gummi
stämplat
brev
brevklipp
datumstämpel
postförskott
orderstämplat
attest
vågrätt
otandat
omvänt
miniatyrark (block)
övertryckt
tandat
plåt
stämpel
helsak
sällsynt
rekommenderat
lodrätt
vattenmärke

CATALOGUES – KATALOGEN – KATALOGER
F
GF
Mi
Sc
SG
SpC
Z
Y

= Facit
= Wowern
= Michel
= Scott
= Stanley Gibbons
= Speciale Catalogus
= Zumstein
= Yvert
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Conditions of Sale
1, The auction is voluntary and lots are sold on behalf of the vendor to the highest bidder.
The prices indicated against each lot are starting prices and not minimum prices. It must,
however, be pointed out that the starting prices should reflect a low commercial value.
2, All bids must be submitted in Euro to which is added 25% commission incl. Swedish
V.A.T. Lots not picked up, are shipped on buyers risk. Postage, transport, insurance
and bankcharges or charges on creditcard payments will be added.
Exception: Only 20% commission, excl. Swedish V.A.T., only for
a. Export to countries outside of EU.
b. V.A.T. registered dealers inside of EU, but outside of Sweden, who forward their V.A.T.
registration number in good time before the auction.
Lots marked • in front of the lot numbers are subject to import V.A.T. 12% will be
added to the hammer price, except for a and b above. Invoicing instructions must be
received before or during the auction. Invoices can not be changed afterwards.
The bids are increased as follows: Below Euro 500,- Euro 10,500,-–2000,50,above 2000,ca 5%
Bids not corresponding with these steps might be reduced.
3, Bids submitted are binding, and cancellation is only acceptable if received
simultaneously with the bid. If bids are given on behalf of others, then the bidder is
himself responsible for the fulfilment of the conditions of sale. The bidder is
responsible for faulty mail bids and the same applies in misunderstandings in bids
submitted by telephone or fax. The bidder is personally responsible for any and all
his purchases in the auction.
4, Mail bids are dealt with conscientiousness, but without further responsibility to the
auctioneer. The auctioneer reserves the right to regroup, split up or withdraw lots and
can in case of misunderstandings or disagreements annul the bids and restart the
bidding. The auctioneer can also withhold the assignment to undesirable persons or
refuse them admittance to the auction-room without explanation. In case of two
equal mail bids for the same object, this will be sold to the bidder whose bid was the
first received. The mail bidder can write alternative bids and/or indicate a total
maximum purchase limit.
5, Payment is made in advance based on an advance invoice. The ownership of the
objects remain with the vendor until the full invoice amount has been paid. If payment is not received 8 days from the invoice date, 2% interest per month is charged
together with a fee of Euro 10,-. To this may be added additional documented expences. Has payment not been received 30 days after the invoice date or has the buyer
refused to pay, then the objects in question can, without further notification, be reauctioned at the expense of the buyer.
6, Lots are conscientiously described but faults may occur. Claims must be made at the
latest 10 days after receipt of the lot and full payment has been made with
reference to the invoice number. If a claim is accepted, the full hammer price + commission and eventual V.A.T. is refunded. Interest compensation can not be made.
7, Request for extension must be made immediately and within 8 days from receipt.
Certifier must be approved by the auctioneer. In case of a claim the auctioneer may
demand a certificate from a well-known expert. Objects with certificates may, if the auctioneer regards it as justified, and if the original certifier is approved by the
auctioneer, only be returned if two other well-known experts have certified a different
opinion. Stamps with visible defects on photo (such as cuts, perforation, centering, cancellations etc.) can not be claimed. Returned objects must be in the same condition as
when received. Lots of more than three stamps can not be claimed if one of the stamps
has a minor defect. Large lots may contain both mint and used material. Collections and
mixed lots are sold as is. A difference of approx. 10–20% must be accepted by the buyer.
8, Submission of verbal or mail bids means that the bidder has accepted above conditions.
9, Swedish law is applicable.
Catalogue numbers next to the object number is based on FACIT for Scandinavia and
MICHEL for the rest of the world, if nothing else is stated.
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Försäljningsvillkor
1. Auktionen är frivillig och sker för inlämnares räkning. Objekt tillfaller den köpare
som avgivit högsta bud. Angivna utropspriser är ej minimipriser men är satta så att
de skall avspegla ett mycket lågt beräknat handelspris.
2. Alla bud skall ges i Euro. Köparen skall till auktionären betala en provision på 25%
på auktionspriset inkl. moms. Om objektet inte hämtas, sker leverans på köparens
risk. Porto, transportförsäkring och bankavgifter/kreditkortsavgift tillkommer.
Köparprovision 20% exkl. moms gäller endast i följande fall:
a. Vid export till länder utanför EU.
b. Vid försäljning till moms-registrerade handlare inom EU, men utanför Sverige, som
uppger moms-registreringsnummer i god tid före auktionen.
För objekt markerade med • före objektnumret tillkommer 12% importmoms på
klubbslagspriset, dock med undantag för a och b ovan. Instruktioner om faktureringen skall ske före eller under auktionen. Fakturor kan inte ändras efteråt.
Vid auktionen tillämpas följande fasta höjningar av buden:
under Euro 500,- med Euro 10,500,- till 2000,- med
50,över 2000,med
ca 5%
3. Avgivet bud är bindande och budgivaren är personligt ansvarig för samtliga av
honom gjorda inrop. Annullering av bud kan ej ske, såvida den inte är oss tillhanda
senast samtidigt med buden. Vid bud för annans räkning ansvarar budgivaren för att
försäljningsvillkoren uppfylles, som vore det eget bud. Budgivaren är också ansvarig
för av honom gjorda fel i auktionsuppdraget. Likaså vid obekräftade telefon- och
faxbud svarar budgivaren för ev. fel och missuppfattningar.
4. Auktionsuppdrag behandlas så omsorgsfullt som möjligt, dock utan några andra
åtaganden från auktionärens sida. Auktionären äger rätt att ej godtaga bud, samt att
dra tillbaka, omgruppera eller dela objekt. Auktionären har också rätt att avvisa
personer från auktionen och avböja bud utan att ange skäl härför. Han förbehåller sig
rätten att vid missförstånd eller meningsskiljaktigheter utlysa ny budgivning. Vid två
eller flera lika bud på samma objekt från uppdragsgivare, tillfaller objektet den som
först inkommit med bud. Vid auktionsuppdrag kan reservobjekt medtagas, eller
också kan den totala köpesumman begränsas till visst belopp.
5. Betalning sker kontant, mot postförskott eller mot förskottsfaktura. Objekten förblir
säljarens egendom tills full likvid erlagts. Likvid skall erläggas inom 8 dagar från
fakturadatum. Vid senare betalning debiteras ränta med 2% per påbörjad månad, räknat
på fakturabeloppet, samt kravavgift med Euro 10:–. Dessutom kan ytterligare kravkostnader tillkomma. Har likvid ej inkommit 30 dagar efter fakturadatum eller om köparen
vägrar betala, kan objekten utan ytterligare meddelande säljas på köparens bekostnad.
6. Objekten är omsorgsfullt beskrivna, dock kan smärre fel förekomma. Ev. reklamation
måste göras senast 10 dagar efter det att objektet levererats. Vid all korrespondens bör
fakturanummer anges. Vid godkänd reklamation återfår köparen auktionspris plus provision och eventuell moms. Räntegottgörelse kan ej påräknas.
7. Begäran om förlängd reklamationstid för att köparen önskar sända objekt för
expertundersökning, måste ske omgående och inom 8 dagar efter mottagandet av
objektet. Experten måste godkännas av auktionären. Auktionären kan vid
reklamation kräva intyg från en opartisk, välkänd expert. Objekt med äkthetsintyg
kan, om auktionären så anser befogat, och om det ursprungliga intyget är utfärdat
av en godkänd expert, endast returneras om minst två opartiska och välkända
experter har en avvikande mening. Defekter synliga på foto (klippning, tandning,
centrering, stämpling etc.) kan inte ligga till grund för reklamation. Reklamation kan
ej heller ske om objekt eller märke förändrats genom någon slags behandling. Objekt
innehållande fler än 3 märken kan inte returneras på grund av smärre defekter på
enstaka märke. Stora objekt kan innehålla både stämplade och ostämplade märken.
Samlingar, partier, massvara, kilovara etc., säljes i befintligt skick och kan inte
returneras. En differens på 10–20% måste kunna accepteras av köparen.
8. Avgivande av muntligt bud eller auktionsuppdrag innebär godkännande av ovanstående villkor.
9. Svensk lag gäller.
Katalognummer och -värden är hämtade ur FACIT för Norden samt MICHEL för alla
andra länder och områden, om inget annat anges.
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INTERNATIONAL
AUTUMN AUCTION
29–30 September 2017

We feel sure that these events will be great philatelic feasts, and do hereby invite you to take part as
consignor. Please contact us already today for a
discussion about your holdings, an early consignment will allow us to include YOUR material in
our international pre-marketing.

POSTILJONEN AB
Box 537, S-201 25 Malmö, Sweden.
Visiting address: Hans Michelsensgatan 9
In Malmö Tel. +46 40-25 88 50
Fax: +46 40-25 88 59
In Stockholm: Tel. +46 8-32 70 70
In Copenhagen: Tel. +45 33 91 52 00
stampauctions@postiljonen.se
www.postiljonen.com
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Vi räknar med att dessa arrangemang kommer att bli
stora filatelistiska fester, och inbjuder Er redan nu till
att deltaga som inlämnare. Kontakta oss redan idag för
en inledande diskussion, en omedelbar inlämning underlättar för oss att inkludera ERT material i vår internationella marknadsföring och förhandsannonsering.

There’s Always a
New Auction!

Join in!
Consignments accepted now!

